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The Tenth International Conference on Advances in System Simulation (SIMUL 2018), held on
October 14 - 18, 2018- Nice, France, continued a series of events focusing on advances in simulation
techniques and systems providing new simulation capabilities.
While different simulation events are already scheduled for years, SIMUL 2018 identified
specific needs for ontology of models, mechanisms, and methodologies in order to make easy an
appropriate tool selection. With the advent of Web Services and WEB 3.0 social simulation and humanin simulations bring new challenging situations along with more classical process simulations and
distributed and parallel simulations. An update on the simulation tool considering these new simulation
flavors was aimed at, too.
The conference provided a forum where researchers were able to present recent research
results and new research problems and directions related to them. The conference sought contributions
to stress-out large challenges in scale system simulation and advanced mechanisms and methodologies
to deal with them. The accepted papers covered topics on social simulation, transport simulation,
simulation tools and platforms, simulation methodologies and models, and distributed simulation.
We welcomed technical papers presenting research and practical results, position papers
addressing the pros and cons of specific proposals, such as those being discussed in the standard forums
or in industry consortiums, survey papers addressing the key problems and solutions on any of the
above topics, short papers on work in progress, and panel proposals.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the SIMUL 2018 technical
program committee as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high quality
conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all
the authors that dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to the SIMUL 2018. We truly
believe that thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consists of top quality
contributions.
This event could also not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations and sponsors. We also gratefully thank the members of the SIMUL 2018 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work that is making this professional
meeting a success. We gratefully appreciate to the technical program committee co-chairs that
contributed to identify the appropriate groups to submit contributions.
We hope the SIMUL 2018 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in simulation research.
We also hope Nice provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved some
time for exploring this beautiful city.
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Abstract— The aim of this paper is to present the application of
complex systems architecting approach in the development of
the digital twin through a use case of an industrial process:
phosphate mining site of Benguérir. We introduce the digital
twin concept and its influence on the development of
manufacturing processes. Further, we present the complex
systems engineering approach and its added value to the design
and the manipulation of systems with a higher level of
complexity, and how this approach allows designing a digital
twin model of the mining site. Previous work undertook the
digital twin concept and its benefits on industry without
mentioning an efficient method to develop it. To realize our
vision to design the digital twin of the mining site of Benguérir,
we used SysML diagrams to model the solution based on the
three visions of the complex systems engineering: the
operational vision, the functional vision and the constructional
vision.

There are three big challenges to face, in order to be able
to pursue this transformation:
- Training: Industry 4.0’s transformation requires not
only to change equipment but also to change minds,
operators should be aware of the new technologies
and their use.
- Test and verification: The operator needs to change
the configurations, edit the program, upgrade the
system or maintain a new equipment, and this
without any risk or failure, so, the operator must
simulate and test the modification before
implementing it in the real process.
- R&D: Engineers and researchers need to develop
algorithms and new methods based on the data
collected from the field and test the results and
algorithms.
To face those challenges, and pursue the change, the
Polytechnic University of Mohammed VI and the mining site
of the Office Chérifien des Phosphates (OCP) adopted the
digital twin concept to deal with the issues discussed before.
The digital twin is the virtual representation of a real
process, product or service [1]; it contains of real time
simulators and this representation is a complex system since
it must be a very close model of the real system.
Furthermore, a well-defined design process should be used in
order to collect all requirements from all stakeholders. The
complex engineering system approach provides a structured
and flexible modelling methodology in order to implement
and develop a clear functional architecture.
The aim of this paper is to present the impact of complex
systems architecting approach in developing the digital twin
of the mining site.
After first describing the principles of systems
engineering approach and the digital twin concept, this paper
then demonstrates how this approach is an effective
methodological support and allows an early detection of
possible weaknesses during initial design stages.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, a state of
art will be presented, then Section 3 is dedicated to the
definition of digital twin concept and its advantages.
Furthermore, the complex systems architecting method is
presented is Section 4, while Section 5 will present the
application of the complex systems architecting method in
the process of the mining site and results of this work, and
we conclude with a conclusion and perspectives of the work.

Keywords- Industry 4.0; digital twin; simulators; complex
systems engineering; mining site; fixed infrastructures.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The fixed infrastructures of the mining site are a main
process in its value chain, whose function is the physical
treatment of the extracted product. It consists in separating
rocks from valuable product and the transfer of this product
to the other sites (chemical treatments); this process is
composed of three units:
- Stone removal unit: The trucks bring the product
(the phosphate) from the field, and put it into two
hoppers, then it is screened, the rocks are crushed
and sent to a waste rock storage and the product is
sent to the next unit via conveyors.
- Screening unit: A second screen is necessary; the
unit contains five screens and five hoppers; the
product is now sent via conveyors to the loading
unit.
- Loading unit: The product is stored and then loaded
in specific wagons depending on the quality, the type
and the quantity demanded from the customers.
The industrial manufacturing and, of course, the mining
sites are getting into a deep transformation, which considers
digital technologies getting into industrial equipment. This is
the fourth industrial revolution, called Industry4.0. It is
characterized by the fusion of virtual world of internet and
the real industrial facilities.
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II.

STATE OF ART

Different understandings of the digital twin can be
observed in industrial practice. In this regard, it has been
argued that Parametric Technology Corporation (PTC) is
focusing on establishing a link between the virtual product
model and the physical part to increase the manufacturing
flexibility and competitiveness, while Dassault Systèmes
targets the product design performance. Moreover, the digital
twin understanding of General Electric focuses on
forecasting the health and performance of their products over
lifetime, whereas SIEMENS strives for improved efficiency
and quality in manufacturing. TESLA aims at developing a
digital twin for every built car, hence enabling synchronous
data transmission between the car and the factory, while
other companies increasingly use complex product models to
boost the immersion in virtual and augmented reality
applications [2].
To develop a flexible digital twin framework and satisfy
the multiple understandings, a developed architecting
method should be adopted, and as the system is complex and
provides many parameters, this work proposes the complex
systems architecting method to model and implement the
digital twin based on simulators.
The design and development of a system indeed requires
the contribution of various processes, stakeholders and
techniques. Each person often concentrates on a specific
aspect of the system without any perspective on the other
aspects: designers have an architectural and functional vision
of the system, the manufacturing team considers a system as
an element to be integrated in the assembly line, the
procurement department views it as a list of supplies to be
purchased. Complex systems engineering thus enables a
global view of the system to guarantee the consistency of
specific contributions to the system; it takes into account the
whole life cycle of the system including the definition of
customer requirements, design, production, and marketing. It
defines the most effective methods and means for satisfying
the technical and organizational requirements which, in
practice, means satisfying cost, time and productivity
constraints. The challenge of complex systems engineering is
to design and product the best system to meet a customer's
requirements with the most efficient control of deadlines and
costs. As system complexity continues to increase, systems
engineers now use modelling techniques to guarantee that
specification and design models are correctly built and can
be easily communicated to the development teams [3].
The objective of the work described in this paper is to
demonstrate the advantages of using recommended
methodology for the development of complex systems.
III.

DIGITAL TWIN CONCEPT

First, the project of the digital twin (DT) was originated
in the Institute of Automation, Measurement and Applied
Informatics of the faculty of Mechanical Engineering of the
Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava [4]. The DT
is one of the main concepts associated with the new
industrial revolution, Industry 4.0. Manufacturers are taking
a more systems-design approach by implementing rigorous
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systems-design processes that accommodate the complexities
of developing multi-disciplinary systems. Digital twins are at
the core of this development process [5].
The digital twin can allow companies to have a complete
digital footprint of their products from design and
development through the end of the product life cycle.
Digital twins are designed to model complicated assets or
processes that interact in many ways with their environments
for which it is difficult to predict outcomes over an entire
product life cycle, and to solve physical issues faster by
detecting them sooner, predict outcomes to a much higher
degree of accuracy, design and build better products, and,
ultimately, better serve their customers [6].
IV.

COMPLEX SYSTEMS ENGINEERING APPROACH

Complex systems engineering approach is the whole
activity that allows to design an optimal system to meet a
need. It is based on system vision that includes multiple
parameters, the multidisciplinary aspect, the life cycle and
the use cases. It consists of establishing the functional and
physical compatibility of a system with the needs and the
constraints
Systems engineering approach enables engineering
organizations to proceed toward the design of complex
systems and its impact across multiple engineering
disciplines: mechanical, electrical, and software. With this
approach, customer requirements are defined early in the
development cycle and are implemented through design and
system validation—from concept to operation [7]. This
approach is based on three essential visions: Operational
vision, functional vision and constructional vision.
- Operational Vision: The operational vision provides
“black box” models [8] of a given system where one
describes the interactions and the interfaces of a
system of interest with its environment. Its core
motivation is to understand the “Why” – of the
system.
- Functional Vision: The core notion of the functional
vision is to understand the “what” of the system, it
functions, and the main mission is to understand
deeply what does the system without however
knowing at this point how it is concretely structured.
- Constructional Vision: The aim is to describe all
concrete hardware, software and human-ware
components of a system with their interactions; all
constructional concepts, such as configuration,
constructional scenarios or constructional objects are
again uniquely referring to the system of interest
without involving any external system [9].
V.

APPLICATION & RESULTS

In order to implement the complex systems engineering
approach, we have employed the SysML modeling language
to develop different diagrams for each vision.
The results of applying each vision are the operational,
the functional and the constructional diagrams; those
diagrams will facilitate to develop the digital twin of the
mining site. This method is characterized by high precision,
accurate functioning and various configurations.
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A. Operational vision
The aim of the operational vision is to identify the
multiple users of our system and its environment, also to
understand the stakeholders and the interactions between
them. It facilitates to design our system with high precision
because a misunderstanding or an error occurred during the
operational architecture process may lead to costly and
disastrous consequences on our system under development.

Fig.1 below describes the use cases of our system. The
digital twin of the OCP mining site will be used by multiple
stakeholders which are: Operators, supervisors, production
agents, maintenance agents and office managers. Its use
cases are: the test of the configurations, the optimization of
process, the simulation of the process, prediction of the
system performance, real time monitoring and also for the
production management.

Figure.1: Use cases diagram of the digital twin

B. Functional vision
The results of the treatment of this vision are the
functional requirements of our system (the digital twin)
which are the functional needs of the operators from the
field, agents, engineers and office managers. We will present
the results of applying the functional vision of complex
system engineering to develop the functional diagrams that
will serve to develop the digital twin of the mining site.
As mentioned before, requirements engineering is an
essential part of systems engineering. Indeed, understanding
the need facilitates designing the solution. Every requirement
should be S.M.A.R.T: Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Relevant and Traceable [10].
Operators express their needs and the challenges they
face by writing texts and classical sentences, e.g., The
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stacker needs to be automated; the provider of the solution
may have different reflections and challenges to design the
right and exact solution for the problem. The aim of this
work is to identify the real needs of the operators, to model
those needs in a flexible way based on a system modeling
language and use the requirements model to verify and
validate the solution proposed to implement the digital twin.
Fig.2 below describes the functional requirements of our
system. Those requirements have been identified from the
users of the digital twin. We classified them into four
sections: Simulators, Research and development (R&D),
Training and test and validation. We have also set the
requirements for each section in order to model those
requirements in a flexible way.

3
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Figure.2: Functional Requirements diagram of the digital twin

C. Constructional vision
Constructional architecture is key since it consolidates all
architectural analyses in a concrete vision of the considered
system. It makes in particular the synthesis between a topdown design approach, as provided by the systems
architecting process, and a bottom-up one, which is typically
induced by the constraints due to the existing product
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architecture or by the new possibilities brought by the
advances of technology [11].
Fig.3 shows the definition block diagram of the digital
twin. This system is composed of n number of PLCs, motors,
actuators, sensors, panels and computers. The definition
block diagram shows the components of the digital twin,
their parts, their values and the ports of the material and the
energy of those components.
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Figure.3. Definition block diagram of the digital twin

Those diagrams will be used to establish the physical
architecture of the digital twin of the fixed infrastructures
with all the components.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

The mining site of OCP and the Polytechnic University
of Mohammed VI are pursuing the digital transformation by
developing innovative and advanced solutions for mining
and chemical processes. The example of this project is a
good demonstration that the complex engineering systems
approach is a powerful tool to design future advanced and
fully digitalized systems and to optimize existing mining
systems. The results obtained in this work, which are the
operational, the functional and the constructional diagrams of
the digital twin of the mining site will be used to implement
our digital twin; they facilitate modeling the global
architecture of our system and maintain its flexibility. In
addition, it allows to test the automation solutions and
advanced technologies implemented in the digital twin and it
helps to offer innovative technological solutions in order to
implement an advanced model of control and real time
monitoring of the mining site.
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Abstract—In the security sector, the partly insufficient safety of
people and equipment due to failure of industrial components
is an ongoing problem that causes great concern. Since
computers and software have spread into all fields of industry,
extensive efforts are currently made to improve the safety by
applying certain numerical solutions. A fibre-reinforced
composite is a promising material for ballistic protection due
to its high strength, stiffness and low density. Para-aramid
fibre was introduced into the market in the 1970s. These fibres
are five times stronger than steel. In more recent years, UltraHigh Molecular Weight Polyethylene (UHMW-PE) fibre has
been used in ballistic application owing to certain property
advantages. UHMW-PE composites as part of the personal
armour system have the potential to provide significant weight
savings or improved protection levels over traditional metallic
materials. Although already used in different applications,
both as spall liners and within complex multi-element/multimaterial packages, there is a limited understanding of the
mechanisms driving ballistic performance. Existing analysis
tools do not allow a good approximation of performance, while
existing numerical models are either incapable of accurately
capturing the response of thick UHMW-PE composite to
ballistic impact or are unsuited to model thick targets. In
response, this paper aims to identify the key penetration and
failure mechanisms of thick UHMW-PE composites under
ballistic impact and develop numerical models that capture
these mechanisms and allow accurate prediction of ballistic
performance to optimize modern armour systems. An
important aspect of impact loading of polyethylene-based
composites is their propensity to thermally soften or even melt
during a collision due to shock heating. Consequently, this
needs to be taken into account in both analytical and
computational models. The motivation of this work was to
develop a thermal softening model and investigate the effects
on existing simulation models.
Keywords-hydrocode analysis; thermal softening; fiberreinforced plastics; optimization; armor systems; ballistic trials.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The object behind combining different materials to form
a composite with enhanced properties and synergetic effects
is par for the course in nature. A section through a
paracortical cell in merino wool or through a bamboo stems
exhibits structures similar to the micrograph of a
unidirectional Carbon-Fibre-Reinforced Epoxy Resin (CFEP). Not only in the microstructure can nature be seen as the
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progenitor of fibre-reinforced plastics, but also in the
application of lightweight design principles.
Why material scientists integrate fibers in materials to
such advantage can be answered by the following four
paradoxes of engineering materials:
• The paradox of the solid material: The actual
strength of a solid material is very much lower than the
calculated theoretical value.
• The paradox of the fiber form: The strength of a
material in fiber form is many times higher than that of the
same material in another form, and the thinner the fiber, the
greater the strength.
• The paradox of the free clamped length: The
shorter the length between the clamps, the greater the
strength measured on the test piece.
• The paradox of composites: When taken as a
whole, a composite can withstand stresses that would
fracture the weaker component, whereas the composite’s
stronger component can exhibit a greater percentage of its
theoretical strength than when loaded singly.
So, the principle of combining different materials to
form a composite with enhanced properties is just as
common in nature as it is in lightweight engineering. This
design method based on nature’s example has virtually
revolutionized many fields of technology, with the result
that they can now utilize the superior properties of hightensile, lightweight materials for the first time.
This work will focus on fiber-reinforced plastics, more
precisely composite armor structures consisting of several
layers of UHMW-PE, a promising ballistic armor material
due to its high specific strength and stiffness. First
numerical approaches are discussed in [1].
UHMW-PE is a thermoplastic polymer made from very
long molecular chains of polyethylene. Thermoplastics
soften when subjected to heat and so can be repeatedly
remoulded. Cut-offs can be remelted and introduced back
into the production process. Many thermoplastics are
soluble in organic solvents. Thermoplastics can be joined by
welding under the application of heat or by the action of
solvents [2].
Figure 1 shows the chemical structure of polyethylene,
where in UHMW-PE the number of repeated chains (n) is in
the order of 105, giving rise to molecular weights in the
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order of 106 [3]. As a non-polar molecule, interaction
between polyethylene molecules is given by very weak Van
der Waals forces.
However, due to the ultra-long polymer chain,
significant strength can be derived through a gel spinning
process that produces highly oriented and crystalline
molecular structures aligned in the spinning direction. The
gel spinning process firstly involves dissolving UHMW-PE
in a solvent at high temperature. The solution is then pushed
through a spinneret to form liquid filament that is then
quenched in water to form gel-fibers. These fibers are then
drawn in hot air at high strain rates of the order of 1 s -1
forming fibers with smooth circular cross-sections
approximately 17 µm in diameter [4] with a molecular
orientation greater than 95% and a crystallinity of up to 85%
[3], see Figure 2.
These fibers are composed of smaller macro-fibrils
approximately 0.5 mm to 2 mm in diameter, which in turn
are made of micro-fibrils, 20 nm in diameter. Commercial
UHMW-PE fiber is manufactured by, amongst others,
Dutch State Mines (DSM) and Honeywell under the trade
names Dyneema® and Spectra®, respectively. The fibers are
used in a variety of applications requiring high specific
strength and low weight. This includes high strength ropes
and nets, cut-resistant gloves, as well as blast and ballistic
protection.

Figure 1. Skeletal formula and spacefill model of a polyethylene.

Figure 2. Increase in molecular orientation and crystallinity through gel
spinning of UHMW-PE [5].
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For ballistic protection applications, the fibers can be
woven into fabrics to provide a soft and flexible material or
coated in a matrix and aligned to form uni-directional plies,
which are then stacked and pressed under temperature and
pressure to form rigid laminates.
UHMW-PE composites and fabrics have been shown to
be extremely effective against ballistic threats, particularly
in weight-critical applications, e.g., personal protection
vests and helmets for protection against small calibre threats
[6]. The goal is to evaluate the ballistic efficiency of
UHMW-PE composite with numerical simulations,
promoting an effective development process. Additionally, a
thermal softening model is implemented and analyzed.
After a brief introduction and an overview of all state-ofthe-art models of fiber-reinforced plastics, the principles of
simulation are discussed in Section III, followed by the
penetration and perforation principles of composites in
Section IV. There is a short section on ballistic trials where
the experimental set-up is depicted, followed by Section VI
describing the model validation. Section VII presents the
analysis with numerical simulations and the results of this
work. The paper ends with a concluding paragraph in
Section VIII.
II.

STATE-OF-THE-ART

The numerical modelling of composite materials under
impact can be performed at a constituent level (i.e., explicit
modelling of fiber and matrix elements, e.g., [7]), a mesomechanical level (i.e., consolidated plies or fiber bundles,
e.g., [8]), or macromechanically in which the composite
laminate is represented as a continuum.
In [9–12], a non-linear orthotropic continuum material
model was developed and implemented in a commercial
hydrocode (i.e., ANSYS® AUTODYN®) for application
with aramid and carbon fiber composites under
hypervelocity impact. The non-linear orthotropic material
model includes orthotropic coupling of the material
volumetric and deviatoric responses, a non-linear Equation
of State (EoS), orthotropic hardening, combined stress
failure criteria and orthotropic energy-based softening. For
more detail refer to [13].
Lässig et al. [14] conducted extensive experimental
characterization of Dyneema® HB26 UHMW-PE composite
for application in the continuum non-linear orthotropic
material model, and validated the derived material
parameters through simulation of spherical projectile
impacts at hypervelocity.
A number of researchers have applied the non-linear
orthotropic model for UHMW-PE composites with varying
levels of success (Hayhurst et al. [15], Herlaar et al. [16],
Ong et al. [17], Heisserer and Van der Werff [18] and
Lässig et al. [14]). Ong et al. [17] assumed material
properties of UHMW-PE composite based on those of
Kevlar® with some data from literature, which resulted in
poor predictions of the penetration behaviour. Hayhurst et
al. [15], Herlaar et al. [16], Heisserer and Van der Werff
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[18] used material input parameters derived from a range of
experiments, and reported better prediction, although the
results cannot be independently verified because the
material parameters are not provided. Nguyen et al. [19]
evaluated and refined the modelling approach and material
model parameter set developed in [14] for the simulation of
impact events from 400 m/s to 6600 m/s. Across this
velocity range, the sensitivity of the numerical output is
driven by different aspects of the material model, e.g., the
strength model in the ballistic regime and the EoS in the
hypervelocity regime.
This paper will present an optimized solution of this
problem with an enhanced model for ultra-high molecular
weight polyethylene under impact loading. The composite
armor structures consisting of several layers of fiberreinforced plastics are simulated for all current military
threats. Following this, a user-defined subroutine was
written to incorporate the effects of thermal heating into the
material data. This subroutine was then tested iteratively
until an appropriate level of thermal softening was
accounted for to accurately predict the deformation, damage
and residual velocity of a range of target thicknesses and
impact velocities.
III.

PRINCIPLES OF SIMULATION

To deal with problems involving the release of a large
amount of energy over a very short period of time, e.g.,
explosions and impacts, there are three approaches: as the
problems are highly non-linear and require information
regarding material behavior at ultra-high loading rates
which is generally not available, most of the work is
experimental and thus may cause tremendous expenses.
Analytical approaches are possible if the geometries
involved are relatively simple and if the loading can be
described through boundary conditions, initial conditions or
a combination of the two. Numerical solutions are far more
general in scope and remove any difficulties associated with
geometry [20]. They apply an explicit method and use very
small time steps for stable results.
For problems of dynamic fluid-structure interaction and
impact, there typically is no single best numerical method
which is applicable to all parts of a problem. Techniques to
couple types of numerical solvers in a single simulation can
allow the use of the most appropriate solver for each domain
of the problem.
The goal of this paper is to evaluate a hydrocode, a
computational tool for modelling the behavior of continuous
media. In its purest sense, a hydrocode is a computer code
for modelling fluid flow at all speeds. In essence, the code
considers the effect of external and internal forces on a
predefined “mesh” of cells [21]. For that reason, a structure
will be split into a number of small elements. The elements
are connected through their nodes (see Figure 3). The
behavior (deflection) of the simple elements is well-known
and may be calculated and analyzed using simple equations
called shape functions [22].
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Figure 3. Example grid.

By applying coupling conditions between the elements
at their nodes, the overall stiffness of the structure may be
built up and the deflection/distortion of any node – and
subsequently of the whole structure – can be calculated
approximately [23].
A repeatedly used term in this context will be
discretization. Its meaning is that equations, formulated to
continuously describe a function or functional in space and
time, is solved only at certain discrete locations and instants
of time [24]. The most commonly used spatial discretization
methods are Lagrange, Euler, ALE (a mixture of Lagrange
and Euler), and mesh-free methods, such as Smooth Particles
Hydrodynamics (SPH) [25].
A. Lagrange
The Lagrange method of space discretization uses a mesh
that moves and distorts with the material it models as a result
of forces from neighboring elements (meshes are imbedded
in material). There is no grid required for the external space,
as the conservation of mass is automatically satisfied and
material boundaries are clearly defined. This is the most
efficient solution methodology with an accurate pressure
history definition.
The Lagrange method is most appropriate for
representing solids, such as structures and projectiles. If
however, there is too much deformation of any element, it
results in a very slowly advancing solution and is usually
terminated because the smallest dimension of an element
results in a time step that is below the threshold level.
B. Euler
The Euler (multi-material) solver utilizes a fixed mesh,
allowing materials to flow (advect) from one element to the
next (meshes are fixed in space). Therefore, an external
space needs to be modeled. Due to the fixed grid, the Euler
method avoids problems of mesh distortion and tangling that
are prevalent in Lagrange simulations with large flows. The
Euler solver is very well-suited for problems involving
extreme material movement, such as fluids and gases. To
describe solid behavior, additional calculations are required
to transport the solid stress tensor and the history of the
material through the grid. Euler is generally more
computationally intensive than Lagrange and requires a
higher resolution (smaller elements) to accurately capture
sharp pressure peaks that often occur with shock waves.
C. ALE
The ALE method of space discretization is a hybrid of
the Lagrange and Euler methods. It allows redefining the
grid continuously in arbitrary and predefined ways as the
calculation proceeds, which effectively provides a
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continuous rezoning facility. Various predefined grid
motions can be specified, such as free (Lagrange), fixed
(Euler), equipotential, equal spacing, and others. The ALE
method can model solids as well as liquids. The advantage of
ALE is the ability to reduce and sometimes eliminate
difficulties caused by severe mesh distortions encountered by
the Lagrange method, thus allowing a calculation to continue
efficiently. However, compared to Lagrange, an additional
computational step of rezoning is employed to move the grid
and remap the solution onto a new grid [26].
D. SPH
The mesh-free Lagrangian method of space discretization
(or SPH method) is a particle-based solver and was initially
used in astrophysics. The particles are imbedded in material
and they are not only interacting mass points but also
interpolation points used to calculate the value of physical
variables based on the data from neighboring SPH particles,
scaled by a weighting function. Because there is no grid
defined, distortion and tangling problems are avoided as
well. Compared to the Euler method, material boundaries
and interfaces in the SPH are rather well defined and
material separation is naturally handled. Therefore, the SPH
solver is ideally suited for certain types of problems with
extensive material damage and separation, such as cracking.
This type of response often occurs with brittle materials and
hypervelocity impacts. However, mesh-free methods, such as
Smooth Particles Hydrodynamics, can be less efficient than
mesh-based Lagrangian methods with comparable
resolution.
ANSYS Autodyn lets you select from these different
solver technologies so he most effective solver can be used
for a given part of the model. Figure 4 gives a short overview
of the solver technologies mentioned above. The crucial
factor is the grid that causes different outcomes.
Using a CAD-neutral environment that supports
bidirectional, direct, and associative interfaces with CAD
systems, the geometry can be optimized successively [28].
Therefore, several runs are necessary: from modelling to
calculation to the evaluation and subsequent improvement of
the model.

Figure 4. Examples of Lagrange, Euler, ALE, and SPH simulations on an
impact problem [27].
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AUTODYN’s interaction logic enables automatic
communication between the various solvers coexisting
within the same model. Lagrange-Lagrange, SPH-Lagrange
and Euler-Lagrange interactions can all be created within
the model in a simple and intuitive manner. This allows
fluid structure interactions to be simulated. Furthermore, it
can be combined with AUTODYN’s extensive remapping
and dezoning capabilities between the different solvers and
a wide range of erosion settings. It is also possible to retain
inertia of eroded material. In this case, the mass and
momentum of the free node is retained and can be involved
in subsequent impact events to transfer momentum in the
system.
IV.

PENETRATION AND PERFORATION OF COMPOSITES

Composites have arguably been used as armor materials
since the middle ages. Advantages of using composite
materials are their relatively low density, their tailorable
properties, and fair to high strength. The disadvantages of
composites are the inconsistency of hand lay-up, the
dependency of strength on manufacturing process, and the
somewhat expensive nature of their manufacture.
Additionally, composites pose a problem to the designers
because they are difficult to model.
Composites resist penetration primarily by dissipating
energy. Because of the complex structure of the material,
this energy dissipation manifests itself in the failure of
portions of the laminate, fiber breakage, matrix cracking,
and delamination. Since composite properties can vary from
isotropic to a complicated anisotropic, the behavior will
depend upon the configuration.
In chopped fiber composites, the material properties are
usually isotropic. A notable exception to this is in injection
moldings where the fibers tend to align with the flow
directions near mold gate areas or areas of higher velocity
flow. An isotropic composite is usually treated as we do a
metal and those formulas should work well.
Continuous fiber composites behave differently from
metallic plates. A typical load-displacement curve is shown
in Figure 5. In this figure, after an initial delamination point,
where the load carrying capability is degraded, we see
increases and decreases in load carrying ability based on
successive delaminations of material followed by a final
plug shear out. This delamination actually promotes energy
dissipation by forcing the fibers to elongate. In many
composites, shear failure of the fibers, as well as tensile
failures dominate during an impact [29].
It is extremely difficult to obtain an analytical model for
the penetration of continuous fiber composites. This is due
to the change of energy dissipation as the composite is
damaged. Finite element methods have been utilized to
determine limit velocities, but there are nuances to each
analysis that must be explained. Section II presents a
general view of all state-of-the-art models of fiberreinforced plastics.
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Figure 5. Load–displacement curve for a typical continuous fiber
reinforced composite.

The first issue that must be dealt with is how to handle
the damage and its effect on the remaining strength of the
composite. Some researchers have actually modeled each
lamina with its correct directional properties and assumed a
failure criterion based on interlaminar shear strength [30].
When the interlaminar shear strength is exceeded, the layer
no longer supports shear and the overall bending stiffness is
reduced. This can be accounted for explicitly having the
model change internal constraints between layers or
implicitly by tracking the overall smeared bending stiffness
of the composite and reducing it based on the lamina that
failed. Another means of handling the behavior of the
composite is to average the stiffness change because of the
progressive failure of lamina as shown in Figure 6. The
issue with this approach is that test data from some sort of
penetration event is required.
A second issue with analyzing fiber reinforced
composites is the actual failure of the fibers themselves. The
fibers can themselves delaminate from the matrix. They can
also fail in tension and are usually very sensitive to fracture.
These issues of necessity complicate the analysis.
After extensive work in the area of composite materials
under impact loads, the following observations regarding
their behavior were made: First, delaminations tend to prefer
moving along the fiber direction. Additionally, compression
of the composite material (e.g., at clamped locations) tends
to suppress delamination, as one would expect. The extent
of delamination increases linearly as the distal surface is
approached if perforation occurs.

Figure 6. Load–displacement curve for a typical fiber reinforced
composite modeled with averaged properties after initial delamination.
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Figure 7. Extent of delamination in a composite with respect to increasing
velocity during both perforating and nonperforating impacts.

However, the delamination increases then decreases if
no penetration occurred. As the impact velocity increases,
the delamination decreases indicating that the bending of the
target becomes less significant. This is shown in Figure 7.
V.

BALLISTIC TRIALS

Ballistics is an essential component for the evaluation of
our results. Here, terminal ballistics is the most important
sub-field. It describes the interaction of a projectile with its
target. Terminal ballistics is relevant for both small and
large caliber projectiles. The task is to analyze and evaluate
the impact and its various modes of action. This will
provide information on the effect of the projectile and the
extinction risk.
The science and engineering of impacting bodies have a
large range of applications depending on their type and their
impact velocities. At very low velocities, these impacts can
be limited to the elastic range of response, with practically
no damage to the impacted bodies. In contrast, at very high
impact velocities these bodies experience gross deformation,
local melting, and even total disintegration upon impact.
Various scientific and engineering disciplines are devoted to
specific areas in this field such as: vehicle impacts, rain
erosion, armor and anti-armor design, spacecraft protection
against meteorites and the impact of planets by large
meteors at extremely high velocities.
Given that a projectile strikes a target, compressive
waves propagate into both the projectile and the target.
Relief waves propagate inward from the lateral free surfaces
of the penetrator, cross at the centerline, and generate a high
tensile stress. If the impact was normal, we would have a
two-dimensional stress state. If the impact was oblique,
bending stresses will be generated in the penetrator. When
the compressive wave reached the free surface of the target,
it would rebound as a tensile wave. The target may fracture
at this point. The projectile may change direction if it
perforates (usually towards the normal of the target surface).
Because of the differences in target behavior based on
the proximity of the distal surface, we must categorize
targets into four broad groups. A semi-infinite target is one
where there is no influence of distal boundary on
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penetration. A thick target is one in which the boundary
influences penetration after the projectile is some distance
into the target. An intermediate thickness target is a target
where the boundaries exert influence throughout the impact.
Finally, a thin target is one in which stress or deformation
gradients are negligible throughout the thickness.
There are several methods by which a target will fail
when subjected to an impact. The major variables are the
target and penetrator material properties, the impact
velocity, the projectile shape (especially the ogive), the
geometry of the target supporting structure, and the
dimensions of the projectile and target.
In order to develop a numerical model, a ballistic test
program is necessary. The ballistic trials are thoroughly
documented and analyzed – even fragments must be
collected. They provide information about the used armor
and the projectile behavior after fire, which must be
consistent with the simulation results (see Figure 8).
Several experiments have to be performed to create a
data set for the numerical simulations. Ballistic tests are
recorded with high-speed videos and analyzed afterwards.
The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 9.
The camera system is a PHANTOM v1611 that enables
fast image rates up to 646,000 frames per second (fps) at
full resolution of 1280 x 800 pixels. The use of a polarizer
and a neutral density filter is advisable, so that waves of
some polarizations can be blocked while the light of a
specific polarization can be passed.
Several targets of different laminate configurations were
tested to assess the ballistic limit (V50). The ballistic limit is
considered the velocity required for a particular projectile to
reliably (at least 50% of the time) penetrate a particular
piece of material [30]. After the impact, the projectile is
examined regarding any kind of change it might have
undergone.

Figure 8. Ballistic tests and the analysis of fragments after 47 µs (left) and
88 µs (right).
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Figure 9. Experimental set-up.

The damage propagation is analyzed using the software
called COMEF [31], image processing software for highly
accurate measuring functions. The measurement takes place
via setting measuring points manually on the monitor. Area
measurement is made by the free choice of grey tones
(0…255). Optionally the object with the largest surface area
can be recognized automatically as object. Smaller particles
within the same grey tone range as the sample under test are
automatically ignored by this filter.
VI.

MODEL VALIDATION

Experimental
characterisation
of
the
ballistic
performance of UHMW-PE composite can be prohibitively
expensive, so it is highly desirable to establish
computationally efficient numerical models that accurately
predict the ballistic response of the material. First, existing
models should be validated.
A. Resources
In [19], numerical simulations of 15 kg/m2 Dyneema®
HB26 panels impacted by 6 mm diameter aluminum spheres
between 2052 m/s to 6591 m/s were shown to provide very
good agreement with experimental measurements of the
panel ballistic limit and residual velocities, see Figure 10.
The modelling approach and material parameter set from
[14] were applied to simulate impact experiments at
velocities in the ballistic regime (here considered as < 1000
m/s). Lambert-Jonas parameters (a, p, Vbl) are provided in
the legend.
In Figure 11, the results of modelling impact of 20 mm
fragment simulating projectiles (FSPs) against 10 mm thick
Dyneema® HB26 are shown. The model shows a significant
under prediction of the ballistic limit, 236 m/s compared to
394 m/s.
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Figure 10. Experimental and numerical impact residual velocity results for
impact of 6 mm diameter aluminum spheres (above) and 20 mm FSP
(below) against 10 mm thick HB26 at normal incidence.

B. Method
The FSP material was modelled as Steel S-7 from the
AUTODYN library using a linear EoS and the JohnsonCook strength model [32]. The aluminum sphere was
modelled using AL1100-O from the AUTODYN library that
uses a shock EoS and the Steinburg Guinan strength model
[33]. The master-slave contact algorithm was used to detect
contact between the target and projectile.
The sub-laminate model with shock EoS was applied to
the aluminum sphere hypervelocity impact series and 20 mm
FSP ballistic impact series presented in Figure 10, the results
of which are shown in Figure 11.
The sub-laminate model is shown to provide a significant
improvement in predicting the experimental V50 of 394 m/s
for the FSP ballistic impacts (377 m/s) compared to the
monolithic model (236 m/s).
The ballistic limit and residual velocity predicted with the
sub-laminate model for the hypervelocity impact case are
shown to be comparable with the original monolithic model.
For conditions closer to the ballistic limit, the sub-laminate
model is shown to predict increased target resistance (i.e.,
lower residual velocity). For higher overmatch conditions,
there is some small variance between the two approaches.
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Figure 11. Experimental and numerical results with the two numerical
models for 20 mm FSP against 10 mm thick HB26 (above), and 6 mm
diameter aluminium spheres against HB26 (below) at normal incidence.

Now, regarding common handgun projectiles, the results
look sobering. As the most widespread weapon in the world,
the Kalashnikov rifle (AK-47) is a good example to compare
ballistic trials and simulation results. A 7.62×39 mm full
metal jacket (FMJ) projectile with a velocity of 700 m/s is
used and the model is shown in Figure 3.
In Figure 12, a qualitative assessment of the bulge
formation is made for the 11 mm panel. Prediction of bulge
development is important as it is characteristic of the
material wave speed and is also a key measure in defence
applications, particularly in personal armour systems (i.e.,
vests and helmets). In the ballistic experiments, the 11 mm
target panel resists the 7.62×39 mm FMJ projectile. On the
left, the “state-of-the-art” models of Lässig and Nguyen are
shown. But in both models, material fails, and the projectile
penetrates the plate.
There is no accurate reproduction of the bulge. The
problem is a neglect of micro-structures. Fraction and
fragmentation between the laminate layers cannot be
described by homogeneous continuum models.
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higher accuracy compared to linear elements (1st order
elements). The standard model geometry was replicated from
previous works with targets sized 250×250 mm at
thicknesses of 5.5 mm, 11 mm and 16.2 mm.

Figure 12. Bulge of a 11 mm target impact by a 7.62×39 mm FMJ
projectile at 689 m/s (experiment, left) and the simulation results.

The significant decrease in accuracy of the numerical
prediction may be due to an insufficient in-plane tensile
strength defined in the material data set, a critical material
property in the ballistic performance of fiber reinforced
composites. Numerous researchers have investigated the
tension properties of UHMW-PE composite (e.g. [6] and
[34]). These tests showed that due the low friction coefficient
and poor fibre/matrix adhesion in UHMW-PE composites,
specimen griping is problematic, often leading to
delamination rather than tension failure [8]. These
disadvantages are addressed in a very new and more
representative model.
VII. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
As mentioned before, the ballistic tests are followed by
computational modelling of the experimental set-up. Then,
the experiment is reproduced using numerical simulations.
The geometry and observed response of the laminate to
ballistic impact is approximately symmetric to the axis
through the bullet impact point.
Numerical simulation of modern armor structures
requires the selection of appropriate material models for the
constituent materials and the derivation of suitable material
model input data. The laminate system studied here is an
ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene composite. Lead
and copper are also required for the projectiles.
A. Geometry
The projectile is a 7.62×39 mm round, a rimless
bottlenecked intermediate cartridge of Soviet origin that was
designed during World War II. It was divided into different
parts - the jacket and the base - which have different
properties and even different meshes. These elements have
quadratic shape functions and nodes between the element
edges. In this way, the computational accuracy, as well as the
quality of curved model shapes increases. Using the same
mesh density, the application of parabolic elements leads to a
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B. Modelling
Because of the discrepancies discussed in Section VI, a
new model was developed – a concept for the numerical
simulation of fiber-reinforced plastics under impact loading.
Here, the homogeneous continuum model is replaced.
Alternating layers of fibers and matrix are used for the
geometry. The mesh applied used a central bias to ensure the
elements in vicinity of the point of impact were cubic whilst
decreasing the overall computational complexity and hence
run-time of the simulations. A 0.1 mm gap was placed
between each layer for the use of an external gap contact
algorithm. It was established in previous works that gapless
contacts resulted in overpenetration of elements leading to
poorer predictions [1]. An example of the standard model
geometry and mesh can be seen in Figure 13.
The fiber layers apply anisotropic elasticity, no plasticity
and anisotropic material failure (stress-dependent). The
matrix layers use isotropic elasticity, von Mises plasticity
and isotropic material failure (stress-dependent). To simulate
the effect of delamination, principal stress failure is applied.
3D numerical simulations were performed of the full
target and projectile, where both were meshed using 8-node
hexahedral elements. The projectile was meshed with 9
elements across the diameter.
The target is composed of sub-laminates that are one
element thick, separated by a small gap to satisfy the masterslave contact algorithm (external gap in AUTODYN) and
bonded together as previously discussed. The mesh size of
the target is approximately equal to the projectile at the
impact site. The mesh was then graded towards the edge,
increasing in coarseness to reduce the computational load of
the model. Since UHMW-PE composite has a very low
coefficient of friction, force fit clamping provides little
restraint. High speed video of ballistic impact tests typical
showed clamp slippage upon impact. As such no boundary
conditions were imposed on the target.
C. Thermal Softening
In order to create automatic thermal softening in the
UHMW-PE model, a custom subroutine was required that
could update the material parameters of each cell based on
the local element temperature. The software packages
Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and Intel Professional Fortran
Compiler 2013 were used to create the custom subroutines
and compile them into AUTODYN® executables. These
software packages enabled the implementation of the
existing erosion model along with the creation of a new
subroutine for the application of thermal softening. The
initial standard model was modified as to ensure each sublaminate layer was defined as a unique material. By this
method the subroutine could be called at the end of each
cycle to iterate through each sub-laminate layer and modify
the material parameters based on the maximum temperature
within each layer.
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Figure 13. Geometry of a target plate: alternating layers of fibers and
matrix are used in the computer model.

In this work, the Young’s modulus was not softened
since in AUTODYN® it is intimately linked to the equationof-state and was unlikely to affect the ballistic performance
of the laminate. Instead, the master effective stress, plastic
strain curve was softened according to the data given by
Dessain et al. [35] where a linear decrease in strength was
interpolated. Given that softening occurred over the whole
individual layer in the laminates as opposed to local cells, it
was necessary to introduce a thermal-softening limit. In this
work, this limit was set to 50%. The variables that were
thermally softened in the model are shown in Table I.
D. Simulation Results
The model developed in [19] was adjusted and the
concept has been extended to different calibers and projectile
velocities. Composite armor plates between 5.5 and 16.2 mm
were tested in several ballistic trials and high-speed videos
were used to analyze the characteristics of the projectile –
before and after the impact. An example of the simulation
results with the modified model and a 7.62×39 mm bullet is
shown in Figure 14.
The deformation of the projectile is in good agreement
with the experimental observation. Both delamination and
fragmentation can be seen in the numerical simulation.
Compared to the homogeneous continuum model, fractures
can be detected easily. Subsequently, the results of
experiment and simulation in the case of perforation were
compared with reference to the projectile residual velocity.
Here, only minor differences were observed. The results are
summarized in Table II.
TABLE I.

PARAMETERS THAT WERE CHANGED IN EACH INDIVIDUAL
LAYER DUE TO THERMAL SOFTENING

Parameter

Description

Initial value

k

Master effective stress – effective plastic
strain curve

-

A22

Plasticity constant, 22

6×10-4

A33

Plasticity constant, 33

6×10-4

S22

Tensile failure stress, 22

1.15 GPa

S33

Tensile failure stress, 33

1.15 GPa
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Figure 14. Effect of a 5.5 mm target impact by a 7.62×39 mm bullet at 686
m/s, 47 µs and 88 µs after the initial impact; comparing experimantal (left)
and simulation (right) results.
TABLE II.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR A 7.62×39 MM BULLET

Target
Thickness

5.5 mm
Residual
Velocity

11.0 mm
Residual
Thickness

16.2 mm
Residual
Thickness

Experiment

604 m/s

6 mm

11 mm

Simulation

587 m/s

4 mm

10 mm

It was found that the ballistic limit was satisfactorily
reproduced in all cases. The tests showed that the projectile
was stopped using thick target panels. Here, the residual
thickness was correctly predicted by the FE-simulation.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The material model developed in [19] has some
shortcomings regarding the simulation of handgun
projectiles (e.g., 7.62×39 mm). Although previously found
to provide accurate results for hypervelocity impact of
aluminum spheres, the existing model and dataset was
found to significantly underestimate the composite
performance under impact conditions driven by throughthickness shear performance (ballistic impact of fragment
simulating projectiles). The model was found to exhibit
premature through thickness shear failure as a result of
directional coupling in the modified Hashin-Tsai failure
criterion and the large discrepancy between throughthickness tensile and shear strength of UHME-PE
composite. As a result, premature damage and failure was
initiated in the through-thickness shear direction leading to
decreased ballistic performance. By de-coupling throughthickness tensile failure from the failure criteria and
discretizing the laminate into a nominal number of
kinematically joined sub-laminates through the thickness,
progresses in modelling the ballistic response of the panels
was improved.
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Thermal softening and melting effects have been shown
in previous work to account for a large degree of error in the
prediction of thick UHMW-PE composite ballistic limit
velocities. Through the modification of a custom subroutine
the thermal softening effects of UHMW-PE have been
adequately modelled in a manner that both saves
computational processing time and increases predictive
capability through softening whole individual discrete layers
of the laminate.
New approaches make it possible to increase the
accuracy of the simulation results. The previous concept
was not valid for all projectiles/calibers. An alternative
model has been developed to overcome these difficulties.
Using sub-laminates and inhomogeneities on the
macroscale, the model does not match the real
microstructure, but allow a more realistic description of the
failure processes mentioned above. The numerical model
proposed a sub-laminate discretisation of the laminate in
order to better model delamination failure. For this to occur,
the sub-laminates are joined together using bonded contacts
where failure is initiated based on a combined normal and
shear stress criterion.
This work also demonstrated how a small number of
well-defined experiments can be used to develop, calibrate,
and validate solver technologies used for simulating the
impact of projectiles on complex armor systems and
composite laminate structures. Ballistic trials can be used as
the basis of an iterative optimization process. Numerical
simulations are a valuable adjunct to the study of the
behavior of metals subjected to high-velocity impact or
intense impulsive loading. The combined use of
computations, experiments and high-strain-rate material
characterization has, in many cases, supplemented the data
achievable by experiments alone at considerable savings in
both cost and engineering man-hours.
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Abstract—Forestry is an important economic field in Germany
as well as world wide. In Germany, specially trained forest
managers are in charge of silviculture and preservation of forests.
An important part of a forest manager’s training is the ability
to estimate the economical feasibility and ecological impact of
timber harvesting operations. In this contribution, we present
timber harvest simulation as a tool to enable teachers to better
present these estimations in the forestry classroom. We present the
simulation as a featured application of the Forest Management
System ClusterWIS, including the developments required to
implement our educative approach.
Keywords–Simulation; Geo Information Systems; Forest Information Systems; Education; Timber Industry.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

An important part of a prospective forest manager’s training
is economical and ecological planning and calculation of
timber harvesting operations. This training is usually done with
elementary teaching methods and does not utilize modern,
technology-assisted teaching methods. Common calculation
methods taught to aspiring forest managers include calculations following official forestry guidelines (e.g,. those of the
German state of North-Rhine Westphalia [1]). These guidelines
are primarily based on experience, and utilizing them requires
only basic knowledge about the areas affected by a harvesting
operation.
The usage of limited information is not without drawbacks:
It is rarely possible to accurately calculate concrete costs and
revenue for a single, custom harvesting operation. The amount
of flexibility regarding key process parameters is very limited.
Forestry instructors, however, need tools that are more flexible
to teach students the influence of different parameters on the
outcome of a harvesting operation, and that are customized to
the forestry areas used to educate their trainees on site.
Some researchers already approached this problem:
Asikainen [2], Bruchner [3], Ziesak et al. [4] and Hemm et al.
[5] used simulation to estimate costs and revenues for harvesting operations. However, their approaches were largely limited
to a small set of predefined geographic locations, and were still
not very flexible regarding different process parameters (e.g.,
they could only simulate a single mechanized harvester and
forwarder). Therefore, we already developed a hybrid discreteevent and quasi-continuous timber harvest simulation system
presented in [6] as a more flexible alternative. It offers a
grater flexibility than the classical, table-based approaches or
the other simulative approaches. It is able to calculate the
economical results of a timber harvest operation, and also
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offers methods to estimate the ecological impact of those
operations.
Hence, we propose our simulation system as the basis for
a simulation tool that is fit to be used in education. However,
it still does not quite offer the required flexibility. With the
integration of our simulation system into ClusterWIS, we were
able to extend and adapt the system to meet the requirements
of educative use, and were even able to improve its’ usability
for non-simulation experts. In this contribution, we present our
extensions and adaptations in detail.
Even so, a flexible simulation system alone is of limited
use to forestry trainers. They also need an didactic concept
that is adapted for use with the simulation. Teachers need to
properly utilize simulation results in their classes to gain all
benefits of such a system. Therefore, we also developed such
a concept and present it in this contribution.
The structure of this article is as follows: The next section
introduces ClusterWIS as as the underlying infrastructure for
our approach. Section III presents the ClusterWIS timber
harvest simulation system as well as our novel approaches to
extend that simulation system and improve its flexibility and
usability. Finally, section IV describes a didactic concept for
forest manager trainees based on timber harvest simulation in
ClusterWIS.
II.

T HE G EO AND F OREST I NFORMATION S YSTEM
C LUSTERWIS
ClusterWIS [7] is a decentralized infrastructure for Geo
and Forest Information Systems that originated from the ”nD
Forest Management System Virtual Forest” [8], [9]. It is
implemented using the simulation system VEROSIM R and
allows us to readily access several data sources that originated
in the Virtual Forest and to develop custom algorithms to
process their data for a wide range of applications.
In particular, the following data sources are relevant to
timber harvesting and are used by the timber harvesting
simulation that is the basis for our didactic concept.
•
•
•
•

A land registry that defines forestry sites.
A high-resolution terrain elevation database (including
hill shades).
A map of forest roads and streets.
A tree database containing information about location, type, age, and height of trees present in the
forestry sites; Because of cost concerns, the entries
of this database were not generated by exhaustive
forest assessment, but were generated from aerial
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Figure 1. 3D view of a simulated mechanized harvester in ClusterWIS.

•

measurements of tree heights in combination with
a pre-existing tree type map, utilizing the methods
described in [10].
A database of forest machinery available for harvest
operations.

In addition, ClusterWIS offers the possibility to render clear two-dimensional views of the aforementioned data
sources, as well as three-dimensional renderings that intuitively
illustrate the nature of the displayed forest areas. Figure 1
displays a simulated mechanized harvester in ClusterWIS. Finally, the service-oriented, distributed nature of the ClusterWIS
infrastructure allows for the easy deployment of the simulation
system to educational institutions by offering simulation as a
service.
III.

A C LUSTERWIS-BASED S IMULATION S YSTEM FOR
T IMBER H ARVESTING O PERATIONS
One of the features that is available in ClusterWIS is a
Petri-net based scripting Interface called State Oriented Modelling Language++ [11], [12]. This interface has already been
used to prototypically develop a combined discrete-event and
quasi-continuous simulation system for timber harvesting in
the Virtual Forest [6], [13]. It offers the possibility to simulate
and analyse work processes in the field of fully mechanized
timber harvesting conducted by harvesters and forwarders. A
simulation pass in this system is conducted by completing the
following tasks:
1)

2)
3)

4)
5)
6)

Select the affected area. This includes an automated
import of the forest and skidding roads – also known
as logging roads or logging trails – that are used for
navigation by mechanized harvest resources.
Mark trees in the affected area for felling.
Calculate the marked trees’ assortments. This includes the process of subdividing felled trees into
segments (called sorts), usually to optimize the revenue of a felling operation. The relevant parameters
in timber assortment are the minimum allowed top
diameter of the resulting sorts, and optionally, their
lengths.
Select harvest resources (i.e., mechanized harvesters
and forwarders)
Execute the simulation.
Review the simulation results.

The behaviour of harvest resources modelled as a multiagent system by hierarchical, synchronized and timed Petri-
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net state machines. The synchronized Petri-net components
represent the discrete-event portion of the behavioural model
and react to events, such as the felling of a tree or the
successful unloading of logs at a road. The timed Petrinet components model the quasi-continuous potion of the
behaviour and simulate real-time navigation used to determine
the position of interacting harvest resources to allow for safety
checks (e.g., when a tree is felled by a harvester, all other
harvesters have to be at a minimum safety distance). The
Petri-nets are executed by the SOML++ scripting interface and
interact with the underlying geo information system to execute
the models and lead to a simulation of harvesting operations.
More details of this simulation approach and the underlying
framework can be found in [6].
However, the simulation system included in ClusterWIS
is limited with regard to the flexibility of supported process
parameters: It only supports simulations of fully mechanized
timber harvesting operations and offers a very limited way
to calculate timber assortments. It is also confined to a preexisting database of forest and skidding roads. Those limitations are severe: The definition of assortments is the most
important factor in determining the yield and financial revenue
of a harvesting operations, and different skidding road spacings
may require manual felling of trees, which is an important cost
factor.
While discussing our initial concepts for digital timber
harvesting education with representatives of a local forestry
teaching facility, we realized that we needed to extend the
ClusterWIS timber harvest simulation system and add features
that address the mentioned shortfalls. The following subsections discuss these adaptations and extensions in detail.
A. Definition of Custom Skidding Roads
The positioning – and particularly the distance – between
adjacent skidding roads is an important factor for the total
work, and correspondingly costs, associated with a harvest
operation. If skidding roads are more than two harvester
tool ranges (usually 20 m) apart, some trees are not reachable by mechanized harvesters, and thus cannot be felled by
them. Since the German Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
standardizes a skidding road distance of at least 40 m for
ecological reasons [14], this happens quite regularly. In order
to enable users to adequately simulate and compare harvest
operations with different sets of skidding roads, we added a
tool to customize the road network accordingly, and utilize
the resulting roads in simulation. In particular, we added the
possibility to generate equidistant skidding roads in an area
based on a single prototype, shown in Figure 2.
B. Simulation of Manual, Mechanized and Mixed Timber
Harvesting
Trees that are outside the range of mechanized harvesters
have to be felled manually by lumberjacks. Lumberjacks are
not bound to a road network, but can walk up to any tree
and fell it utilizing a chainsaw. However, utilizing manual
labour in harvesting operations is more expensive and timeconsuming than utilizing mechanized harvesters. To profit from
the unlimited range and mobility of lumberjacks as well as the
efficiency of mechanized harvest, lumberjacks must fell the
trees toward the skidding roads, where mechanized harvesters
may pick the felled trees up and process them. This includes
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Figure 3. Schematic work flow of a manually harvesting lumberjack.
(a) 20 m distance between adjacent skidding roads.

•

(b) 40 m distance between adjacent skidding roads.
Figure 2. 2D top down view of an exemplary forest area with customized,
equidistant skidding roads (white). The black line is the prototypical
skidding road used to generate the others.

the de-branching and splitting of the felled trees into sorts. If
no harvesters are assigned to a harvest operation, lumberjacks
have to conduct the processing as well. Figure 3 shows the
simulated behavioural work flow of a lumberjack.
We added the functionality to utilize lumberjacks into our
simulation system as a type of harvesting agent by modelling
their behaviours as Petri-nets that resemble those nets that
model the harvesters’ behaviour.
We also added skidders as a new type of harvesting
resource. Skidders are manually operated tractors outfitted
with tongs or cable winches that can be used to manually
transport logs from the wood to the nearest street. In this
case, skidders act as the manual counterpart to mechanized
wood forwarders. Furthermore, skidders can be used to pull
felled trees to skidding roads if they cannot be felled into the
harvesters’ range.
With the inclusion of manually working harvest resources,
the simulation system now offers the following harvest scenarios:
•
•

Fully mechanized harvest with harvesters and forwarders.
Fully manual harvest with lumberjacks and skidders.
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Mixed harvest with lumberjacks felling trees that are
far away from skidding roads, and harvesters and
forwarders conducting all further work steps. Optionally, skidders may be used to pull felled trees toward
skidding roads.

C. Improved Interoperability with Timber Assortment Tools
When adding the possibility to simulate lumberjacks, we
realized that manual and mechanized harvest utilizes different approaches for timber assortment: While mechanized
harvesters predominantly produce fixed-length log segments,
the process of repeated manual bucking by lumberjacks is
quite labour-intensive and therefore expensive. Consequently,
manual harvest is usually used to fell whole logs. However,
the pre-existing interface from the simulation system to the
timber assortment tool BDAT [15] could only execute fixedlength sortimentation. We extended this interface to support
the calculation of whole-log sortimentations. We also added
the commonly used parameter of minimum top diameter to the
interface. This parameter defines a minimum diameter for each
harvested log or log segment. Smaller segments are regarded
as industrial-grade wood and are valued less.
After discussions with domain experts, we realized that
BDAT, while enabling a fast and easy-to-configure calculation
of assortments, lacks flexibility that is desired in practice.
Therefore, we decided to add a new interface to the HOLZERNTE (German for ”timber harvesting”) software package
[16] that is developed at the Forest Research Institute BadenWürttemberg and allows for arbitrary, highly customized
assortments. However, this software is only used with an
extensive forestry background and lacks performance when
calculating sorts. To overcome the second limitation, our
software interface generates a limited number of representative,
virtual trees that are sorted by HOLZERNTE. The resulting
assortments are re-used for multiple trees that are most similar
to the respective virtual one.
With the extension of the BDAT interface and the addition
of the HOLZERNTE interface, users are now able to choose
between two easy to use and fast, yet simple methods to
calculate assortments and one that is highly flexible, but more
difficult to use.
D. Support For Wood Quality Classes in Revenue Calculation
Wood prices—and therefore the potential revenue from a
completed timber harvest operation—are dependent not only
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Figure 5. Screenshot of work statistics calculated from a simulation run, as
displayed in our custom HTML template (translated to English).

Figure 4. Screen shot of economic results generated by a simulation run, as
displayed in our custom HTML template (translated to English).

on the previously mentioned assortment, but also on the quality
of the wood itself. In Germany, wood quality is measured in
quality classes, which abstract from quality factors as irregular
growth, cracks or insect damage [17]. Since we were able
to obtain wood price tables that are differentiated into these
quality classes, we added the possibility to assign quality
classes to the harvested assortments to the BDAT interface, and
to extract the corresponding data from the calculation results
of the HOLZERNTE software.
With these changes, users can choose to set the harvested
woods’ quality and calculate felling revenues dependant on
this parameter, regardless of the chosen assortment algorithm.
E. Analysis and Presentation of Simulation Results
During discussions with domain experts, we realized that
we needed to rework the results statistics previously displayed
by the simulation system: The statistics were incomplete,
unclear, and displaying them on high-resolution and high-DPI
monitors was not possible. Therefore, we completely replaced
the statistics display of the ClusterWIS wood harvest simulation system. In order to reach compatibility with arbitrary
display sizes and resolutions, we designed a HTML-based
template as the foundation for our results display, thereby
shifting the responsibility for correct rendering of our results
to the web browser used to display them.
The first part of our results page (see Figure 4) displays
the economical outcome of an exemplary simulation run of a
mixed harvest scenario that does not utilize skidders. The economical outcome table contains a breakdown of all simulated
felling costs and the expected total revenue of the harvested
logs. It also contains a row displaying potential revenue that
was lost, because not all trees could be felled due to their
distance to the skidding roads.
Our results page also contains a set of detailed statistics
tables of all harvested sorts (grouped by tree type and sort
class and sort quality class) and their corresponding values. For
comparison, we also display a similar table for all assortments
that could not be harvested (e.g., because they were out
of range of the harvesters in a fully mechanized harvesting
operation).
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Figure 6. Screen shot of an exemplary results comparison table (translated to
English).

The last part of our results page consists of work statistics tables for each simulated harvest resource. These tables
show the allocation of work time to the different work steps
(e.g., driving, felling, debranching or log loading), and some
efficiency statistics such as total fuel consumption and work
efficiency (i.e., harvested wood volume per hour). We also
added a pie chart to offer a quick overview of the work time
allocation for each resource. Figure 5 shows an exemplary
statistics table. For forwarders, the statistics include a calculation of the minimum, maximum, and average forwarding
distance. These statistics are similar to the statistics generated
in the former version of the simulation system, and are not
described in detail.
In order to be able to compare different harvesting scenarios, we also added a HTML template that combines the
economical results of multiple harvest operations. That template can be used to navigate to the previously described indepth simulation statistics. An example is given in Figure 6.
The felling names are links to detailed result pages containing
the information described above. The table-based approach (as
described in [1]) is not able to calculate a number of harvested
trees, since this approach is solely based on wood volume.
IV.

E DUCATIONAL U SE OF T IMBER H ARVESTING
S IMULATION
We propose the use of timber harvesting simulation with
an interactive, discussion-based didactic approach. Depending
on the availability of simulation system instances in the
classroom, there are different ways to integrate our extended
simulation system into such a concept.
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If there is only one simulation system instance available, teachers may want to discuss the relevant simulation
parameters (as described in Sections III and III) with their
students and display simulation results on a frontal display. The
selection of parameters can be done in form of a interactive
discussion based on the information displayed by the Geo
Information System components of our simulation system.
When focussing on a specific aspect of timber harvesting,
teachers can set up different simulation runs that differ in
only one or two parameters that fit the topic of the lesson.
Students can compare the different simulation runs’ results to
analyse the economical or ecological impact of the changed
parameters.
If there are multiple simulation system instances available,
students can work in groups to explore the impact of different
parameters themselves and try to optimize simulation parameters (selected by the teacher in accordance to the lessons’ topic)
with regard to financial profit, work efficiency or ecological
impact. The students may then present their results to the class
and discuss their discoveries.
In both scenarios, teachers may want to restrict the simulation to geographical areas located in the vicinity of the class
room. That enables them to take their students to a field trip to
that area where the students can try to transfer their simulationbased results to the real world. Teachers can discuss the
discrepancies between the (potentially inaccurate, incomplete
or out-of-date) data present in the simulation system and the
actual area and present restrictions on the simulation parameters that follow from these discrepancies. These restrictions
can be taken into consideration when conducting simulation in
a later lesson.
When teachers employ our simulation system in their
classes as described above, they can deepen their students’
knowledge and understanding of the different aspects of timber
harvesting. They can focus on any aspect their curriculum
requires and can discuss and compare a wide range of possible
statistical results that are relevant to real-world use.
A. Exemplary Lesson Plan
We present an exemplary lesson plan that focusses on the
difference between fully mechanized and mixed harvest (as
described in Section III-B). The lesson plan assumes the availability of our simulation system for the teacher only. It requires
a fundamental theoretic understanding of the presented topics
by the students, and assumes the teacher to be a certified
forestry management educator with corresponding background
knowledge about timber harvesting processes, and with an
introductory training in the simulation system.
1)

2)

3)

The students discuss guidelines for skidding road
placement in tandem with the teacher. One important
guideline to consider is the German FSC that requires
a distance of 40 m between skidding roads.
The students utilize hill shades maps, aerial photographs and a 3D view of the terrain to develop
concrete skidding road placements according to the
guidelines. The teacher adds them to the simulation
system.
The teacher adds a new set of parameters to the
timber harvest simulation system.
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4)
5)
6)

7)
8)
9)

10)
11)

The teacher presents different methods to select trees
for felling and utilizes one method to mark trees for
felling in the simulation system.
The students discuss different possible timber assortments. The teacher adds a corresponding assortment
to the simulation parameters.
The students develop different possible resource configurations in tandem with the teacher. They discuss
each configurations’ advantages and disadvantages
(e.g., regarding felling costs or tree reachability from
the skidding roads).
The teacher chooses a fully mechanized harvesting
configuration (i.e., one mechanized harvester and one
forwarder) and adds it to the parameter set.
The teacher starts the simulation. After the simulation
is finished, they open the results page.
The students analyse the results with the teacher.
They are expected to realize that soil stress concentrates on paths leading up to the landing site (Figure
7a) and that some trees are out of range of the
harvesters and remain unharvested (Figure 7b).
The teacher adds a set of lumberjacks to the simulation parameters and repeats the simulation.
The students analyse the new results and compare
them with the previous ones. They are expected to
realize that more (possibly all) trees were harvested
in the second simulation, and accordingly, the gross
revenue has increased. The cost per harvested wood
volume has gone up due to the utilisation of (relatively expensive) lumberjacks.

During step 2, the students may rely on physical maps of
the area, map views offered by the Geo Information System,
or a mix of both. Steps 4 and 5 are not in the focus of the
presented lesson and should be discussed only briefly. They
may be discussed in detail in another lesson.
Another topic that may be presented in a different lesson
is the environmental impact of harvest operations. In such a
lesson, the teacher may compare soil stress (see Figure 7a)
and fuel consumption resulting from the use of smaller/larger
forwarders or different (or multiple) landing sites. Such a
comparison can be found in [6].
V.

C ONCLUSION

In this contribution, we presented extensions and usability
improvements to the ClusterWIS-based system for timber
harvest simulation. We aimed for the improvement of the users’
flexibility when configuring the simulation parameters. In order
to do so, we completely reworked the assortment interface
and enabled users to utilize a professional external program
to finely tune the assortments to their requirements. We also
allowed users to create their own skidding road networks
and consequently simulate manual felling of trees. We finally
replaced the former results display by a navigable, HTMLbased results document.
In the end, all these improvements allowed us to develop
a concept for educational use of timber harvesting simulations
in training forestry managers, included in the decentralized
forest information infrastructure ClusterWIS. We presented
this didactic concept and illustrated it with a corresponding
exemplary lesson plan.
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(a) Number of passages of mechanized harvest resources over skidding
roads as an indicator of resulting soil stress [18]. Maximum soil stress
occurs near the landing site, where all felled logs are collected.

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]
(b) Trees that could not be felled due to their distance to skidding
roads are marked red.

[13]

Figure 7. Results of a fully mechanized timber harvesting operation with a
skidding road distance of 40 m
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Abstract—In Material Requirement Planning, the lack of
capacity constraints can lead to production plans, which
cannot be fulfilled on time. One countermeasure for coping
with capacity problems is a temporary relaxation of safety
stock, which can be implemented in different ways. In this
paper, three variants for relaxing safety stock are presented
and compared in a simulation study for a simple
manufacturing structure. All three methods reveal a significant
potential of improvement in comparison to MRP. In a
sensitivity analysis, the influence of two MRP planning
parameters, i.e., safety stock and production lot size, on the
overall costs and the relationship between these two
parameters are examined.
Keywords-Discrete Event Simulation; Sensitivity Analysis;
Material Requirements Planning; Safety Stock Relaxation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In production planning, Material Requirement Planning
(MRP) [1] is widely applied due to its well comprehensible
algorithm for scheduling production orders to satisfy
material requirements by external demand. However, there
are some weak points of MRP like the assumption of infinite
machine capacity and constant production lead times [2] [3].
Neglecting capacity constraints leads to the generation of
usually infeasible production plans by MRP, which require
additional planning effort at the production control level [4] [6].
In the last decades, several approaches have been
developed to deal with the drawbacks of MRP. Especially
for the integration of capacity constraints, there exist a set of
different solution approaches [7]. One possibility is to react
on capacity problems after the MRP run [4] [5] [8], although
it is hard to solve these problems, which are generated at the
higher MRP level. Some authors start before the MRP run
and try to avoid capacity violations already at the Master
Production Schedule (MPS) level
[9] [10]. Another
approach is the formulation of an optimization problem with
capacity constraints instead of the MRP run [11] [12]. In
addition to the high computational effort for solving real
world planning problems, the theoretical formulations limit
the practical application of these approaches. The integration
of a solution heuristic into the well-known MRP algorithm
for tackling the capacity constraints is another possibility,
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which is more likely to be accepted for practical
implementations. Different approaches can be found in [7],
[13]- [16].
In [16], capacity planning is integrated into MRP by
providing simple algorithmic measures, like the temporary
relaxation of safety stock, load dependent dynamic planned
lead times and lot size adaption heuristics. The basic
concepts of Material and Capacity Requirements Planning
(MCRP) are provided, but details on the implementations
are missing. First insights on the performance of the MCRP
algorithm are presented in [17] with a simulation study of a
simplified production system structure, with eight final
products and three Bill Of Material (BOM) levels.
In this paper, two variations of the safety stock
relaxation for capacity load balancing, introduced in [16],
are defined (Section II) and their performance is compared
to the initial implementation and traditional MRP in a
simulation study (Section III). To derive a better
understanding of the proposed methods for safety stock
relaxation, a sensitivity analysis of two MRP planning
parameters on the performance of the production system is
conducted and the interrelationship of these parameters is
investigated in Section IV in detail. In Section V,
concluding remarks summarize the main results and outline
future research.
II.

SAFETY STOCK RELAXATION

A. Production System
The modeled production system structure applied in this
paper is motivated by different automotive suppliers’
production systems and similar to the production system
presented in [18]. However, it is a very streamlined version
(low number of products, simple BOM structure, only one
machine per low level code) to not disturb the simulation
experiment results unnecessarily, which are generated later
on. Figure 1 shows the resources, bill of material and work
schedule applied.
The studied production system is a pure Make-to-Order
(MTO) system. Eight final products (low level code, i.e.,
LLC, 0) are delivered to a set of different customers stating
their orders with a random customer required lead time in
advance of the respective due date. These final products
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consist of 1 piece of a semi-processed material on LLC 1
and 2, whereby the raw materials on LLC 3 are assumed to
be always available. One machine is available for each
processing step and the transformation from one low-level
code to the next always includes one processing step. The
lot sizing policy is Fixed Order Periods (FOP) for all
materials (see [19] for details). The different scenario
parameterizations concerning processing times, setup times,
demand behavior and customer required lead time are
introduced in Section III.

Figure 1. Production System.

B. Safety Stock Relaxation Method 1
A safety stock within MRP is applied to reduce the
negative effects of uncertainties in customer demand and
production processes. From a planning perspective the safety
stock is never undershot in the original MRP algorithm (see
netting in MRP algorithm, [19] and [1]) and is only used for
unplanned occurrences. In the approach introduced in [16],
safety stock is already applied in the planning algorithm for
capacity load balancing, i.e., available safety stocks are used
to temporary reduce the capacity needed. This leads to a shift
in capacity consumption since this safety stock has to be
refilled in later periods, which leads to a higher capacity
consumption there. The basic idea behind that measure is
that capacity shortages are only temporary and, therefore,
some idle capacity is available further in the future, i.e.,
capacity load is balanced.
The integration into MRP looks as follows: The MRP
algorithm starts with the steps netting and lot sizing for all
materials at the respective LLC. After these two steps for all
machines at the respective LLC the cumulated capacity
needed is calculated. If the cumulated capacity is higher than
the available capacity within one planning period, a safety
stock relaxation is performed. These three steps (netting, lot
sizing and capacitating) are conducted identically for all
safety stock relaxation methods evaluated.
In safety stock relaxation method 1, the safety stock for a
specific material can only be reduced if there is a planned
order receipt in the period of the capacity problem. (Note,
that the applied lot sizing rule FOP summarizes net
requirements of multiple periods, so there isn’t a planned
order receipt for each material in every period.) The safety
stock is only reduced to the level needed, that the capacity
problem in the period of the capacity problem is solved
(cumulated capacity needed is equal or smaller than the
available capacity). The safety stock is reduced to the end of
the coverage of the current FOP lot size. Additionally, a
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minimum safety stock level can be considered as lower
bound. For the application of the safety stock relaxation
method, the materials are ordered according to their capacity
consumption per piece at the respective machine. The
method starts with the material, which has the highest
capacity consumption per piece and is performed for further
materials until the capacity problem is solved.
The following steps are again performed for all safety
stock relaxation methods in the same way. The MRP steps
netting and lot sizing are recalculated including the relaxed
safety stocks. The MRP algorithm ends with the steps
backward scheduling and BOM explosion for all materials at
the respective LLC.
C. Safety Stock Relaxation Method 2
Safety stock relaxation method 2 starts similar as
method 1 with the MRP steps netting and lot sizing and the
calculation of the cumulated capacity needed until a capacity
problem is detected. In method 1 the safety stock relaxation
can only be performed, if there is a planned order receipt in
the period of the capacity problem. In method 2, this
restriction is removed. A safety stock relaxation can also be
performed, if there is a planned order receipt that covers net
requirements (due to lot sizing policy FPO) in the period of
the capacity problem. This allows that the safety stock for
planned order receipts with end dates before the period of the
capacity problem can be relaxed. The consequence is that the
amount of materials, for which a safety stock relaxation can
be performed, is extended. Safety stock relaxation method 2
ends with recalculation of netting, lot sizing, backward
scheduling and BOM explosion.
D. Safety Stock Relaxation Method 3
Safety stock relaxation method 3 is an extension to
method 2 and uses the same logic for the safety stock
relaxation. In comparison to method 2, the relaxed safety
stock numbers are stored for the next MRP run, usually for
the next day. The next MRP run is calculated with the
predefined relaxed safety stocks.
Method 3 has the effect that when a safety stock
relaxation for a planned order receipt is made, it is never
revised. The only exception is that the safety stock can be
further relaxed to the minimum safety stock, if there is a new
capacity problem. The safety stock is then refilled with
future planned order receipts.
III. SIMULATION STUDY
In this section, we outline the design of the simulation
study and evaluate the performance of the three different
methods for safety stock relaxation, presented in Section II,
in comparison to MRP. For the simulation study, the generic
simulation framework SimGen based on AnyLogic©, also
used in [18], is applied.
A. Scenario Definition
To evaluate the performance of the safety stock
relaxation method in comparison to MRP, a production
system with high work load is selected. If there is a low work
load in comparison to the available capacity, methods for
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capacity balancing would be pointless. Starting with
customer demands (log-normally distributed with a
coefficient of variation of 1), which result in a shop load of
100% without setup, a scenario with 95% is generated by
multiplying the monthly demand with a utilization factor of
95% minus a predefined percentage of setup activities (5%
and 10%). A higher percentage setup leads to more time,
which is spent for setup. The resulting demand for, e.g.,
final product 10 with initial demand of 1,059 pcs/month, a
utilization factor of 95% and percentage setup of 5%, is 953
pcs/month.
Applicable Customer Required Lead (CRL) time values
are estimated in a preliminary simulation study. Summing
up the average production lead times for each processing
stage delivers a basic lead time value. The average CRL for
our simulation study is determined by multiplying this basic
lead time value with a CRL factor of 3. To model stochastic
effects in CRL a log-normal distribution with a coefficient
of variation of 0.5 is applied. In our simulation model, all
customer orders are accepted. Due to an average utilization
of 95% in the considered production system, short term
overloads can be balanced in future periods or by covering
customer orders with safety stocks.
Overall costs, consisting of holding and tardiness costs
are selected as performance measure. The holding costs per
piece and day are 1 CU for final products, 0.5 CU for semiprocessed materials and the tardiness costs for final products
are 19 CU per piece and day. In the simulation study, 5
years are simulated, where the first year is considered as the
warm-up period and therefore excluded from the analysis.
Due to the stochastic effects in demand and customer
required lead time, each iteration is evaluated with 10
replications.
B. Planning Parameters
Applied lot sizing rules, safety stock levels and planned
lead times are important planning parameters for MRP [19].
In our simulation study, we choose Fixed Order Period
(FOP) as lot sizing policy and the number of periods, for
which the demand is accumulated into one production lot, as
a planning parameter. To examine the influence of different
safety stock levels, a safety stock factor is introduced as
planning parameter. The actual safety stock is the initial
value of safety stock multiplied with the safety stock factor.
The fixed planned lead time of MRP is introduced as a
factor, which is multiplied by the basic lead time values.
These values are generated in the preliminary study, which
is already used for setting customer required lead time
values (see Section A. Scenario Definition). The initial
value for safety stock of a product type is its average
demand per day, i.e., a safety stock factor of 4 means that
the average demand of 4 days is kept on safety stock.
For the safety stock relaxation methods, defined in
Section II, a lower bound for the safety stock is introduced
as an additional planning parameter. This minimum safety
stock is again implemented as a factor that is multiplied
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with the applied safety stock. In order to get reasonable
planning parameters for the safety stock relaxation methods,
as well as for MRP, a grid search procedure is applied.
Table I shows the specified values for all planning
parameters.
TABLE I.

PARAMETER SETTINGS

Parameter
FOP periods
Safety stock factor
Planned lead time factor
Minimum safety stock factor

Values
{4,5,6,8,10,12,14,16}
{0,1,2,4,6,8,16}
{0,0.5,1,1.5,2,2.7}
{0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75}

C. Results of Safety Stock Relaxation and MRP
Due to different percentages of setup (5%, 10%), two
different production scenarios are investigated. For each
method of safety stock relaxation and MRP, the parameter
combination that leads to minimal overall costs is selected.
Table II shows the results for 5% setup. All methods for
safety stock relaxation reduce the overall costs significantly,
whereby method 3 delivers the best result. The number of
FOP periods and the planned lead time factor are similar for
all methods, only the safety stock factor is higher for method
2 and 3. In the cost minimum solution, the introduced
minimum safety stock factor is only applied for method 3.
TABLE II.

Minimum overall
costs
Relative
Improvement

OPTIMAL SETTINGS (5% SETUP)
MRP

Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

10426.6

8319.2

8112.1

7595.7

-

-18.1%

-20.2%

-25.3%

6

5

5

5

4

4

16

8

1.5

2

1.5

1.5

-

0

0

0.25

FOP periods
Safety stock
factor
Planned lead time
factor
Minimum safety
stock factor
TABLE III.

Minimum overall
costs
Relative
Improvement
FOP periods
Safety stock
factor
Planned lead time
factor
Minimum safety
stock factor

OPTIMAL SETTINGS (10% SETUP)
MRP

Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

10163.6

8498.1

9528.0

9760.7

-

-16.4%

-6.3%

-4.0%

6

8

6

6

6

4

8

8

1

1.5

1

1

-

0

0.5

0.5

In the scenario with 10% setup (see Table III), safety
stock relaxation is also advantageous in comparison to
MRP, whereby in this system with higher setup times,
method 1 leads to the best result. The selected parameters
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show that method 2 and 3 demand for a higher safety stock
and a minimum amount of this safety stock, which must not
be used for relaxation. Again, FOP periods and planned lead
time factors don’t reveal major differences for the applied
methods. An interesting result concerning the comparison of
safety stock relaxation methods is that method 1, i.e., having
less safety stock relaxation occurrences but recalculating
these each MRP run, leads to similar cost reduction
potentials independently of the setup times. However,
methods 2 and 3, i.e., allowing the safety stock to be
reduced more often, do not perform that well if setup times
are high. This might be related to the fact that safety stock
reduction sometimes implies a new production lot to refill
the safety stock after finishing a lot with reduced safety
stocks. The negative impact of this unintended behavior is
higher if setup times are higher.
IV.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

All cases show a more or less convex function for overall
costs with respect to FOP periods with just a few outliers. As
already mentioned in Section III, the optimal value for FOP
periods are almost the same for all four methods. A low
number of FOP periods leads to significant higher overall
costs in the 10% setup scenario, whereas a higher number
leads to a moderate increase in costs. For all numbers of FOP
periods optimal inventory costs exceed optimal tardiness
costs considerably. Apart from some outliers for small
number of FOP periods, the inventory costs show a convex
behavior with respect to the FOP periods. These results are
in line with analytical production system findings without
capacity balancing [20].
B. The Influence of Safety Stock Factor on Performance
For the safety stock factor, the same analysis as for the
FOP periods is performed and the results can be found in
Figure 3.

In this section, the influence of the two MRP parameters
FOP periods and safety stock factor is investigated in a
sensitivity analysis to create a comprehensive understanding
of how the three introduced methods behave, also in
comparison to MRP. The influence on the performance, as
well as the interrelationship of these parameters, is
analyzed.
A. The Influence of FOP Periods on Performance
The application of four different methods and two
different percentages of setup lead to eight different cases,
which are examined separately. For each specified value of
the number of FOP periods (see Table I), we select the
combination of the other planning parameters, which results
in minimal overall costs. Additionally we also show the
amount of inventory and tardiness costs in Figure 2.

Figure 3. Influence of safety stock factor on costs.

Figure 2. Influence of FOP periods on costs.
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The curves for overall costs show a clear convex shape
with respect to safety stock factor, again with significant
higher cost values for low safety stock values. For practical
applications, this means that it is preferable to choose a
higher safety stock when using safety stock relaxation,
instead of selecting a safety stock that is too low. Small
safety stock factors lead to high tardiness costs in
comparison to inventory costs because the ability to balance
capacity demands is limited. When safety stock is increased,
also inventory costs increase and exceed the tardiness costs.
The results show that method 1, with a lower number of
safety stock relaxation occurrences, is much more sensitive
on defining the right safety stock, similar to MRP. On the
contrary, methods 2 and 3, i.e., more safety stock relaxation
occurrences without/with memorizing this decision, can also
benefit from higher safety stocks. Looking at the inventory
costs shows that methods 2 and 3 also have lower inventory
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costs at higher safety stocks in comparison to method 1 and
MRP. This implies that in methods 2 and 3 the average
safety stock is lower which is intuitively clear since more
safety stock relaxation occurrences are expected with these
methods.
C. The Influence of FOP Periods on Safety Stock Factor
To explore the relationship between the parameters FOP
periods and safety stock factor, for each value of FOP
periods, the optimal safety stock factor is displayed in Figure
4. This means, that for a fixed number of FOP periods, all
other parameters are varied in the predefined grid (see Table
I) and the safety stock factor which leads to the minimal
overall costs is selected. Again, we show all combinations of
setup scenarios and methods. The optimal parameter settings
presented in Table II and III are marked by a star.
In general, a lower number of FOP periods, i.e., higher
overall shop load due to setup times, leads to a higher
optimal safety stock factor (apart from one outlier for
method 2 at 5% setup). This shows that specifically for high
shop congestion, the safety stock relaxation methods demand
for more safety stock in order to balance capacity better. The
result for method 3 in the 10% setup scenario is interesting
and shows a further increase in safety stock for a high
number of FOP periods. Note that in this scenario method 3
performs significantly worse than method 1 (see also Figure
2). This implies that memorizing the safety stock reduction
decision might in situations with high setup efforts and high
lot covering ranges lead to system instabilities, which entail
high safety stocks.

Figure 4. Influence of FOP periods on safety stock factor.

D. The Influence of Safety Stock Factor on FOP Periods
In this section we fix the safety stock factor and
determine the number of FOP periods, which result in
minimal overall costs. The results for all methods and
scenarios are displayed in Figure 5. In six of the eight cases,
the number of FOP periods show a concave shape with
respect to the safety stock factor. Only for method 2 and 3 in
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the 10% scenarios there seems to be no influence of the
safety stock on the optimal value of FOP periods. This is an
interesting result since these are exactly the two scenarios
where safety stock relaxation only leads to a rather small cost
reduction potential (see Table III).

Figure 5. Influence of safety stock factor on FOP periods.

Low safety stock values lead to the situation that
flexibility related to the customer demand can only be gained
by lower production lot sizes. These situations still lead to
high costs because no capacity load balancing is possible
(see Figure 3). For medium safety stock levels, a slight
increase in lot size leads to a lower overall shop load (and
capacity balancing by safety stock relaxation is already
possible). This lower overall utilization combined with the
capacity balancing leads for most cases also to the lowest
overall costs. For very high safety stock factors, high
inventory costs and low tardiness costs result, i.e., customer
orders can always be fulfilled from the safety stock.
Therefore, lower lot sizes (lower lot covering ranges)
provide a possibility to slightly decrease the inventory costs.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, three methods for temporary relaxing
safety stock as an extension to traditional MRP are
investigated. In addition to the safety stock relaxation
introduced in [16] two variations are presented and
implemented in a simulation model. Since MRP neglects
capacity constraints, heuristics for balancing capacity
demand can improve the performance of the production
system. The results of the simulation study show that all
methods for safety stock relaxation lead to significant
improvement in overall costs in comparison to MRP. The
relative improvement ranges from 4% to 25%.
In a sensitivity analysis, the influence of the planning
parameters safety stock factor and FOP periods on the
performance of the production system is investigated. The
overall costs in dependence of the planning parameters
behave similar for method 2 and 3, because they have more
common features in their functionality in contrast to method
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1. One finding with practical relevance is that a higher safety
stock is advantageous when relaxing safety stock, because
there is only a small increase in overall costs while
increasing safety stock. Opposite to this, a safety stock,
which is too low, leads to considerably higher overall costs.
When exploring the interrelationship of the two planning
parameters, the results show that especially for high shop
loads, due to low number of FOP periods and high
percentage of setup, more safety stock is needed for
balancing capacity requests. In most of the cases, plotting the
optimal number of FOP periods with respect to safety stock
shows a concave behavior, whereby medium levels of safety
stocks lead to the best solutions for overall costs. Comparing
the results of method 1 to the results of methods 2 and 3
shows that method 1 is more sensitive to the safety stock
factor whereas methods 2 and 3 perform significantly worse
if setup times are high.
Limitations of this study are the selected ranges for the
planning parameters for the grid search, which cannot
guarantee an optimal solution. Furthermore, the simulation
study is applied to a simple manufacturing structure. In
further research, the safety stock relaxation methods have to
be tested in more complex production structures or real
production systems to get better estimates for the
improvement potential in real world manufacturing systems.
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Abstract—Introducing high-definition headlamp systems in the
automotive industry opens up a wide range of possibilities
for improving existing and developing new types of dynamic
lighting functions. Due to the complexity and subjectivity of
light distributions of modern headlamp systems, simulation-based
development is indispensable. This paper presents a first realtime
simulation of high-definition systems in virtual environments.
The simulation results are evaluated using validated software for
simulating static light distributions at night. The performance of
the implementation on the test hardware is also discussed. First
results show a great potential for future development, which will
be shown at the end of the contribution.
Keywords–high-definition headlamp; realtime headlamp simulation; night driving simulation; dynamic light distribution.

means of the orientation angles of the light sources. Highdefinition (HD) headlamps, however, realize lighting functions
in a totally different way and must therefore be modelled
and simulated differently. Their outstanding features and their
modelling are described in Section II. Section III the shaderbased implementation of the light simulation is discussed. This
is divided into the determination of the total light distribution
(Section III-A) and the illumination of the scene based on
that (Section III-B). In Section IV, the simulation results are
evaluated using a validated reference simulation tool and their
performance on the utilized test hardware is examined. The
last section provides a conclusion as well as recommendations
for future work.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Compared to other vehicle components, the development
of headlamp systems is characterized by the multidimensional
solution space in terms of possible light distributions and the
highly subjective factor in their evaluation. A further complication is that dynamic headlamps, away from the simulation,
can only be proven by time-consuming and cost-intensive night
driving tests under non-reproducible test conditions. Furthermore, the construction of a prototype is expensive, therefore,
it should ideally be used in late development stages only.
These difficulties motivate the simulation-based development
of headlamps.
Realtime simulation of headlamps was first dealt with by
Kemeny et al. [1]. This initial realization implements pervertex-lighting. The quality of the simulated light distributions
therefore depends strongly on the tesselation of the scene
objects. Berssenbrügge et al. present an approach based on perfragment-lighting that decouples tesselation from the resolution of light distribution [2]. A comparable concept is presented
in [3]. It utilizes a proprietary development for the simulation
of night driving with additional functionalities. Based on such
simulations, various publications exist for testing dynamic
lighting functions. In [4], Kemeny et al. present the simulation
of the cornering light function within the established driving
simulation software SCANeR. Like Berssenbrügge et al. in [5],
they implement predictive cornering light, which calculates the
ideal light distribution on the basis of navigation data and vehicle speed. Next to the cornering light function, Berssenbrügge
et al. are also testing an advanced leveling light system in their
simulation environment [6]. With active safety light Knoll et
al. presents the simulative testing of a new light function for
highlighting possible escape ways in risky driving situations
[7].
All of the implementations mentioned above have in common that the light distributions of the light sources used are
static. In concrete terms, this means that they are independent of time. Dynamic functions are mapped exclusively by

II. HD-H EADLAMP S YSTEMS
HD systems are characterized by a great number of independent controllable light sources. Their illumination areas
concentrate on sharply defined solid angle intervals with
small overlapping areas. The total light distribution of such
a headlamp results from the superposition of all the individual
light distributions. This architecture enables the generation of
highly dynamic overall light distributions by independently
controlling the electrical current of each individual light source
in the headlamp. The variety of the representable light distributions is limited only by the resolution of the headlamp, which
can range from approx. 100 to several 10,000 pixels, and the
permissible values of the electrical current depending on the
light technology used [8].
For testing the simulation presented here, the HD84Matrix-LED-Headlamp developed by Hella KG from Lippstadt
is used. The actual HD component of this headlamp is realized
by a matrix of 84 LEDs, which can be supplied individually
with continuously adjustable electrical current. To compensate
for the relatively low resolution of 84 pixels, the illumination
range of the HD module is limited to the solid angle range with
the greatest variability requirements. Accordingly, additional
light sources are provided to illuminate the vehicle front area,
the sides and to support the high beam. In total, the HD84Matrix-LED-Headlamp therefore has 95 light sources.
In order to simulate the light distribution in any situation,
the characteristics of the emitted light must be known for each
individual light source. For this purpose, so-called luminous
intensity distributions are determined in lighting technology,
which describe the luminous intensity of the light source
depending on the direction of radiation [9]. These can be
obtained for an existing headlamp by a goniophotometermeasurement [10] or for a computer model by ray tracing
methods [11].
Figure 1 shows the low beam distribution of the left
HD84-Matrix-LED-Headlamp. The horizontal angle θ around
the vertical axis is plotted on the x-axis (0◦ corresponds to
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Figure 1. Low-beam distribution of luminous intensity IV of left
HD84-Matrix-LED-Headlamp measured in Candela [cd].

direction of travel). Along the y-axis the vertical angle ϕ is
plotted around the transverse axis. This is varied in the context
of headlights in a much smaller range. Within the diagram, the
luminous intensity IV measured in Candela [cd] is color-coded
for a given pairing of horizontal and vertical angles.
In order to be able to precisely reference the relevant elements of the light distributions of HD systems in the following
sections, these are described more formally. A discretized light
distribution can be interpreted as a matrix whose dimensions
depend on the considered angular range [ϕ0 , ϕ1 ] or [θ0 , θ1 ]
and the corresponding resolution ∆ϕ or ∆θ in horizontal or
−ϕ0
−θ0
vertical direction, whereby M = ϕ1∆ϕ
, N = θ1∆θ
= N
with M, N ∈ N must apply. The discrete value ϕm with
0 ≤ m ≤ M or θn with 0 ≤ n ≤ N then refers to the
horizontal angle ϕ0 + m · ∆ϕ or the vertical angle θ0 + n · ∆θ.
The light distribution Lk of the light source k with k ∈ {1, K}
of an HD headlamp with a total of K individual light sources
×N
then has the form Lk ∈ RM
.
≥0
The entry lk (m, n) of row m and column n of the Lk
matrix now contains the luminous intensity of the light source
k in the discretized direction of the vertical angle ϕm and the
horizontal angle θn in Candela.
After defining the light distributions of individual light
sources, the aggregation of these to the total light distribution L
can be formulated. For this purpose, a system is defined whose
input variables represent the relative electrical current values
ik ∈ [0, 1] of the individual light sources normalized to their
maximum value. In contrast to the matrices L1 , . . . , LK , these
values are time-dependent signals. The output of the system
is the resulting light distribution of the headlamp and thus
a weighted composition of all individual light distributions.
Formally, the output variable corresponds to a L matrix whose
dimensions are identical to the dimensions of the individual
distributions L1 , . . . , LK . The current overall light distribution
can be formulated as
L(t) =

K
X

×N
ik (t) · Lk with L(t) ∈ RM
.
≥0

(1)

k=1

The time-dependent matrix L now contains all information
describing the light emitted by the headlamp at time t, which
constitutes the basic information for simulation purposes.
III. I MPLEMENTATION OF HD-H EADLIGHT-S IMULATION
The rendering of the dynamic light distributions of HD
systems was realized in the development environment Unity
(Version 2017.3.1f1 [12]). To ensure realtime capability in
terms of a sufficient number of frames per second (fps), the
high parallelism of the calculation must be exploited. For
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this reason, not only the lighting of the scene, but also the
determination of the time-dependent total light distribution L is
outsourced to the GPU, which can solve such tasks many times
faster than the CPU. Consequently, both tasks are implemented
as shaders in the language Cg (C for graphics) [13] and can
thus be integrated into the programmable rendering pipeline
[14]. First of all, it should be mentioned that because of
its advantages with many light sources deferred shading is
used [15]. In the following section, the generation of the
total light distribution from the individual light distributions
by the CookieCombiner-Shader is discussed. Afterwards the
Headlight-Shader used for lighting the scene is introduced.
A. CookieCombiner-Shader
Textures, whose pixels correspond to the matrix entries,
are used to represent the light distributions on digital level.
Each pixel carries RGBA color information, with the first three
channels determining its color in the RGB color space and
the fourth channel (α-channel) determining the transparency
of the pixel. In principle, the direction-dependent variation of
the light colour would be possible via the RGB channels.
In the presented solution, however, these channels are not
considered, which is the reason why only monochrome light
can be displayed. The directional luminous intensity is coded
in the α-channel. Up to now, the texture considers an angle
range of 180◦ in both vertical and horizontal direction and
resolves in 0.2◦ steps. It therefore has a size of 900x900 pixels.
In computer graphics, both the horizontal (u) and vertical (v)
coordinates for accessing a texture and the permissible values
of individual pixel information are normalized to the interval
[0, 1]. To map the coded luminous intensity to this value range,
all entries of the matrices L1 , . . . , LK are divided by their
maximum lmax .
Texturing of light sources to vary the luminous intensity in different beam directions is already established. Such
light textures are called cookies, explaining the name of the
CookieCombiner-Shader. Its task is to combine the cookies of
individual light sources for total light distribution according
to (1). Its render target is a cookie whose α-values are all
initialized with 0. The shader is now repeatedly called on this
render target and receives a single light distribution Lk and
its weighting factor as parameters. In the fragment program of
the shader, the α-values of the respective cookie αuv (k) with
u, v ∈ [0, 1] are multiplied by the weighting factor and then
transferred to the render target by additive blending [14]. To
ensure that the α-values of the render target do not exceed
the permissible value range [0, 1], the weighting factor used is
formed as the product of the relative electrical current ik and
the reciprocal of the total number K of all light sources. If the
previous considerations are combined, the α-value αuv of the
render target at the normalized texture coordinates (u, v) after
passing through the shader for all single light distributions is
calculated as follows
αuv =

K
K
X
ik
1 X
· αuv (k) =
·
ik · αuv (k).
K
K

k=1

(2)

k=1

With (2) and αuv (k), ik ∈ [0, 1] it follows that αu,v is
also within the permissible value range. After blending, the
render target contains the normalized luminous intensity of
the entire headlamp. The texture coordinates correspond to
the spatial directions into which the light radiates according
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to the explanations at the beginning of Section II. In order to
reconstruct the actual luminous intensity, the normalizations
required by the limited range of values must be reversed.
Formally, the relationship between the original matrix entry
m n is
l(m, n) in L and the corresponding texture value α M
N
defined as follows
m n ,
l(m, n) = K · lmax · α M
N

which ensures undistorted computational mapping of luminous intensity. The render target of the CookieCombinerShader represents the total light distribution of the headlamp
in the form of a cookie and serves as input for the HeadlightShader presented below.
B. Headlight-Shader
The implementation of the Headlight-Shader is much more
extensive. Berssenbrügge et al. solved a similar problem in [2]
by using a built-in spotlight and mapping the light distribution
to its cookie scheme. The present contribution is based on
Unity’s built-in shader for deferred shading, but differs in
the light volume, used to describe the illumination range
of the headlamp, and the interpretation of the light cookie.
Moreover, no shadows are rendered, as their calculation is very
computation-intensive. Also, the driver and headlamps are in
approximately the same position, so that shadows are hardly
noticed by the driver.
Following the deferred shading procedure, the scene in the
initial base path is rendered into the g-buffer (geometry buffer)
independent of any lights. A very simple example of a scene is
shown in Figure 2. That way, the complex 3D scene is reduced
to the 2-dimensional screen output. The information relevant
for lighting, such as the surface normals, depth values or color
information, is stored in the g-buffer. The Headlight-Shader in
the subsequent lighting pass can refer to this information.
In the lighting pass, the illumination range of the light
is described by a light volume in the form of a half-sphere,
which is illustrated by yellow lines in Figure 2. The light
source is located in the center of the half-sphere and is oriented
vertically to the plane half-spherical surface in the direction of
the curvature. The light volume, approximated by a mesh of
65 vertices, is rendered, which is why the light space l is the
current object space.
According to the schema of the graphics pipeline, the
vertices of the mesh are first processed by the vertex program.
Since the Headlight-Shader implements per-fragment-lighting,
the vertex program can be realized by a few lines of code.
Essentially, three parameters are generated. First, a vertex l p0
of the light volume mesh, passed in homogeneous coordinates,
is transformed from the light space l into the clip space c of
the camera (line 1). The transformation from l to the world
space w is done by the matrix M , from w to the view space v
by the matrix V and from v to the clip space c by the matrix
P (see Figure 2). c has the same origin as v, but distorts
the coordinates in perspective for mapping to the screen. The
vertex coordinates in the clip space c p0 form the basis of the
rasterization and must be included in the return of the vertex
shader. Furthermore, the clip space position in the lines 2 and
3 is transformed so that the x and y coordinates are normalized
to [0, 1] for vertices in the view frustum (visible part of the
scene in the form of a pyramid frustum, see thick dashed lines
in Figure 2) in accordance with the perspective division in the
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Figure 2. Simple scene to be rendered with coordinate systems for world
space (w), view space (v), light space (l) and an exemplarily object with
local space o.

fragment program. This information is then used to correctly
address the g-buffer and forms the second output of the vertex
shader. Finally, the vector from the camera to the vertex in view
space v p0 is calculated by multiplying the vertex l p0 in l by M
and V (line 4). This value is needed next to c p0uv to reconstruct
the position of the fragment in w within the fragment shader
and forms the third return of the vertex shader. This way all
vertices of the half sphere are processed by the shader.
Require: l p0 ∈ R4 vertex of light volume as homogeneus
coordinates in l
1: c p0 ← P · V · M · l p0
// vertex in c
2: c p0uv .x ← 12 · c p0 .x + 21 · c p0 .w // transform to screen space
3: c p0uv .y ← 21 · c p0 .y + 21 · c p0 .w // transform to screen space
4: v p0 ← V · M · l p0
// vertex in v
5: return c p0 , c p0uv , v p0
Afterwards the rasterization is effected based on the clip
space coordinates c p0 . The remaining vertex program returns
are interpolated to the fragments according to their distances
to the vertices. The fragment shader is called for all fragments
covered by the light volume with the respective interpolation
results c p0uv , v p0 .
Require: c p0uv ∈ R4 transformed coords in c and v p0 ∈ R3
coords in v of vertex p0 of light volume
f
1: v p00 ← p0 .z · v p0
// scale to far clipping distance (f)
v
2: buv ← p0 1 .w · c p0uv .xy
//
buffer coords of p0 (same for p)
c uv
3: zuv ← Gdepth (buv )
// norm. depth at screen position buv
4: v p ← zuv · v p00
// position of p in v
5: w p ← V −1 · v p
// position of p in w
6: w vc,o ← w pc − w po
// vector p→camera in w
w vc,o
7: w nc,o ← | v |
//
direction
p→camera in w
w c,o
8: w l ← M [1 : 4, 4]
9: w vl,o ← w l − w p
w vl,o
10: w nl,o ← | v |
w l,o

// position of light in w
// vector p→light in w
// direction p→light in w
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11: l p ← L · w p
12: adeg .x ←atan2(l p.x, l p.z)
13: adeg .y ←atan2(l p.y, l p.z)
adeg +90◦

14: auv ←
180◦
15: luv ← Tcookie (auv )
16:
17:
18:

// vector light→p in l
// horiz. and vert. angle be// tween light axis and l p
// Light-Cookie coordinates
// light power in specific direction

1
att ← l.range
2 · w vl,o · w vl,o
att ← att · luv
l.color ← att · l.color

// light attenuation
// consider light power
// attenuated light color

return lightingModel(co , w no , w nc,o , w nl,o , l.color)
The shader code can be divided into five logical blocks.
The first block (line 1 to 7) reconstructs the three dimensional
surface point p of the scene object o visible on the current
fragment. This reconstruction is enabled by the additional
information provided by the vertex shader. The vector p0 is
mapped to the same screen position as p (see dashed line
through p, p0 and p00 in Figure 2). Therefore v p0 describes
the cameras view direction to p in v. The g-buffer created in
the base path of deferred shading can be used to determine
the exact position of p on the corresponding line. It encodes
the z coordinate in v for each fragment in addition to other
data. To read the correct value from the depth buffer, the buffer
coordinates must be determined first. Therefore the vector c p0uv
is defined in the vertex shader, whose x- and y-coordinates
lie in the interval [0, c p0v .w = c p0uv .w] for points within view
frustum. After the perspective division by the homogeneous
component in line 2 the coordinates buv are in the value range
[0, 1] (line 3) used for texture/buffer access. The depth buffer
encodes depth zuv normalized on distance f to the far clipping
plane in the interval [0, 1]. The coords of p in v result from
scaling of v p0 to the far clipping plane receiving v p00 (line 1)
and the subsequent multiplication with the normalized depth
zuv (line 4). Multiplication by the inverse of V transfers the
object point p from v to w. For the evaluation of the lighting
model, the normalized direction vector from the object point
to the camera (eye vector) in world space w no,c (see Figure
2) is needed (line 6 and 7).
In addition to the eye vector, the incidence of light on the
object plays a central role in the lighting model, too. The light
vector is defined in lines 8 to 10. First the position of the
light source in world space w l is extracted from the matrix
M (line 8). Since the Headlight-Shader only renders the mesh
of the light volume into the light buffer, the transformation
matrix M from current object space l to w is constant across
all calls of the vertex program and contains the translation,
rotation and scaling of the light volume mesh into w. Since
the light source is in the coordinate origin of l, the translation
in M corresponds to the position of the light in w and can
be read from the fourth column of M . Now the normalized
direction vector from the object point to the light source in
world space w nl,o (see Figure 2) can be determined by the
lines 9 and 10 similar to the previous section.
In the lines 11 to 15, the directional luminous intensity
generated as cookie (Tcookie ) in the CookieCombiner-Shader is
taken into account. In order to determine the luminous intensity
to be applied to the current fragment from the light distribution,
the horizontal and vertical angles of the incident light beam
with respect to the light centre axis must be calculated. For
this purpose, the object point belonging to the fragment is
19:
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transferred to the light space l through multiplying by L. The
position of this point in l, in whose coordinate origin the light
source is located and oriented along the z axis, simultaneously
corresponds to the light beam l p from the source to the object.
Its angle to the light center axis or z axis in l can then be
determined with the atan2 function (line 12 and 13). The
cookie must be addressed with normalized texture coordinates.
Therefore, the angles moving in the range [−90◦ , +90◦ ] due
to the used light volume are transformed by line 14 to texture
coordinates auv . Thereby, the applicable value can finally be
read out by the light distribution (line 15).
After the positions of the relevant elements and the luminous intensity of the light are already known, the distance to
the light source must be taken into account in the lines 16 to
18. The intensity of light decreases square with the distance to
the shined object [16]. This square distance can be formulated
most efficiently as a scalar product of the vector from object
to light w vl,o with itself. The distance between object and
light is referred to a freely selectable positive light parameter
l.range, which allows the user to adjust the range respectively
the intensity of the light (line 16). It applies att = 1 if the
distance between light source and object corresponds to the
parameter l.range, and att → ∞ for increasing distances. To
take into account the directional luminous intensity luv , which
is normalized to the interval [0, 1], att is multiplied by this
value. The calculated light attenuation can finally be mapped
by the light color in line 18 through multiplying the color of
the light defined by the user by att. Assuming a white light,
this multiplication corresponds to a shift on the grayscale.
Finally, the lighting model can be evaluated. At this point,
no separate solution has been implemented yet, but a Unityinternal local lighting model has been used. This receives the
previously determined normals w no,c , w nl,o , the surface normal w no (see Figure 2) and material data co of the object from
the g buffer and the light color l.color, which already considers
attenuation. Based on these data, the lighting model delivers
the resulting color for the currently considered fragment and
thus generates the finished image of the scene on the output
medium.
IV. R ESULTS
After the implementation is presented, the results are
evaluated in terms of subjective appearance and computation
time.
A. Appearance
A strictly objective evaluation based on numerical measurements apart from the legal requirements is difficult in the
context of headlighting. Instead, a subjective comparison of
the implemented simulation and the LightDriver software from
Hella KG (64 Bit Version built on Jul, 2017) is used as the
primary evaluation basis. LightDriver is a validated software
tool for simulating headlamp light in night driving, which
Hella KG uses for its own development work. In contrast
to the implementation presented here, the LightDriver is not
able to display the high dynamics of HD systems in realtime,
since it has been primarily designed for the representation of
static light distributions. However, they are sufficient for the
plausibility check concerning the appearance of the presented
implementation and serve as a reference.
Figure 3 compares the dipped beam distribution
of the HD84-Matrix-LED-Headlamp as calculated by
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Figure 4. Low-beam light of HD84-Matrix-LED-Headlamp simulated with
own implementation (top) and LightDriver (bottom) on a measurement wall.

Figure 3. Low-beam light of HD84-Matrix-LED-Headlamp projected on a
street with auxiliary surfaces simulated with own implementation (top) and
LightDriver (bottom).

CookieCombiner- and Headlight-Shader with the light
distribution of the LightDriver as reference. While in the
presented implementation only the electrical current values of
the individual light sources belonging to this light distribution
are specified, the LightDriver requires a simpler input in
the form of a single light distribution, which is therefore
calculated in advance. The scene for this comparison could
not be taken directly from the LightDriver and was therefore
recreated. As a consequence the geometric dimensions,
textures and colours of scene objects are not exactly the same,
but should suffice for a plausibility check.
At first glance you can see that the overall brightness differ
between both images. This difference is due to the different
textures. On closer inspection, one notices that the LightDriver
shows weak light curtains in the vehicle apron, which are not
reproduced in the implementation presented. There are also
qualitative differences in distance-dependent light attenuation.
The reasons for this are on the one hand the too coarse
resolution of 8 bit (α-channel of a RGBA texture) used for
the luminous intensity and on the other hand the different
light models. Essentially, however, there is a strong similarity
between the light distributions of both simulations. They have
comparable expansions and the same qualitative profile. If one
looks at the auxiliary surfaces at the left and right edge of the
road, it is noticeable that both light distributions illuminate
one’s own side of the road much more strongly in the distance
than the one next to it. This is a classic feature of low-beam
light distributions that ensures that oncoming traffic is not
glared.
Even if the light distribution on the road is the central
evaluation criterion for the driver, the observation of light
distributions on a vertical measuring wall has proven to be
useful especially for comparison purposes. The contours of
the light distribution, which are called the light-dark boundary
in this context, become clear through the close projection of
distant areas.
Although on Figure 4 both measuring walls are each 10
meters away, different distances seem to be present. This
impression is deceptive because of different road textures
leading to a distorted perception, especially due to the positions
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of the central strips. In addition, the parameters of the camera
are not known in the LightDriver and therefore there is a
different view frustum in the implementation presented here.
The already mentioned disadvantages of the too low resolution
of the presented implementation are expressed by a sharper
light-dark boundary. Apart from these inequalities the vertical
projection shows the similarity of both simulations even clearer
than Figure 3. They have a dipped beam typical border to the
left in the upper middle area. The high resolution of the HD
system allows a sharp cut along the vertical center line and
thus ensures optimum long-range illumination of one’s own
lane without restricting other traffic participants. In addition
to the comparison shown, the high beam distribution was also
tested with a high degree of consistency.
B. Computation Time
With regard to the realtime requirement, the performance
of the implementation has to be taken into account. Our
workstation PC, which is representative for current average
computers, as test hardware is sufficient for a fundamental
evaluation of the realtime capability. This is a 64bit Windows
10 system with an Intel Core i7-6820HQ CPU (2.7 GHz, 8
cores), 16GB RAM and an NVIDIA Quadro M3000M with
4GB VRAM. The runtime of the rendering can be classified
as sufficient, if the calculation of the entire scene can be carried
out at least with the maximum frame rate of 60 fps of a
classical output device.
The independent evaluation of the performance of the
Headlight-Shader is only conditionally meaningful due to the
many influences, which result from the non realtime capable
operating system, the test hardware and the measurement itself.
For this reason, the implemented lights are compared with
Unity Spotlights, which represent the light sources with the
most similar properties. A large, flat surface serves as a test
scenario. In the middle of it, the camera is oriented parallel
to the ground. The scene can be rendered in 6.11 ms (164
fps). In front of the camera position, 50 Unity Spotlights are
placed and parameterized with a range of 60 length units and
a spot angle of 179◦ (max. value). The central axis of the
light corresponds to the direction of the camera’s view. The
calculation time is recorded over 1000 frames. The average
value for the calculation of a frame is 9.78 ms (102 fps). In
the same scenario, the Unity Spotlights are now replaced by as
many lights from the implementation presented here with the
same range parameter. In this case, the average calculation time
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is 19.60 ms (51 fps). After subtraction of the rendering of the
unexposed scene, 0.07 ms per Unity Spotlight and 0.27 ms per
headlamp are required. Even if the Headlight-Shader turns out
to be slower than a Unity Spotlight, it is suitable for realtime
simulation even including external traffic. In particular, the
computing time is not negatively affected by more complex
scenes, but depends only on the resolution of the output device
(here 1354x873 pixels) due to the use of deferred shading.
In addition to the Headlight-Shader, the performance of
the CookieCombiner-Shader must be checked. The headlamp
ECU (Electronic Control Unit) is clocked at 50 Hz, so that
a recalculation in each frame should be assumed for the
CookieCombiner-Shader. Due to the difficulties in measuring
computing time mentioned in the previous section, an artificial test scenario is also created for the CookieCombinerShader. To obtain the most representative value possible,
1,000 total light distributions of the HD84-Matrix-LEDHeadlamp are determined by iteration. Since the shader is
called once per single light distribution, this corresponds
to 95,000 calls of the CookieCombiner-Shader. The average
calculation time of a total light distribution is 0.304 ms.
Accordingly, CookieCombiner- and Headlight-Shader use a
comparable amount of resources, so that a total of 0.6 ms
is required for the calculation of a headlamp. Considering
complex scenes and the integration of external traffic, further
optimization potentials should be researched.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This contribution presents an approach for realtime simulation of dynamic HD headlamp systems and thus lays the
foundation for the simulation-based development of highresolution dynamic light functions. Taking into account the
rather average test hardware and the optimization possibilities
discussed below, the shader-based implementation shows potential to simulate night driving with dynamic HD system in
reduced scenes.
The rendering of the headlight is divided into two steps. In
the first step, the current total light distribution is determined.
This is the weighted sum of the 95 individual light distributions of all adjustable light sources of the HD84-MatrixLED-Headlamp. In the technical implementation, the light
distributions are represented by textures with a resolution of
900x900 pixels and superimposed by blending the results of
the CookieCombiner-Shader applied to them. The total light
distribution initiates the second rendering step as input for the
Headlight-Shader. In the lighting pass of deferred shading, this
shader determines the final color values of the output device
pixels, taking into account the light influences.
The LightDriver software from Hella KG is used to evaluate the results. As a tool for headlamp development that has
been established for years, it is an excellent reference. As the
Figures 3 and 4 show, the implemented simulation is similar to
the LightDriver. The differences can mainly be traced back to
the unequal scenes and light models, as well as the differently
resolved light intensity. The last two points are starting points
for future work.
The performance analysis shows that Headlight- and
CookieCombiner-Shader are of comparable complexity and
lead to a calculation time of 0.6 ms per headlamp. For driving
simulations with the integration of external traffic, these execution times should be further reduced. Therefore two ideas
could be persued. On the one hand, the previously considered
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angular range in the vertical dimension could be reduced from
[−90◦ , +90◦ ] to about [+10◦ , −25◦ ] without hiding relevant
areas of the light distribution. This would decrease the required
pixels per cookie significant, reducing computing operations
and memory required. A more sophisticated coding of the light
distribution including additional color channels could also be
considered to reduce memory and increase the resolution of the
luminous intensity. On the other hand, it would be possible to
segment the calculation of the total light distribution to divide
it into several frames. However, this way only the frame rate,
not the update rate of the light distribution can be increased.
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Abstract—This article presents a discrete event simulation
tool/engine, which we are currently developing in Julia – making
use of the SimJulia package – to assist with long term manpower
management of our organization. Although this tool is inspired
by one particular case, our ultimate goal is to make this tool
as generic and configurable as possible, while also being easy
to use. We go into some detail about the inner workings of
the tool, highlight its current capabilities, and elaborate on the
technologies used to develop it and on how users, both expert and
casual, can interact with the tool. At each point, we highlight the
features that are still in development, and the points where the
tool requires improvement.
Keywords–Manpower simulation; manpower planning; discrete
event simulation; in development.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this day and age, proper human resource management
becomes more and more important for organizations of all
kinds. First of all, managers need to balance the requirements
of their organization with the needs and wants of their employees. In addition to that, they must be able to make wellinformed planning decisions to ensure the smooth (future)
operation of the organization.
These planning decisions cover different time horizons.
Long term planning, which is the focus of this article, deals
with hiring and promotion strategies to meet the organizations
goals without alienating the employees, or compensating for
and adjusting to changing legal constraints, for example an
increase in the minimum retirement age. Short term workforce
planning on the other hand covers among others, setting
up employee rosters such that the workload is appropriately
distributed over the employees, taking into account shift preferences of particular employees, absences due to time off or
illness, and legal constraints.
These long term planning decisions are too important to
be left solely to the managers gut feeling. Instead, they can
choose to employ one or several mathematical models to
provide valuable insights towards making appropriate decisions. Managers have a wide range of models available to
them for this task, including Markov models (f.ex. [1] and
[2]), optimization models using mathematical programming
(f.ex. [3]), simulation models (f.ex. [4] and [5]), and system
dynamics models (f.ex. [6]). Each of these approaches can be
used to model the transient states or the steady states of the
system, and every approach has its particular advantages, and

drawbacks, for these tasks.
Due to an upcoming reorganization, the Belgian military is
currently faced with such a long term planning problem, and
the choice was made to use a simulation-driven stochastic optimization routine. This would allow the user to capture as many
of the peculiarities of the organization as desired. In addition
to the flexibility of the model, several other factors were taken
into account to influence the choice of which particular tool to
use. These factors included computation speed, financial cost,
and user friendliness, by which we mean that it can be used
relatively easily by non-experts. Of the investigated solutions
that were available at the time, none satisfied these criteria to
a sufficient degree. Hence, the decision was made to develop
our own solution in the programming Julia [7], based on the
SimJulia package [8], with the express goal of making the tool
as flexible, generic, and user-friendly as possible.
This article presents the current state of the tool, which
is still in very active development. In particular, we are
developing a library of functions, which will allow the user to
set up an entire workforce organization, or a part thereof, with
all its HR policies (recruitment, promotion/transfer, retirement)
in place. The user can then perform a simulation run to see how
the composition of the workforce will evolve over time, taking
the policies into account, and to generate easily digestible
reports on the evolution (of any desired part) of the workforce.
These simulation results and reports can then be used as a basis
for a stochastic optimization routine to find the optimal set of
HR policies for a particular organizational goal. However, the
optimization part falls outside the scope of this article. Parallel
to the simulator engine, we are also developing a user-friendly
way of configuring a simulation, to allow non-expert users
to set up and run a simulation in a relatively straightforward
manner.
The article is structured in the following manner. In Section
II, we describe the setup of the simulation model, where we
highlight the current, as of writing, state of the model. The
next section, Section III, covers the software and technologies
used to implement the simulation tool, as well as the reasoning
behind it. In Section IV, we explain how the simulation tool
can be used, where the focus will be on the “non-expert” user.
In each of these sections we also mention what features of the
tool are still planned. Section V gives a small example of the
present capabilities of the simulation tool. Finally, we briefly
summarize in Section VI.
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II. S ETUP OF THE SIMULATION MODEL
We have opted to build the simulation model as a discrete
event simulation where we model each individual personnel
member with their own attributes in the system. The simulation
then allows each person to move through the system and their
attributes to change based on the organization’s policies, legal
requirements included, as provided by the user.
The rest of the section goes into more detail on each of
the three flows that a person in the simulation will undergo:
1) Flow in – recruitment
2) Flow through/transitions – transfers, promotions, etc.
3) Flow out – retirement, resignation, other forms of
attrition
Please note that, as the tool is still under active development,
and in a rather early stage at that, the features described below
are not set in stone, and that the actual approach towards
implementing these can still change considerably.
A. Entering the system
Persons can enter the organization in two ways. First of
all, they can be recruited into the organization throughout the
simulation run time; alternatively, the simulation can start with
an existing population (start from a snapshot).
1) Recruitment: Recruitment happens in periodic recruitment cycles throughout the simulation: every few time steps
a number of people will be generated and entered into the organization. Hence, instant recruitment the moment a person is
needed is not allowed. The main reason for this choice is that in
real life applications, it is impossible to recruit a person at any
given moment. This is in part due to the organization’s policies,
and in part due to practical considerations: if recruitment at any
moment were permitted, it’d mean that every recruit would
(potentially) need a personal training schedule and trainer.
At the start of each cycle, the number of people to recruit is
determined. This can either be a fixed number, a number drawn
from a user provided distribution, or a number determined by
the needs of the system, where this number can vary between
certain bounds.
When a person is generated in the system, all their attributes are initialized to appropriate values, where those attributes and the initial distribution of those values are provided
by the user. This includes the person’s age upon recruitment.
Currently, implementation of the recruitment process has
been mostly completed. That is to say, it is possible to set up
multiple recruitment schemes as described above. However,
all those recruitment schemes will use the same distributions
for the initial values of the generated persons: differentiation
between recruitment schemes is not possible yet.
2) Snapshot: The snapshot, i.e. starting from an inital
population, has not been implemented yet.
B. Transitions
Transitions are nothing more than a change of a state that
a person in the simulation can have. We have defined a state
as a collection of attributes that must have specific values.
Note that these states need not be mutually exclusive. For
example: a person in a military organization can be an officer,
be part of the ground forces, etc. We also aim at allowing states
to have their own specific attributes, such as name (already
implemented), and the number of people preferred to be in
this state (to be implemented).
Just as with recruitment, transitions are assumed to happen
periodically, where each transition has its own cycle. Currently,

we only allow that these transitions happen automatically after
a set period of time. In the near future, we wish to implement
that these transitions have a certain probability of occurring,
and that each person has a set number of chances of undergoing
the transition. In addition, we will also implement that each
transition has a set of extra conditions, not expressed in the
initial state, that need to be satisfied before the transition can
take place. For example, to become a helicopter pilot, a person
must be in the air force, and have a certain rank (state),
but they must also have a certificate that they can actually
operate a helicopter and not be older than a certain age (extra
conditions).
C. Leaving the system
Similar to recruitment, there are two ways to leave the system: retirement and attrition, where attrition covers everything
from voluntary resignation to forced resignation due to medical
reasons.
1) Retirement: At present, retirement occurs on a periodic
schedule, similar to recruitment, and is defined by age and
career length. If a person reaches a certain age, they have
to retire, and similar if their career reaches a certain length.
Currently, there is one retirement schedule, which is valid for
all people in the simulation. In a later stage, we will allow for
different retirement policies for different groups of people.
2) Attrition: Attrition is defined as a probability, per period,
that a person will leave the organization for any reason except
mandatory retirement. If a person will leave the organization
during the next attrition period, an exponential distribution is
used to determine the exact time they leave. This attrition probability can change during the lifetime of a person, for example,
people will leave the organization much more frequently in the
early stages of their career. As with retirement, it is not yet
possible to configure different attrition schemes for different
groups of people, but this is, again, a planned feature.
III. T ECHNICAL CHOICES AND MOTIVATION
We have chosen to develop the software in the programming language Julia [7], a high-level, high-performance, open
source programming language for numerical computing which
is developed at MIT. In particular, we rely on its SimJulia
package [8] for setting up discrete event simulations. This
package manages simulated time, the event queue etc. while
our own package builds on top of that.
We chose to use the Julia language due to the in house
experience available, and due to its ease of use and computational speed, which in many cases rivals that of C [9]. In
addition to this, benchmark tests by the developer of SimJulia
have consistently shown that this package is computationally
the most performant tool to drive a discrete event simulation,
outpacing other implementations sometimes by an order of
magnitude. Considering the intended application of the manpower simulation tool and the size of the organization for
which it is intended, computational performance is essential.
The final reason for choosing Julia is its open source character,
which allows us to determine what’s going on behind the
scenes, and tailor the optimization to it.
To store the data generated throughout the simulation, we
rely on an SQLite [10] database, which we access through
the SQLite package [11] of Julia. This is an implementation
of SQL which does not rely on a database server and clientserver interactions. Instead, it uses a file saved locally, which
means we do not have to rely on the availability of the
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connection between the machine which runs the Julia code,
and the server housing the database of simulation results. An
additional benefit is of course speed (again), as local files
are generally available nearly instantaneously, especially when
using a solid state drive. A roadblock here was the large
number of SQLite calls, resulting in a large number of timeintensive file operations. However, we have circumvented this
issue by keeping the database in memory and only saving it
to file at certain points throughout the simulation.
IV.
This section
can configure a
they can extract

TABLE I. ATTRIBUTES AND I NITIAL D ISTRIBUTION .
Grade cat
Vol
NonCom
Off

B. Output
As indicated above, the results of the simulation are stored
in an SQLite database. This database holds a record of all the
entities in the simulation (past and present), as well as all the
state changes and changes to entity attribute that have occurred
during this simulation.
To extract intelligible information from this database, we
provide several functions which generate simple reports on the
following:
• Size of the population, or a specified subpopulation, at
a regular time grid. These counts can be broken down
by the values of a specified attribute, for example a
breakdown of all air force personnel by rank category
(enlisted, non com, officer).
• Flux in/out of the population or a specified subpopulation, on regular time intervals. By flux in we mean
that a person is not part of the (sub)population at the
start of an interval, and they are part of it at the end of
that interval, similarly for flux out. These fluxes can
either be broken down by source/target state, or by
transition.
These reports are produced in an easily accessible Julia data
structure, and can be used as they are by developers for further
processing. Alternatively, the user can request a variety of plots
to be compiled based on these reports, where the request is
made through the Excel file:
• Line plot of the totals;
• Line plot of the breakdowns of the population and/or
the in/out fluxes;
• Stacked area plots of the breakdowns;
• Percentage area plots of the breakdowns.
These plots allow the user to see, at a glance, the workforce’s
composition, and to gauge whether a particular set of HR
policies leads to a stable organization or a constantly varying
situation.

BDL
Limited
Appointed

prob
100%
0%

TABLE II. T RANSITIONS .
Start
Vol + Limited
NonCom + Limited
Off + Limited
Vol + Appointed
NonCom + Appointed

U SING THE SIMULATION TOOL
gives a brief overview of the ways the user
manpower simulation in this tool, and how
information once a simulation is completed.

A. Configuration
The tool is being developed in such a way that every
aspect of a manpower simulation can either be configured from
a more-or-less user friendly Excel file, or from Julia itself
through the use of various configuration functions. The first
configuration method is intended for the non-expert user who
wishes to evaluate a certain scenario (set of manpower management policies), whereas the second method, configuring a
simulation straight from Julia, is more intended for developers
who wish to use this simulation tool as a driver for their own
manpower planning tools, for example an optimization tool.

prob
60%
30%
10%

–
–
–
–
–
–

Target
Vol + Appointed
NonCom + Appointed
Off + Appointed
NonCom + Appointed
Off + Appointed

Time (y)
6y
8y
10y
12y
12y

Finally, it is also possible to request a graphical representation of the system or part thereof, such that the user can get
an idea of how people can move through this system. With
this representation it is of course important to keep in mind
that entities in the simulation can be in several states at the
same time.
Towards the future, we will also allow the user to export
this graphical representation to graphML such that it can be
consulted in greater detail through the use of software, such as
yEd [12], or to other common graph representation formats.
V. E XAMPLE
In this section, we provide a small, highly unrealistic(!),
example of the current capabilities of the tool. The example
itself is described in Section V-A, and the results are summarized in Section V-B.
A. Description
The simulation settings that we use in the example assume an organization with a target size of 25,000 people,
simulated over 50 years, and two recruitment schemes. The
first scheme recruits a random number of people, between 400
and 500, every 12 months from the start of the simulation,
and the second scheme recruits anywhere between 300 and
500 people depending on how many are needed still, every 12
months starting 6 months into the simulation. Ages are chosen
randomly between 18 and 25 years.
We consider two attributes to be of importance, and these
are listed in Table I along with the probability of each value on
person recruitment. ‘Grade cat’ is the grade category, and BDL
means limited duration, implying a person is not guaranteed
to be allowed to stay in the organization after completing a
sort of “trial” period. The possible states are all the possible
combinations of these two attributes, and the only transitions
allowed are the ones listed in Table II.
Persons in the simulation retire at 67 years of age or after
a 45 year long career, and they have a 4% chance per year
to resign during the first 4 years of their career, 2% until 20
years of tenure, and 1% thereafter.
B. Results
The runtime of the simulation is around 65 seconds with
observed variation of ± 3 seconds between simulation runs on
a single core of a 2.70 GHz (max. turbo 3.70 GHz) processor.
A more detailed breakdown of the computation time, listing
what percentage of the time is used for each task, is not
available at present.
The breakdown of the population (stacked + percentage)
is shown in Figure 1. From the top plot, which shows the
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Figure 1. Breakdown of population by rank category.

Figure 2. Breakdown of influx into the state NonCom + Appointed.

breakdown per grade category, we observe that the total
population steadily rises to a level somewhat above 25,000
before slowly decreasing towards it. It we would have run
the simulation for longer, we would see that the population
will stabilize around this number with some fluctuations. The
percentage breakdown plot (bottom) shows that the ratios of
the different grade categories are as expected at the start, until
the promotions start to kick in, leading to a vastly skewed
population composition after 50 years, which we would expect
from the way this simulation was set up.
Figure 2 shows information of the influx into the state of
‘Ooff Vast’ (NonCom + appointed). The breakdown of this
influx shows that the first influx into this category comes from
the people who are NonCom and get their appointment (Ooff
Appoint), but some time later a second influx is added to this,
from the people who are Vol + Appointed (Ooff Soc Prom).
The percentage breakdown plot shows that the latter type of
influx becomes the dominant one. This is but a small sample of
all the information that can be extracted from even this simple
example, and serves to give some idea of the potential uses
for this simulation tool.

mostly related to the flixibility and genericity of the tool,
mentioned in the article are present in the final product, without
excessively sacrificing the performance of the tool.

VI. C ONCLUSION
We are currently developing a generic simulation tool to
assist with making manpower planning decisions, which can
be used either for evaluating specific scenarios as well as serve
as a driver for optimization routines to determine an optimal
policy. In its present state, the tool is nearly functionally
complete, where most features have been implemented albeit
in a restricted form. As such, we wish and are encouraged to
develop this tool further such that the additional extensions,
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Abstract—Sasol’s Operation Research department developed
their own discrete event flow-sheet simulation methodology to
Model Operations using Stochastic Simulation (MOSS). This
generic methodology is not restricted to Sasol, but can be
applied to any type of continuous process operation. In Sasol’s
case, MOSS has been so successfully applied that new process
modifications will hardly be done without a MOSS simulation.
However, these simulations require handling multi-component
flows with material recycle as well as optimal allocation to units
based on their capacity and profitability, resulting in complex
models which require long development times. Commercial packages were evaluated to improve model development time using
the MOSS methodology, but they did not comply with these
requirements. Automatic Modelling Operations using Stochastic
Simulation (AMOSS) is a bespoke simulation platform developed
to fit the MOSS requirements using free/open source software.
It is equation-oriented (as opposed to sequential modular) and
automatically generates mass and component balance equations
from user-generated process connectivity diagrams and operating
unit specifications (reactor conversions, separator efficiencies and
simulation-specific variables). It can allocate flows based on
unit operating rules (unit priorities and capacities). Stochastic
elements are introduced with user-defined distributions based on
actual plant data.
Keywords–stochastic simulation; Monte Carlo; flowsheeting;
equation-orientated; equation ordering.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Sasol is an integrated energy and chemicals industry in
South Africa and leads the world in producing liquid fuels from
natural gas and coal. The whole operation can be grouped into
a number of value chains. A value chain normally consists of a
group of interlinked plants, designed to produce a basic component which is then distributed and converted by consumer
plants into value-added products, which are then supplied to
their respective markets. The value chains and their external
influences are studied and improved as a unit prevents the local
optimization which results when only individual plants are
optimized. Factors such as limited plant capacity, insufficient
plant availability and sub-optimal operational philosophies are
often the main constraints. A value chain can become quite
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complex when output streams are recycled back into the value
chain. In such cases, a change can have a big impact on a
completely different part of the operation, making it difficult
for the plant Subject Matter Experts (SME) to envisage the
impact and even harder to quantify the impact which is always
required for the motivation of Capital Expenditure (CAPEX).
This is an example where process simulation can be applied
with great effect. Since the model must be able to simulate
plant availabilities, operational philosophies (rules and heuristics operators use to run the plant) and storage vessels, the
model must be dynamic, stochastic and heuristic in nature.
Over the years, Sasol has developed a modeling methodology,
Modeling Operations using Stochastic Simulation (MOSS) [1],
to determine the impact of modifications on value chains. The
strength of such a simulation lies in the ability to quantify
the impact of a change over the whole value chain and in
the process reduce the amount of subjective decision-making.
However, MOSS does not easily deal with value chains that
have tightly coupled feedback loops where resource optimization is a prerequisite.
Before automation, the existing simulation method had
to be extended by hand to simulate the operation with an
acceptable level of accuracy. The modification included a
number of complex mathematical formulae that had to be
derived, programmed and tested. This added a significant
amount of model development time, resulting in a delayed,
but accurate set of results. This triggered the search for an
alternative set of stochastic simulation tools.
A number of alternative software tools were identified,
but due to time constraints, Sasol was not in a position to
complete a proper study. Hence, the University of Pretoria
was contracted to submit a modeling solution. The existing
stochastic model [2], the existing optimization model and the
existing steady state model were handed to the University as
usable references.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the performance criteria used to guide development.
Section III discusses decisions made about the software devel-
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opment environment used to develop the simulation software.
Section IV lists and explains the steps involved in developing
a simulation using AMOSS. Section V elaborates on some
of the steps to include information about the implementation.
The conclusion summarizes the achievements of the project
compared to the performance criteria and suggests future work.
II. S IMULATION E NVIRONMENT R EQUIREMENTS
Sasol proposed the following list of performance criteria
for the new development environment. Note that the requirements are not completely independent. For example, an
increase in accuracy can lead to an increase in development
time.
Development time: The simulation environment must reduce development time compared to manual equation rewriting
and not be affected by the complexity of the model.
Accuracy: The model must be appropriately accurate and
the accuracy must be independent of the complexity of the
value chain
Linear scalability: The resulting simulation must scale
linearly with the number of units.
Development flexibility: New scenarios that require modification to the existing model must be easy and simple to
incorporate.
Simulation time: The simulation execution time must be
short which will ensure that sufficient replications per scenario
can be run as well as more runs during model validation
and verification. Target simulation time should be less than
3 minutes per replication consisting of 70000 time steps.
Package stability: The model must calculate a value for
each variable in each time increment for all replications in all
the scenarios.
Generic application: The solution must be able to model
any value chain in Sasol irrespective of the combination and
configuration of plants, which imply that the existing legacy
models will be converted to the new modeling solution.
Debug capability: The solution must be able to guide
the user to locate a bug in a faulty model and requires the
recreation of an error situation in the same replication and
scenario in which it had occurred.
Fit for purpose: The modeling environment must be
focused on supporting the stochastic modeling methodology
of the Sasol and allows for ability to add additional features
and plants.
Learning curve: A quick learning curve is required for
the model developer, but it is accepted that the learning curve
for the software tool developer will take longer.
Version control: As more than one person can use the
same model at any time, the solution must allow for simultaneous modification and development in a controlled manner.
Cause identification: When simulation results are counterintuitive, the tool must allow the user to explain the results by
relating causes and effects. The tool must also assist in finding
bottlenecks.
Software Cost: Simulation packages are expensive and it
will be difficult to justify purchasing a new simulation tool
which will only partially solve Sasol’s problem and therefore
the initial cost as well as the annual maintenance cost must
thus be low.
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III. S OFTWARE D EVELOPMENT
The current Sasol value chain models that make use of the
MOSS methodology are developed in MS Excel using VBA
[3] but fail some of the simulation environment requirements
mentioned. Most notably, the current solution requires manual
rewriting of equations in order to satisfy continuity equations
balances. Additionally, heuristics must be embedded in the
simulation code manually in order to do optimal unit allocation.
Alternative simulation platforms, namely Simio [4] and
AnyLogic [5] were investigated, but they did not allow for
the simulation of continuous multi-component process streams
with optimal allocation at each time step. Both packages have
the ability to simulate continuous process flows and Simio has
the ability to do splitting of streams to maximise throughput.
The operating philosophies of the Sasol plant, however, call
for more widespread optimisation at each time step than these
packages supply without custom development.
AMOSS is built using mainly open-source tools. It is
written in Python [6], the graphical flowsheeting is done in
Open Modelica’s Connection Editor OMEdit [7] while the
Atom [8] text editor facilitates additional user inputs. Although
not open source, Microsoft Excel [9] is widely available and
used as an interface for editing tabular data.
The open source technologies allow for simple modifications to accommodate the needs of the platform.
IV. M ODELING AND S IMULATION W ORK -F LOW
The basic work-flow of AMOSS is illustrated in Figure 1
and descriptions of the steps are as follows:
Step 1 requires the user to draw a process diagram in
OMEdit together with operational unit-specific data in Excel.
The unit library contains the unit operations of concern in the
Sasol value chains (Buffers, Reactors, Pipes and Separators).
User inputs such as a component list, flow rates, separator
splits, buffer sizes and reactor conversions are entered during
this step.
Step 2 takes the OMEdit diagram which contains the
process connectivity and operational unit information and
parses it into a network graph. Using graph theory, a graph
table is generated containing the connectivity and attributes of
the process units.
Step 3 iterates through the graph, creating all the necessary
equations automatically. These equations are categorized as
component mass balance equations, total flow equations, mix
point equations, reactor equations, separator equations and
buffer equations.
Step 4 tears the equations using the block lower triangular
method and symbolically solves the smaller blocks to lower the
stiffness of the system of equations, making it easier to solve.
Prior to pre-solving equations, a degree of freedom (DOF)
analysis is done to ensure that the system is not under- or
over-specified.
Step 5 requires the user to define additional equations to
describe how the unit is operated (operating rules) together
with identifying which variables or parameters are stochastic
and provide a distribution. These rules are typically the unit
constraints (minimum and maximum capacities) of the units,
as well as the feed distribution priority between multiple units
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receiving feed from the same source. The stochastic element’s
distributions are also specified by the user during this step.
Step 6 takes the system of equations in Step 4 and concatenates it with the equations in Step 5 and tears these equations,
using the bordered block lower triangular method, producing
the full system of equations. The bordered lower triangular
form of the system of equations requires less variables to be
solved simultaneously compared to the unordered system. A
model is created from the ordered system and is solved using
numerical root-finding software.
Step 7 simulates the process for all active scenarios for the
number of required replications. Results generated are written
to a file.

a library of operations. The building blocks are as follows:
Source is the location where mass enters the
simulated process.
Sink is the location where mass exits the simulated process.
Mix Point is an operational unit where streams of
different compositions are mixed and the streams
leaving the Mix Point all have the same composition.
Buffer is a tank or accumulator within the process.
Reactor is an operational unit where components
can be converted to different components.
Pipe is a block used to give streams names and
indicate the flow direction.
Separator is the operational unit that models
a distillation column. The block splits incoming
streams into multiple streams with different compositions.
0

Visual Unit is used to indicate a conglomeration
of process operations, but acts as a Mix Point.

Figure 2. Example of the graphical process interface by utilizing OMEdit

The input data is required to yield a degree of freedom
equal to zero. In each simulation, the component and total flow
rates will be calculated. In Table I, inputs specific to Pipes S1
to Sn are listed.

Figure 1. Illustration of AMOSS work-flow

V. S IMULATION E NVIRONMENT C OMPONENTS
To better understand the work-flow and the operation of
AMOSS this section elaborates on some of the components.
The work-flow starts with with a graphical description of the
process model in flowsheet form. This flowsheet is then parsed
and the equations implied by the connectivity are created,
ordered and pre-solved. It is also possible to include additional
equations which specify behaviour on the plant rather than the
mass and energy balances attached to the units.
A. Process flowsheet
Figure 2 shows an example of a process diagram in
OMEdit. The building blocks are dragged and dropped from
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TABLE I. E XAMPLE TABLE OF COMPONENT ( LEFT ), STREAM AND
COMPOSITION INPUTS ( RIGHT ).
Components

stream

comp

comp1

S1

total

comp2
.
.
.

S2
.
.
.

comp1
.
.
.

compn

Sn

compn

The number of rows required in the input table per Separator is equal to the number of Pipes connected to outlet minus
one (nP −1). The number of columns in the table corresponds
to the number of components plus two (nC + 2). For example
in row 1 of Table II, if S6 f1 is set to 0.5, 50% of the comp 1
mass flow entering the Separator will go to Pipe S6.
The number of rows in the input table per Reactor is
equal to the number of components in the component list
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TABLE II. E XAMPLE TABLE OF INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR EACH
S EPARATOR .
node

attribute

comp 1

comp 2

···

comp n

..

Separator

S6

S6 f1

S6 f2

Separator

Sx

Sx f1

Sx f2

.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

VL101

S101

S101 f1

S101 f2

···

S101 fn

.

(nC). The number of columns in the table correspond to
the number of components plus two (nC + 2). Column 1
contains the name of the Reactor and column 2 is the list
of components entering the Reactor. The remaining column
headings indicate the components exiting the Reactor. The
table contains the conversion of each component entering the
Reactor (comp x in) to another component (comp x out). For
example R1 c1i c2o (Reactor1 comp 1 in comp 2 out) is the
fractional conversion of comp 1 to comp 2.
TABLE III. E XAMPLE TABLE OF INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR EACH
R EACTOR .
node

comp

comp 1 out

comp 2 out

···

comp n out

Reactor

comp 1 in

R1 c1i c1o

R1 c1i c2o

···
.

R1 c1i cno
.
.
.

···

R1 cni cno

Reactor
Reactor

comp 2 in
.
.
.

R1 c2i c1o
.
.
.

R1 c2i c2o
.
.
.

Reactor

comp n in

R1 cni c1o

R1 cni c2o

Cracker1
Cracker1

comp 1 in
.
.
.

Cracker1

comp n in

..

..

.

···

.
.
.

R2 cni cno

B. Automatic equation generation
With the connectivity specified, the conservation of mass
and chemical reaction equations are automatically generated by
the system. In the MOSS methodology, these equations would
be written into code by hand. This represents a significant
improvement in efficiency.
A directed graph is extracted from the process diagram
and processed using NetworkX [10], a Python library with a
variety of graph theory algorithms. All the operational units
in the diagram are vertices and the pipes indicate the edges
between vertices, together with edge direction.
The bipartite graph generated from the extracted information, is used to construct a directed graph (Figure 3). This
is how the basic equations that describe the mass balance,
mix point, component conversion, component split and integral
equations for the buffers are created.
Next, the degrees of freedom are calculated to ensure that
the system is correctly specified.
C. Pre-solving equations
Pre-solving refers to the analytical solving of the system
of equations created in the previous section, prior to running
the simulation. The intent is to speed up the simulation by
avoiding numerical solving of equations.
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Figure 3. Directed graph created from the bipartite graph

Sympy [11] is used to convert all the equations to symbolic
mathematical expressions. A tearing method is used to tear
the system of equations into subsets of equations that require
simultaneous solving. The tearing is achieved decomposition
of the unordered incidence matrix (Equation 1) to a bordered
lower triangular incidence matrix (Equation 2)



x1
1

f1
f2 

[A] = f3  1
f4  1
f5
1


f1
f2 

[A] = f3 
f4 
f5

x1
1
1
1
1

x2
1
1

x3
1

x4
1
1
1
1

x5

x4

x5

1
x2
1
1
1
1

x3


1 



1

(1)


1
1

1
1




1 
1

(2)

D. External user equations
AMOSS provides a platform to input additional equations
to describe the process activities and operating instructions.
In the MOSS methodology, it is common to distribute mass
into different pipes based on minimum and maximum constraints, together with allocation priorities. If the constraints
are local to the distribution point, the distribution is determined
analytically. If the constraints are up- or downstream of the
distribution point, general optimization is required.
These inputs are done using the Atom text editor with
a customized script for syntax checking and tab completion
(Figure 4).
The probability distributions are also specified as a table
input, with the option to switch between discrete and continuous distributions:
Once the full system of equations are created, it is ordered
to ease the solving effort. Figure 5 is an example of an
incidence matrix using a test process of AMOSS with 171
variables and equations. The unordered state implies that 171
equations need to be solved simultaneously. Using the bordered
lower triangular ordering algorithm of Baharev [12] on the
system results in the ordered incidence matrix. In this form
there are only 19 free variables, while the values of the
remaining variables are solved by direct substitution.
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TABLE IV. E XAMPLE OF HOW A USER CAN DEFINE A DISTRIBUTION .
Discrete

0

value

P

0

0

1

0.0625

2

0.125

3

0.1875

4

0.25

5

0.1875

6

0.125

7

0.0625

8

0

Figure 6 shows the effect of each of these improvements on
the simulation time. Parallel processing scales all these times
by a constant factor for each CPU used.

Figure 4. Entry of user inputs via Atom. From top to bottom: Adding
comments, tab completion, syntax highlighting and error indication.

The model is built in CasADi [13]. The need for an algorithmic differentiation tool is required due to the optimization
operations introduced by the distribution of material according
to certain constraints. CasADi is also used to find the roots of
the system of equations.
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VII.

C ONCLUSION

AMOSS successfully provides a stochastic simulation platform. AMOSS encompasses a variety of different aspects,
such as automatic equation generation, equation ordering,
optimization and parallel processing, to support this platform.

The deliverables that are satisfied by AMOSS are:

0
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Figure 5. Unordered incidence matrix is ordered to bordered lower triangular
form

VI. I MPROVEMENTS TO DATE
Most of the improvements that were attempted to date was
to speed up the simulation time. The following simulation
speed improvements have been attempted:
HDF5 The HDF5 file format was used to improve the
performance of saving results to disk, because the format yields
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Figure 6. Simulation runtimes of the AMOSS test process with the
cumulative improvements

A. Achieved requirements

160
0

a file 15 times smaller than a CSV file. BLT ordering Block
lower triangular ordering was used to increase the simulation
speed. The improvement seen by implementing BLT tearing is
due to the reduction in the number of variables that need to be
solved numerically. CasADi The implementation of CasADi
shows the power of derivative information. Parallel Processing The simulations of AMOSS are embarrassingly parallel
(the scenarios can be simulated completely independently of
one another). Celery [14] is used to distribute the load of the
scenarios.

ISBN: 978-1-61208-672-9

Reduction in development time The ability to generate
equations automatically given a process diagram together with
the equation ordering drastically reduces development time.
In MOSS, equations are manually derived for systems that
include recycles. When rebuilding a value chain in AMOSS,
the Sasol user reported a 6 week saving in development time.
Generic application AMOSS was designed as a general
stochastic simulation platform. The operational unit library can
be easily expanded and the code downstream of the automatic
equation generation will remain unchanged.
Development flexibility Changing the operating instructions or connectivity in the existing MOSS models requires
major effort. The manually generated equations will require
modification. Changing the model in AMOSS just requires
changes to connectivity and operating instructions.
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Simulation flexibility: AMOSS allows sections of the
plant to be deactivated with logical operators in the operating
instructions.
Acceptable accuracy: On condition that the Newton root
finder successfully finds a solution under 1000 function evaluations, any residual equation will be solved with an absolute
error of 10−12 .
Fit for purpose: AMOSS is an extension of the MOSS
methodology and was developed with the guidance of Sasol
and therefore follows the modelling methodology of Sasol.
AMOSS is written in Python, which is a common language
with a large community, making it possible for a person with
moderate programming experience to contribute to AMOSS.
Linear scalability: AMOSS simulation time does scale
linearly depending on the number of equations in the system,
provided that the difficulty stays constant.
Quick learning curve: The Sasol user has reported the
learning curve as low to moderate, requiring only 1 week to
build a medium sized model. The most difficult part is to learn
basic Python grammar and how to create an OpenModelica
flowsheet together with rudimentary coding skills. This compares favourably to the skills required to solve the equations
and code the model in the MOSS methodology.
Software cost: The software cost for AMOSS is low
relative to other commercial software due to the use of open
source software like Python and OpenModelica.
Version control: Version control of the project is done
with Git using Bitbucket as the cloud repository. Since model
files are plain text, it is also easy to track model development
using Git.
B. Future work
Three of the deliverables of the AMOSS requirements
could not be met. These are fast simulation time and software
package stability.
Fast simulation time: When comparing a model built in
AMOSS against the same model using the MOSS methodology
in VBA, the VBA model speed is superior. The benchmark
process takes 1.7 minutes to complete a replication of 70
128 hours, whereas AMOSS simulates the same process in
24 minutes. The leading cause is the high number of variables
that needs to be solved numerically. A high number of these
variables stem from infeasible assignments. Investigation into
eliminating the infeasible assignments is required.
Software package stability: AMOSS is stable in the sense
that is does not close unexpectedly, but the graphical user
interface is considered unstable. Focus will be given to develop
a more robust and user-friendly interface.
Cause identification: Rudimentary cause identification is
added by identifying when a logical operator is evaluated as
true. A list linking the created if-variables to the statement is
made available to the modeler. This feature needs to be further
developed to elicit better understanding of the simulation
results.
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Abstract—In the last years, the risk to become a victim of a gun
fight or to be involved into an amok situation increased. This
leads to a higher demand for ballistic protection of civilians.
Therefore, another capability profile for ballistic armor is
necessary, compared to the military or police sector. The focal
point of civil ballistic armor is wearing comfort, weight and
invisibility. This paper provides information about the
development of flexible and lightweight ballistic body armor.
The manufacturing process is showed, heat- and sag test are
presented, and first ballistic trials will be discussed below. The
aim of the project is to create a ballistic body armor, which is
flexible, and body fit enough to be worn under a sweater or
suit. Furthermore, the body armor should meet the fourth level
of ballistic protection of the "Association of test laboratories
for bullet resistant materials and constructions" (VPAM 4).
The idea can be realized by using an ultra-high molecular
weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) composite. A material with
well-balanced properties to fulfill the ballistic and mechanical
requirements.
Keywords - defense engineering; ballistic body armor; armor
systems; fiber-reinforced plastics; ballistic trials; material
processing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Personal integrity is a basic need. Nowadays, this need is
endangered by increased incidents relating to gun violence.
Especially in the USA, the number of incidents rises from
about 50,000 to over 60,000 between 2014 and 2017 [1].
This leads to a higher need for personal ballistic protection
at the civilian markets. Included are products like softballistic sweater inlays or discrete ballistic vest, which are
suitable for everyday life. In this area of use weight,
wearing comfort and invisibility are focal points. The
ballistic protection up to the fourth level of ballistic
protection of the "Association of test laboratories for bullet
resistant materials and constructions" (VPAM 4) has to be
ensured. These requirements make it necessary to use a
material, which combines high tensile strength for a high
ballistic performance and low density for a suitable weight
balance. These attributes are combined in many fiber
reinforced composite materials, especially ultra-high
molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) is well suited
for the mentioned application. Already existing analyses of
the ballistic behavior of UHMWPE, like in [2] or [3]
described, are often on a theoretical level. This paper aims
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for an analysis on an applied level, with a concrete
connection to a product development. Existing theoretical
results are applied to the development of an actual ballistic
vest. This leads to the overall aim of the project to create a
flexible and lightweight ballistic vest, which meet the
VPAM 4 regulations and can be worn under everyday
clothes. Therefore, the project is divided into five sections:
1. Material processing
(Section IV);
2. Material pre-testing
(Section V);
3. Pre-ballistic testing
(Section VI);
4. Ballistic testing
(future work);
5. Finalization
(future work).
This paper aims to provide data to derive a decision about
the material composition, which is used for the future work.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II,
preliminary considerations are introduced regarding
material, processing and shape of the test objects. Section III
gives a brief information about the used UHMWPE prepreg
material and the second matrix material. Section IV is about
the processing of ballistic plates namely cutting and
lamination process. In Section V, heat resistance test and
sag test are presented and discussed. In Section VI, the preballistic test, which includes VPAM 3 (third level of
ballistic protection of the "Association of test laboratories
for bullet resistant materials and constructions") and VPAM
4 testing, is described and evaluated. The final section,
Section VII, merge all results and, these results are
discussed, leading to the constructive design of the plates.
II. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
In the beginning of the project two questions occur:
• Which material is suitable for the project (ballistic
performance and weight)?
• How can it be processed to become a flexible
ballistic plate?
First thoughts about the material leads to the UHMWPE in
detail Dyneema® HB26. This material, in shape of hardballistic-plates, was successfully tested in previous ballistic
trails. The plates were made out of multiple layer of preimpregnated fiber (prepreg) material, which are fused under
a certain pressure and temperature to become a solid
ballistic plate. These ballistic trails have already been
reported in [3].
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This type of Dyneema® HB26 plates have an inflexible
structure, making them unsuitable for this project of softballistic-plates. On the other hand, the material shows a
good ratio between weight and ballistic performance. In
detail, areal density of the material is between 257 – 271
g/m² [3] and has an energy absorption per areal density of
~35 J∙m2/kg [3]. In Section IIIA the mechanical properties
of the material are explained in detail to enhance the
awareness for the material.
Relating to the second initial question, Dyneema®
HB26 provides a promising starting point, because this basic
prepreg already offers a flexible structure. Therefore, the
prepreg material only needs a second flexible matrix
material to hold the prepreg layers together. Due to this, a
lamination process by hand is selected, which makes it
possible to use a flexible cast resin. This leads to the
question, which kind of cast resin has to be used as a second
matrix material. It has to be considered, that, firstly, the cast
resin does not destroy the chemical basic structure of the
prepreg material and secondly, the cast resin remains
flexible. To ensure this chemical compatibility of the second
matrix material the same matrix material, like it is used for
the prepreg, is chosen. For that reason, a polyurethane
(PUR) determines the second matrix material. This is
selected out of the group of thermoplastic elastomers (TPE)
[4]. Under the aspect of flexibility, a cast resin out of PUR
with special flexible properties is chosen. A further
description of the second matrix material is given in Section
IIIB.
Beside the material, also the shape of the plates is
important for the ballistic performance. This is, because of
the anisotropic properties, which are described in Section
IIIA. In this case, the shape was predetermined, because the
plates have to fit into already existing structures.

Figure 1. Main body pattern out of Dyneema® HB26. Width of 435 mm
and a total height of 415 mm.
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Figure 2. Side body pattern out of Dyneema® HB26. Width of 150 mm and
a total height of 205 mm.

Relating to the standard size of a plate carrier inlay, plates
were produced in a size of 300 mm x 250 mm. Furthermore,
patterns for a sweatshirt inlay were used to evaluate the
behavior of the different shapes in a ballistic trail. The main
body pattern has a width of 435 mm and a total height of
415 mm (Figure 1). The side body pattern is narrower and
has a width of 150 mm and a height of 205 mm (Figure 2).
III. USED MATERIALS
The basic material for the development of the flexible
plates is Dyneema® HB26. It is shipped in a shape of a tape
and as such, the matrix and fiber have already combined to a
prepreg. The fiber is out of UHMWPE and the matrix out of
PUR. As mentioned in Section II, the second matrix
material is a flexible PUR.
A. Dyneema® HB26
The prepreg material consists of four sublayers of
UHMWPE fibers, which are bidirectional orientated. The
fiber direction per sublayer is turned by 90°, compared with
the previous layer. This achieves an equal force dissipation
in the prepreg material. Resulting from this structure,
different geometric shapes of the material have anisotropic
tensile properties, because of unequal fiber length.
The prepreg material has a density of 0.97 g/cm3.
UHMWPE fibers have a high molecular weight. Commonly
they have an Intrinsic Viscosity (IV) from 8 IV up to 30 IV.
The fiber achieves high tensile strength (between 3.21 GPa
and 5.99 GPa) and initial modulus (between 113GPa and
171 GPa) through long molecular chains out of methylene
groups (CH2). A characteristic of UHMWPE is, that the
intra molecular bounds are relative weak Van der Waals
bounds. Though, the extreme long molecule chains leading
to a significant overlap between the molecule chains. This
results in many inter molecular Van der Waals bounds,
which strengthen the overall intermolecular stability.
Further developments have to consider, that the fiber length
is one of the most important constructional attributes,
because of the link to the tensile strength of the material [5].
The matrix material of the prepreg has multiple tasks.
Firstly, to protect the fiber against environmental conditions,
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pressure and kinks. Secondly, to hold the fibers in their
position and direction. Finally, the matrix leads the forces
into the fibers. Matrix material is often chosen from the
group of thermoplastic elastomers, because of moldability
and high elongation at break. These are good properties to
support the fibers and the construction.
B. Cast Resin System - Second Matrix Material
The most important requirement for second matrix
material is to preserve the flexibility of the prepreg.
Therefore, the second matrix material has also to be flexible.
As mentioned in Section II, the flexible PUR called R15GBflex was selected. This material is a two-components cast
resin system, consisting out of resin and hardener. With a
mixing ratio of 100 parts resin and 25 parts hardener a Shore
hardness (A) of ~40 is achievable. Compared with normal
PUR cast resin systems, which have a Shore hardness (D) of
~65 (comparable to a Shore hardness (A) of ~105), the used
PUR has a softer texture [6]. Another important property is
the density of the second matrix material to keep a low
overall weight. The material R15GB-flex has a density of
1.1 g/cm3, comparable with the density of the prepreg
material. The material has in mixed condition a medium
viscosity and a processing time of approximately 15 min
(100 g at 20 °C). These properties make the material
suitable for the lamination process by hand. The maximum
usage temperature is around 50 °C [5]. This fact will further
be discussed in Section V.
IV. PROCESSING
The processing of the ballistic plates is divided into two
stages:
• Cutting process for semi-finished parts;
• Lamination process for the finished composite
material.
A. Cutting Process
This project stage needs two patterns. First of all, the
standard plate carrier inlay with rectangular, plane shape
and dimensions of 300 mm x 250 mm. For the testing
procedures one 5-layer, two 10-layer, one 15-layer and two
20-layer plates are produced (Table 1). Overall, 80 layers of
prepreg material in this shape are necessary.
Furthermore, patterns for a sweatshirt inlay, with a main
body part (Figure 1) and side part (Figure 2) are used. On
the whole, 30 main body part layers and 15 side part layers
are produced (Table I).
The lamination process by hand makes it necessary to
laminate every single layer. In this particular case, a fastlaser-cutting-process is unsuitable, because the individual
layers would melt together. A single layer cut with the laser
cutter is as well inefficient, due to the rectangular shape. For
that reason, every layer has to be cut out by a special scissor
for reinforced fibers.
To achieve a high precision, the more complex shapes of
the sweatshirt patterns are cut by the laser. The patterns are
replicated in a computer-aided design (CAD) program and
saved as drawing exchange format (DXF) file. Lastly, the
file is exported into the laser cutter program and executed
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(parameters: Power 120 W, frequency 1000 Hz, velocity
0.036 m/s). Due to the four-sublayer structure of the prepreg
material, a homogeneous sublayer structure is achievable
even without rotation between the prepreg layers.
B. Lamination Process
The hand lamination process requires following stages:
• Mixing;
• Coating;
• Hardening process.
In the mixing process, the mixing ratio is adjusted by the
proportion of weight. For a low Shore hardness (A) the
manufacturer recommends a mixing ratio of 100 parts resin
and 25 parts hardener. Proportion of weight of the two
components, which is necessary for the different plate sizes,
are shown in Table II. The two components are mixed with
a wooden stick to a homogenous mixture.
This mixture is equal spread over the prepreg layer with
a lamination brush. For the coating, a slight film is
sufficient. Pressure from the inside to the outside is applied
to get a compact compound.
Finally, surplus material is removed, and the plates are
laid into a warm place for 24 h for hardening. After the
hardening process, the plates are inherently stable.
V. HEAT AND SAG TEST
Besides the ballistic performance, further two primary
material attributes of the new composite material have to be
tested. Firstly, the heat stability in a heat test, because of
possible high surface temperatures in area of use. Secondly,
the flexibility of the material, as key functionality in a sag
test.
A. Heat Test
Heat is a weak point of the second matrix material, due
to its thermoplastic properties. Maximum temperature of
usage is around 50 °C according to the manufacturer.
Analyses of the possible area of use show, that the average
temperatures are moderate temperatures between 10 °C and
30 °C, which are unproblematic for the composite material.
Nevertheless, in desert areas, which are possible areas of
use, surface temperatures can reach a maximum around 70
°C and daily surface temperatures around 60 °C [7]. To test
the heat resistance of the composite material, one plate is
faced a heat test.
TABLE I.

PROPORTION OF WEIGHT OF RESIN AND HARDENER FOR
DIFFERENT AMOUNT OF LAYERS

Layer

Resin [g]

Hardener [g]

5
10
15
20

42.6
85.2
127.8
170.4

11.55
23.1
34.65
6.2

Final
Thickness
[mm]
2
4.2
6.8
9.3
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TABLE II. OVERVIEW OF THE CONSTRUCTED TEST OBJECTS
Plate
Number

Test Number

Layers

Thickness
[mm]

Weight [g]

Shape

Processing
Method

1

1

10

4

295.8

Rectangular

Lamination

2

2

10

4.2

295.9

Rectangular

Lamination

3

3

15

6.8

448.3

Rectangular

Lamination

4

4

20

9.2

614.8

Rectangular

Lamination

20

9

592.6

Rectangular

Lamination

Rectangular

Lamination

Side Part

Loose

5M
5
5R
6

/

5

2

159

7

7

15

10

/

8

8

10

6.4

/

9

9

20

13.3

/

The heat test proceeds as follows: an oven is preheated
to a temperature of 30 °C. This 30 °C stage is used as a
reference result. Every 30 min the temperature is set to a
new value, first 50 °C, then 60 °C and finally 70 °C. The
plate is left in the oven for 30 min. After 15 min and 30 min
the plate is taken out and checked regarding: degeneration,
flexibility, slip of layers and defects. A 5-layer plate (Plate
No. 6) is chosen to ensure an even temperature distribution
in material. Results are displayed in Table III.
The results show that the composite material, and
especially the second matrix material withstand
temperatures up to 50 °C without any property changes. At
higher temperatures above 50 °C an increased flexibility is
recognizable. After 30 min at 70 °C the layers of prepreg are
movable 3 mm against each other. After this movement, the
layers go back to their initial state. At all temperature stages
the plate shows no degeneration and defects. Following a
cooling phase, the second matrix material solidified again.
Summing up, the higher temperatures are uncritical to the
composite material.

Main Body
Part
Main Body
Part

Loose
Loose

B. Sag Test
Flexibility is a key attribute of the used type of ballistic
protection. Comparative values of the plate flexibility can be
generated through a sag test. The aim of this test is to
measure the sag of the plate under a certain load.
Therefore, a test procedure is created. The test setup is
shown in Figure 3. The plates are laid onto two bars with a
contact area of 10 mm x 250 mm on both sides. Moreover,
the basic test setup consists of two rulers and a wooden
baseplate (35 mm x 145mm), which are arranged as in
Figure 3 shown. The sag test was conducted at 22 °C.
As a result of this arrangement, a basic load of 72.8 g lays
up on the plate. Additionally, a 500 g block is used as a test
weight. The center of the wooden baseplate is positioned in
the middle of the plate at 150 mm x 125 mm. One ruler is
placed for measurements and the other as an indicator for it.
The zero height is 120 mm.
First, the initial height of the plate is measured. In this
phase the plate has an additional load of 72.8 g. After 30 sec
under these conditions, the height is measured.

TABLE III. RESULTS OF THE HEAT TEST
Tempe
-rature
[°C]

Time
[min]

Degeneration

Flexibility

Slip of
Layers
[mm]

Defects

15

Non

Unchanged

Non

Non

30

Non

Unchanged

Non

Non

15

Non

Unchanged

Non

Non

30

Non

Unchanged

Non

Non

Non

Non

Non

Non

30

50
Slightly
increased
Slightly
increased

15

Non

30

Non

15

Non

Increased

>1

Non

30

Non

Increased

3

Non

60

70

Figure 3. Sag test basic test setup with test weight.
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TABLE IV. RESULTS OF THE SAG TEST
Plate
Number

Initial
Height [mm]

End Height
[mm]

Delta (Sag)
[mm]

1
2
3
4
5

131
143
129
123
125

165
183
153
128
128

34
40
24
5
3

Subsequently, the plate is loaded with test weight. After
10 sec under these conditions, the height is measured again.
Results are displayed in Table IV. The results show that 20layer plates have deficits in their sag values and thus in the
overall flexibility. They may be too inflexible for this
particular application area. The 15-layer plate has a good
ratio between number of layers and flexibility, compared
with the 10-layer plate.
VI. BALLISTIC TEST
The ballistic test is performed on the basis of the VPAM
("Association of test laboratories for bullet resistant
materials and constructions") regulations. Especially
following regulations are regarded: general basis for
ballistic material, construction and product testing (APR)
[8], ballistic protective vests (BSW) [9] and bullet resistant
plate materials (PM) [10].
The aim of this project is to meet the regulations of
VPAM 4. This level requires, that the plate withstand a
penetration of a .357 Mag. fired with a projectile velocity of
430 ± 10 m/s from 5 m distance [8]. A ballistic placement
test provides an overview of the ballistic performance of the
composite material. Therefore, a modified VPAM 3 (9 mm,
415 ± 10 m/s, 5m) and VPAM 4 level is tested. The
shooting distance is increased to 10 m. Penetration and back
face deformation are evaluated. Based on VPAM BSW No.
4.2 a maximal transmitted energy of 70 J is acceptable.
A. Preparation and Test Setup
Two components are necessary for the test setup:
shooting-box and plasticine (Figure 4). The shooting box is
built in consideration of the VPAM BSW [9]. The inner
dimensions of the shooting-box are 300 mm width, 250 mm
height and 150 mm depth. Especially the characteristic
depth is important, because of compression effects with the
rear panel. Based on the VPAM PM contact areas of 30 mm
on three sides are built in [9]. The used plasticine is
recommended by VPAM (VPAM BSW No. 5.2) [9]. The
ballistic test is conducted at an ambient temperature of 21
°C.
A measurement of the plasticity is conducted as
described in VPAM BSW No. 5.2.1. The mean imprint
depth (dm) of the plasticine is 19.8 mm. With this value and
the maximal transmitted energy (Emax) of 70 J, the maximal
volume (Vmax) of the back-face deformation is calculated as
follows [8]:
Vmax = (0.134 ∙ dm − 1.13) ∙ Emax

()

Vmax = (0.134 ∙ 19.8 − 1.13) ∙ 70 = 106.624

()
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Figure 4. Shooting-box filled with plasticine. Inner dimensions: 250 mm x
300 mm x 15 mm.

Figure 5. Left side: .357 Mag 158 Gr. Right side: 9 mm Luger 124 Gr.

This leads to a maximal back face deformation volume
of 106.624 cm3.
The gun, which is used for VPAM 3 testing is a SIG
Sauer X-Five® with a 9 mm Luger 124 Gr. projectile. For
the VPAM 4 testing an S&W 686 European Match® with a
.357 Mag 158 Gr. projectile is used (Figure 5).
All shots are fired into the middle of the plates. The only
exception is test number 5R, which get shot into the edge
area. This edge shot has to hit the material in a distance of
30 ± 5 mm from an edge [9]. Test number 8 and 9 were shot
without the shooting-box to check the penetration level of
the loose layers.
B. Evaluation
After every shot the diameter and the depth of the
imprint of the back-face deformation is measured (Table V).
With these values, and the volume equation of a circular
cone the volume of the back-face deformation (V) is
calculated. Additionally, the transmitted energy (E) is
calculated backwards with following equation [8]:
E = V⁄(0.134 ∙ d − 1.13).
m

()
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TABLE V. RESULTS OF THE BALLISTIC TEST
Imprint Test Number

Layers

Caliber

1
2
3
4
5M
5R
7
8
9

10
10
15
20
20
20
15
10
20

9 mm
.357
9 mm
.357
9 mm
9 mm
9 mm
9 mm
.357

Depth [mm]

Diameter [mm]

Volume [cm3]

Transmitted Energy
[J]

Comments

34.4
/
26.0
29.8
18.3
/
40.4
/
/

8.0
/
7.0
9.0
5.0
/
7.0
/
/

57.638
/
33.353
63.193
11.977
/
51.698
/
/

37.840
/
21.897
41.487
7.863
/
33.940
/
/

/
Penetration
/
/
/
Leaving material
/
Stuck in fourth layer
Stuck in fourth layer

Figure 6. Test number 3 after the shot. Seeable is the back-face deformation
and material behavior.

The results show, that test number 1, 3, 4, 5M, and 7
meet the requirement, that the transmitted energy is lower
than 70 J. Especially test number three (15 layers) (Figure 6)
shows a good average transmitted energy, comparing to test
number 1 (10-layers) and 5M (20 layers).
Test number 5R failed, because the projectile left the
plate before it gets stuck in the plate. As expected, test
number 2 got penetrated by the .357 Mag projectile. This
test was conducted to see the penetration behavior of the
material and projectile, like layer and projectile movement,
deformation of the projectile and damage to the plate. At
test number 8 and nine the projectile got stuck in the fourth
layer of the loose layers. The back-face deformation of these
test numbers is negligible.
VII.

DISCUSSION

The heat-resistance-test shows, that the composite plates
are durable up to 70 °C. At higher temperatures a slip of
layers is highly possible. Up to 60 °C no degeneration or
melting is detectable (Table III). Thus, the second matrix
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material and main material are suitable for the estimated
conditions.
To examine the flexibility, a sag test is conducted. It
shows, that 20-layer plates are too stiff for this area of use.
10- and 15-layers plates show good values of flexibility and
weight compared to other soft ballistic plates (Table IV).
The ballistic plate has to meet the requirements of
VPAM 3 and VPAM 4. This requirement allows a maximal
transmitted energy of 70 J. In a first placement test all
expected plates meets this requirement by far (Table V).
Also, the sweatshirt inlays were tested successfully. It
seems, that the extensive shape, which leads to longer
fibers, increases the ballistic performance.
To summarize, the 15-layer plate is the best performing
plate, because of the ratio between flexibility, weight and
ballistic performance. 10-layer plates will not meet the
VPAM 4 regulations, and 20-layer plates are too stiff and
heavy for the area of use. These results will put the 15-layer
plate into the focus of the studies. It has to be considered,
that these ballistic results are from a pre-testing series. They
are just indicators for a relative rating between our ballistic
plats. In further ballistic tests they have to be verified for the
VPAM 4 level.
VIII.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

All in all, the aim of this project is to create lightweight
and flexible ballistic body armor for the civilian market.
Therefore, a UHMWPE prepreg as main material and a twocomponent flexible resin as second matrix material is used.
Through a lamination by hand procedure, ballistic
composite plates are produced. Because of this method, the
flexible properties of the main material are sustained.
Moreover, a temperature resistance of the composite
material up to 60 °C is identified. All conducted
experiments show, that the 15-layer plate full fill our
expectations best. Especially, the ballistic results of this
plate are promising. Furthermore, compared to other
available products on the market, the new plate has a
reduced weight of ~100 g, is 1.2 mm slimmer and full
flexible.
In further scientific work, the 15-layer plate will be
extensive ballistic tested. Especially, VPAM 4 testing will
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be focused. Greater effort will be spent into ballistic testing
of the sweatshirt patterns and analyses of size-effects.
Therefore, these special shaped plates will be also produced
with the lamination process by hand and ballistic tested.
Furthermore, new available prepreg material out of
UHMWPE, special made for flexible ballistic plates, will be
tested within following projects.
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Abstract—The present time is shaped by a variety of religious,
political and military conflicts. In times of asymmetric warfare
and constantly changing sources of danger from terrorist
attacks and other violence based crimes, the personal need for
protection continues to rise. Aside from military applications,
there is a large area for the use of high security vehicles.
Outwardly almost indistinguishable from the basic vehicles,
security vehicles are used for protecting heads of state, as well
as individuals. To remain state of the art it is necessary for
security vehicles to permanently continue to develop protection
against modern weapons and ammunition types. It is
enormously cost intensive to check any new technology by
firing or blasting of real vehicles. Therefore, more and more
calculations of new security concepts and materials are carried
out by numerical computer simulations. However, product
simulation is often being performed by engineering groups
using niche simulation tools from different vendors to simulate
various design attributes. The use of multiple vendor software
products creates inefficiencies and increases costs. This paper
will present the analysis and development of an interface
between the most common Computer Aided Engineering
(CAE) applications ANSYS Autodyn and Abaqus to exploit the
advantages of both systems for the simulation of blast effects.
Keywords-CFD-FEM coupling methods; fully automatic
structure analysis; high-performance computing techniques;
blast loading; vehicle structures.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since the 1960’s, the simulation of physical processes
has been a steadily growing and integral part of CAE.
Especially, the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and
the discretization of complex models using the Finite
Element Method (FEM) have made an impressive
development from individual highly specialized applications
to the standard of industrial product development. This
process was supported by the progressive development of
increasingly powerful and less expensive computer
hardware. Together with specialized software, a triumph of
the simulation of physical processes in everyday technical
work has emerged. Positive effects due to the use of
simulation tools have been shorter development times,
lower production costs, more innovative products, improved
security and higher quality. The previous modelling of
components and objects of the real world by Computer
Aided Design (CAD) software is an important prerequisite
for the efficient use of the simulation tools. This has been
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established as a standard in the automotive industry, so that
almost every part of a vehicle can be constructed by using
CAD. These complete and realistic vehicle models can be
analyzed virtually by available simulation software.
The two leading software providers for CFD / FEM
calculations are ANSYS (Canonsburg, USA) and Abaqus
FEA from Dassault Systèmes (Vélizy-Villacoublay,
France). Although both providers offer software with
similar features available, their performance is characterized
by different spreads and focuses. For example, Abaqus and
CATIA, a CAD software, which is also distributed by
Dassault Systèmes, is predominantly used by the automotive
industry and provides excellent opportunities for the
simulation and modelling of complete vehicles. This
includes screwed and adhesive connections. On the other
hand, ANSYS offers a wide range of sophisticated
simulation capabilities in the field of CFD, which includes
the modelling and simulation of explosive detonations and
the subsequent propagation of shock waves. The different
focuses of the performance of ANSYS and Abaqus yield to
a mixed, demand-based use of the software in the research
and development area, so that different software is used
even within the same company on the same project in
different areas of activity. This circumstance is amplified by
the fact that product simulations are performed by
engineering groups using niche simulation tools from
different vendors to simulate various design attributes.
Unfortunately, the leading software providers avoid the
effective interaction of their simulation tools due to mutual
competition. This complicates the development effort and
results in longer development times in research and
industry.
Particularly, in the area of armored security vehicles, it
is necessary to remain state of the art and to constantly
consider the ongoing development of modern weapon and
ammunition types. Experimental tests of the harmful effects
of new technologies by blast or impact is associated with
enormous time and financial costs.
In order to exploit the full potential of ANSYS and
Abaqus, we have developed an interface between these two
software platforms [1]. This interface allows an iterative
transfer of the blast simulation of ANSYS to the structural
mechanic solver of Abaqus, which simulates the effects on
the vehicle model and vice versa.
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This paper reports on the development of this interface
between ANSYS and Abaqus, which will enable combining
the strengths of the two leading software providers with the
aim of generating synergies that result in short development
times and lower costs.
After a brief introduction and description of the different
methods of space discretization in Section III, there is a
short section on ballistic trials where the experimental setup is depicted, followed by Section V describing the
analysis with numerical simulations. The paper ends with a
concluding paragraph in Section VI.
II.

STATE-OF-THE-ART

A first step in developing an interface between ANSYS
and Abaqus has already been reported in [1]. The developed
interface allows accessing a set of data and passing them to
Abaqus. Python was used as a programming language.
ANSYS provides the data records for the interface as .txt
files. These files contain data points with Cartesian
coordinates, which describe the propagation of shock waves
after blasting. The interface takes this data and splits it into
separate information. In a further step, the data is stored in a
list, linked with the corresponding time points, pressure data
and coordinates. It is also possible to use a set of data and to
interpolate between the time points to produce a larger data
set. After the data has been written and saved in a linked
form, the interface retrieves the CAD model. Subsequently,
the explosion data can be projected onto a selectable surface
of the model. Then, an iterative loop realizes the coupling
between CFD and FEM simulations. This approach for a
coupled CFD-FEM analysis is called “strong coupling.” In
another approach, the “semi-strong coupling,” a smaller
amount of data is used and mathematically interpolated for a
sufficient approximation. The third concept is a “weak
coupling” solution. Here, neural networks and deep learning
can be used to replicate blast effects on different vehicle
structures. Until now, the basic functionality of the interface
could be validated on different models, including the model
of a safety vehicle.
III.

FUNDAMENTALS OF SIMULATION

In the security sector, the partly insufficient safety of
people and equipment due to failure of industrial
components are ongoing problems that cause great concern.
Since computers and software have spread into all fields of
industry, extensive efforts are currently being made in order
to improve the safety by applying certain computer-based
solutions. To deal with problems involving the release of a
large amount of energy over a very short period of time,
e.g., explosions and impacts, there are three approaches,
which are discussed in [2].
As the problems are highly non-linear and require
information regarding material behavior at ultra-high
loading rates, which are generally not available, most of the
work is experimental and may cause tremendous expenses.
Analytical approaches are possible if the geometries
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involved are relatively simple and if the loading can be
described through boundary conditions, initial conditions, or
a combination of the two. Numerical solutions are far more
general in scope and remove any difficulties associated with
geometry [3].
For structures under shock and impact loading,
numerical simulations have proven to be extremely useful.
They provide a rapid and less expensive way to evaluate
new design ideas. Numerical simulations can supply
quantitative and accurate details of stress, strain, and
deformation fields that would be very expensive or difficult
to reproduce experimentally. In these numerical simulations,
the partial differential equations governing the basic
physical principles of conservation of mass, momentum,
and energy are employed. The equations to be solved are
time-dependent and nonlinear in nature. These equations,
together with constitutive models describing material
behavior and a set of initial and boundary conditions, define
the complete system for shock and impact simulations.
The governing partial differential equations need to be
solved in both time and space domains. The solution over
the time domain can be achieved by an explicit method. In
the explicit method, the solution at a given point in time is
expressed as a function of the system variables and
parameters, with no requirements for stiffness and mass
matrices. Thus, the computing time at each time step is short
but may require numerous time steps for a complete
solution. The solution for the space domain can be obtained
utilizing different spatial discretization, such as Lagrange
[4], Euler [5], Arbitrary Lagrange Euler (ALE) [6], or mesh
free methods [7]. Each of these techniques has its unique
capabilities, but also limitations. Usually, there is not a
single technique that can cope with all the regimes of a
problem [8]. The crucial factor is the grid that causes
different outcomes. Details are discussed in Section IV.
Due to the fact that all engineering simulations are
based on geometry to represent the design, the target and all
its components are simulated as CAD models. Real-world
engineering commonly involves the analysis and design of
complicated geometry. These types of analysis depend
critically on having a modeling tool with a robust geometry
import capability in conjunction with advanced, easy-to-use
mesh generation algorithms [9]. It often is necessary to
combine different simulation and modeling techniques from
various CAE applications. However, this fact can lead to
major difficulties, especially in terms of data loss and
computational effort. Particularly the leading software
providers prevent an interaction of their tools with
competing products. But to analyze blast loading and its
effects on vehicle structures, different CAE tools are
needed. Therefore, it is important that an interface is
provided that allows a robust interaction between various
applications. Using a CAD neutral environment that
supports direct, bidirectional and associative interfaces with
CAE systems, the geometry can be optimized successively
and analysis can be performed without loss of data [10].
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IV.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Various approaches are possible when it comes to
solving problems that involve the release of large amounts
of energy in very short periods of time, which then
propagate as shock waves or act as impact on structures.
Analytical solutions offer a very powerful way to describe
such a process. Unfortunately, their applicability is
restricted to problems with simple geometries and few
boundary and initial conditions. In contrast, numerical
simulations offer much more general applications with
complex structures and feasible solutions.
The underlying physical model of numerical
simulations is provided by physical conservation laws, the
equation of state and the constitutive model. Partial
differential equations for the conservation of energy,
momentum, and mass form the physical conservation laws.
Furthermore, the equation of state combines the internal
energy or temperature and the density or volume of a
material with the pressure. As a result, changes in the
density and irreversible thermodynamic processes such as
shock-like heating can be considered. In addition, the
constitutive model includes the influence of the material to
be simulated and describes the effect of deformation, i.e.
changes in shape and material strength properties.
Together, these equations form a set of coupled, timeand location-dependent, highly non-linear equations, which
can be solved by computer calculations. The governing
partial differential equations need to be solved in both time
and space domains. The solution over the time domain can
be obtained by an explicit method, which is an iterative
method and leads to a step by step solution in the time
domain. Software for numerical simulation of shock and
impact processes is called a hydrocode [11].
A. Methods of Space Discretization
All existing structural dynamics and wave propagation
codes obtain solutions to the Differential Equations (DEs)
governing the field by solving an analogous set of algebraic
equations. The governing DEs are not solved directly,
because currently only a handful of closed-form solutions
for DEs are available. The equations of structural dynamics,
being a coupled set of rate equations, which account for the
effects of severe gradients in stress, strain and deformation,
material behavior ranging from solid to fluid to gas,
temperatures from room temperature to melt temperature are
highly nonlinear and do not lend themselves to closed-form
solutions in the general case.
To get a solution over the spatial domain a discretization
of the material with a mesh is necessary. FEM uses such a
discretization by dividing the problem space into separate
elements. These elements can have different shapes: In two
dimensions, the shape of quadrilaterals or triangles, in three
dimensions, hexahedrons and tetrahedrons are usually used.
Even complicated geometries can be formed with these
elements. Each FEM element has a certain number of nodes,
which are located at its corners and have known spatial
coordinates. The displacement of these nodes represents the
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unknowns of the partial differential equations to be solved.
There are multiple, different spatial discretization methods
related to FEM, such as Lagrange, Euler, ALE or mesh free
methods. Each of these methods can be used independently,
but some specific problems need a combination of different
discretization methods.
1) Lagrange
The Lagrange method divides an object into a spatial grid
where the grid is fixed to the object and moves with it. The
material components within an element do not change. If
forces are acting on a node, it is displaced, and thus the
forces are transmitted to its neighboring nodes, similar to a
spring-mass system. This results in deformations of the grid.
The nodes of the edge elements of an object remain
unchanged so that the boundary and interface conditions can
be easily applied. Clear material boundaries are also
available so that space outside the material does not require
an extra grid and therefore the conservation of mass is
automatically satisfied. Figure 1 shows two objects with its
mesh as an example of the Lagrange method. Two objects
consisting of different materials represented by the colors
blue and green before (left side) and after impact (right side).
The green object has an initial velocity in the direction of the
blue object. The right side of the figure shows the
discretization dependent deformation after the impact with
the Lagrange solver. The mesh is bound to the objects and
divides them into multiple elements. After an impact the
objects deform due to the deformation of the elements. A
weak point of the Lagrange method is a strong distortion of
the mesh in heavily loaded regions, as shown in Figure 1. in
the area adjacent to the green and blue object. In general, the
Lagrange method is best suited for complex geometries and
structures, projectiles and other solids. A disadvantage of
Lagrange is the occurrence of strong distortions of mesh
element at high loads. Such a distorted element can adversely
affect the temporal solution of the simulation since the time
step is proportional to the size of the smallest element.

Figure 1. Lagrange method example.

In general, the Lagrange method is best suited for
complex geometries and structures, projectiles and other
solids. A disadvantage of Lagrange is the occurrence of
strong distortions of mesh element at high loads. Such a
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distorted element can adversely affect the temporal solution
of the simulation since the time step is proportional to the
size of the smallest element.
2) Euler
In the Euler method, the coordinates of the nodes are
fixed and form the entire mesh of the region to be solved.
The material flows through the mesh as a function of time
and changes the value of the element, while the spatial
coordinates and the nodes remain fixed. This is the reason
why no element distortion is possible in the Euler method. In
contrast to Lagrange, boundary nodes do not necessarily
coincide together with material boundary conditions.
Thereby difficulties can arise with the application of
boundary and interface conditions. Figure 2. shows two
objects and the mesh as an example of the Euler method.
Two objects consisting of different materials represented by
the colors blue and green before (left side) and after impact
(right side). The mesh fills the whole space. The green object
has an initial velocity in the direction of the blue object. The
right side of the figure shows the discretization dependent
deformation after the impact with the Euler solver. The mesh
is not bound to the objects like in the Lagrange frame.
Instead the mesh fills the whole space with the objects and
empty space between them. During the simulation, the
material of the objects is transported through the mesh of the
space. After an impact the mesh stays clear but its content is
partly deformed.
In general, the Euler method is used to model the
propagation of gases and fluids as a result of an explosion or
impact. In the investigation of solids, the Euler method has a
disadvantageous effect, since additional calculations are
needed to transport the stress tensor and the history of the
material through the lattice. In this case Euler needs more
computing performance and smaller elements to resolve the
occurring shock waves.

3) ALE
The ALE method is a mix of Lagrange and Euler
method. ALE allows an arbitrary redefinition of the mesh on
each calculation step. Different predefined grid motions can
be specified, such as free (Lagrange), fixed (Euler),
equipotential, equal spacing and others. As an advantage,
distortions can be avoided. On the other hand, additional
computation steps are necessary to move and to convert the
grid. An example of ALE is shown in Figure 3. Two objects
consisting of different materials represented by the colors
blue and green before (left side) and after impact (right side).
The blue object has an initial velocity in the direction of the
green object. The right side of the figure shows the
discretization dependent deformation after the impact with
the ALE solver. In comparison to the pure Lagrange method
(see Figure 1), no lattice distortions occur here.
4) SPH
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics is a method which is
not based on a fixed topological lattice but on a finite set of
particles. These particles are embedded to the material
similar to the nodes of the Lagrange method, but their
connections are not fixed. However, the particles represent
not only mass points, but also interpolation points for the
calculation of the physical variables. The calculations are
based on the data of the neighboring particles and are scaled
by a weighting function. Unlike Lagrange, no grid distortion
can occur at SPH, since no grid exists. Related to the Euler
method, SPH has the advantage that all material boundaries
and interfaces are clearly defined. Figure 4 illustrates two
objects consisting of different materials in the SPH frame
represented colored particles before (left side) and after
impact (right side). The green object has an initial velocity in
the direction of the blue object. The right side of the figure
shows the discretization dependent deformation after the
impact with the SPH solver. As seen in Figure 4. two
objects consist of small particles in the SPH frame. Their
behavior before and after an impacts differs from the
solutions in the Lagrange, Euler or ALE frame.

Figure 2. Euler method example.

Figure 3. ALE method example.
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Figure 4. SPH method example.

The SPH method has proven especially useful in the
simulation of impact processes on brittle materials [2]. It
should be noted that the modelling of the material as
particles leads to significantly higher computing effort per
time step.
For problems of dynamic fluid-structure interaction
and impact, there typically is no single best numerical
method which is applicable to all parts of a problem.
Techniques to couple types of numerical solvers in a single
simulation can allow the use of the most appropriate solver
for each domain of the problem.
One of the more important issues, which have to be
carefully considered is the issue of mesh size. Different
results are obtained if the number of cells per unit length is
not adequate. For example, it was found that for penetration
studies with eroding long rods, the number of cells on the
rod’s radius should be at least eleven. The same density of
cells should be kept in the target, at least for several
projectile radii around its symmetry axis. In order to save
computing time, the cell size at farther zones can be
gradually increased according to their distance from the
symmetry axis. The mesh cell size depends on the specific
problem. As an example, a small cell size should be
considered in cases where there is a fracture in the projectile
or target. It is recommended that while preparing the code
for its final runs, the numerical convergence with respect to
mesh cell size should be checked. Another important issue,
especially when material elements are expected to deform
considerably, is the issue of erosion with Lagrangian codes.
At large deformations the code may run into trouble when
treating heavily deformed elements. The use of the erosion
threshold condition is then necessary in order to eliminate
elements at a predetermined value of the plastic or
geometric deformation. The erosion should be monitored
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constantly, and when it is too high one should replace the
Lagrangian with an Eulerian code.
The goal of this paper is to evaluate an interface
between different hydrocodes, computational tools for
modeling the behavior of continuous media. In its purest
sense, a hydrocode is a computer code for modeling fluid
flow at all speeds. For that reason, a structure will be split
into a number of small elements. The elements are
connected through their nodes (see Figure 5). The mesh
divides the object into small elements connected by its
nodes.
The behavior (deflection) of the simple elements is
well-known and may be calculated and analyzed using
simple equations called shape functions. By applying
coupling conditions between the elements at their nodes, the
overall stiffness of the structure may be built up and the
deflection/distortion of any node – and subsequently of the
whole structure – can be calculated approximately [12].
Therefore, several runs are necessary: From modeling to
calculation to the evaluation and subsequent improvement
of the model.
Hydrocodes, or wave propagation codes, are a
valuable adjunct to the study of the behavior of metals
subjected to high-velocity impact or intense impulsive
loading. The combined use of computations, experiments
and high-strain-rate material characterization has, in many
cases, supplemented the data achievable by experiments
alone at considerable savings in both cost and engineering
man-hours.
A large database exists of high-pressure Equation-OfState (EOS) data. Considerable data on high rate deviatoric
behavior exists as well although, unlike EOS data, it is not
collected in a few compilations but scattered throughout a
diverse literature. Experimental techniques exist for
determining either EOS or strength data for materials not yet
characterized under high-rate loading conditions.
By contrast, computations with non-metallic materials
such as composites, concrete, rock, soil and a variety of
geological materials are, in effect, research tasks. This is
due to several reasons: lack of definitive computational
models for high strain rate–temperature–pressure response;
lack of a database for EOS and high rate strength data for
such materials; lack of test methodologies for anisotropic
materials subjected to high-rate loading.

Figure 5. Example grid of a typical bullet.
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A large number of ad hoc models exist for explosives,
geological materials, concrete and other non-metallics.
Many of these lack a firm theoretical foundation. This is an
area where considerable research is required, both to devise
appropriate test techniques to measure material response
under high strain rates, elevated temperatures and high
pressures as well as to develop appropriate constitutive
models.
B. Interface
In general, an interface connects systems that have
different properties with the purpose of exchanging
information. For computers, this is mainly the case between
software, hardware, peripheral devices and humans.
Communication at the interface can be either in one
direction, such as a remote control or keyboard, or in both
directions, such as a touch screen or a network adapter [13].
In the context of numerical simulation of blast and
impact processes, an interface is necessary to ensure an
effective coupling of CFD / FEM simulations between the
software Abaqus and ANSYS. For our research, ANSYS is
to be used to provide data from simulated explosions using
Euler-Lagrange coupling. On the other hand, the structure,
which is affected by the blasting is simulated by Abaqus.
The developed Interface has the task of conveying the data
between ANSYS and Abaqus, so that the individual
simulation steps can be performed successively with respect
to the successive transfer of data.
V.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

In computing, an interface is a shared boundary across
two separate components of a computer system exchange
information. The exchange can be between software,
computer hardware, peripheral devices, humans and
combinations of these. Some computer hardware devices
such as a touchscreen can both send and receive data
through the interface, while others such as a mouse,
microphone or joystick operate one way only [13].
Coupled FEA/CFD analysis is an alternative technique,
where separate FEA and CFD codes are used for solid and
fluid regions, respectively, with a smooth exchange of
information between the two codes to ensure continuity of
blast loading data. The main merit of the approach is to
enable users to take full advantages of both CFD and FEA
capabilities.
The objective of this work is to develop an interface
between ANSYS Autodyn and Abaqus. The software
ANSYS is used to solve linear and non-linear problems of
structural mechanics, computational fluid dynamics,
acoustics and various other engineering sciences [14]. Here,
ANSYS will provide data from the simulation of blast
effects. The capability to couple Eulerian and Lagrangian
frames in ANSYS is helpful in blast field modeling. The
Eulerian frame is best suited for representing explosive
detonations, because the material flows through a
geometrically constant grid that can easily handle the large
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deformations associated with gas and fluid flow. The
structure is modeled with the Lagrangian frame in Abaqus.
Abaqus supports familiar interactive computer-aided
engineering concepts such as feature-based, parametric
modeling, interactive and scripted operation, and GUI
customization [15].
First, every possibility of transferring the data from
ANSYS outputs to Abaqus inputs has to be detected. A
summary of this process is shown in Figure 6.
ANSYS will provide the data by generating a data set
for the blast loading. This data set will include snapshots of
given points in time. At this stage there is a data set of five
points in time, between 0.0291s and 0.0475s (after
detonation). Related to the points in time this data set
includes the pressure values with Cartesian coordinates
based on the simulation of the spread of explosive materials
(see Figure 7). A script is coded to read the blast loading
data in Abaqus. This script, coded in Python, uses the line
interface in Abaqus directly. Python is an interpreted highlevel programming language for general-purpose
programming. It provides constructs that enable clear
programming on both small and large scales.
First, a blast loading data is generated in ANSYS and
saved as a normal text file in .txt format. The data set will be
split to separate the different types of information. After
that, a list will be created to save the data and connect the
related time points to the coordinates and pressure values.
At this point, there is a possibility to use linear interpolation
between the five time points to generate a larger data base.
After reading and saving the data set, the script will load the
model used for impact tests in Abaqus. A surface of the
model must be selected to project the blast data on it.
The goal is to investigate the impact of the blast data on
a full vehicle model in Abaqus. This work starts with a less
complex model to validate the function of the script and the
interface itself. The first model was a basic rectangle to be
strained by the pressure data. Afterwards, two more
complex models were tested successfully. This approach
will lead to a surface similar to the silhouette of high
security vehicles (see Figure 8).

Figure 6. Inputs and outputs for an interface between Ansys and Abaqus.
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Figure 7. Transferring pressure date from a blast simulation into a a
common text file.

Figure 8. Testing structure in Abaqus with the coarse appearance of a
vehicle.

The coupling is realized through an iterative loop
between the FEA and CFD simulations, with
communications ensuring continuity of shock compression
data across the coupled boundaries between the FEA and
CFD models. In the coupling process, intermediate
individual FEA and CFD solutions are obtained in turn with
dynamically updated boundary conditions.
To avoid exceptional deadlock of the individual CFD
simulations, appropriate maximum numbers of iterations are
assigned for each CFD model.
Testing means that the spatially discretized model is
loaded with pressure. The change over time is decisive. An
example is shown in Figure 9. . The unarmored SUV model
was loaded with a typical explosive charge. The load on the
vehicle is made visible by color coding from low strain
(blue) to very high strain (red). The deformation on the
sheet metal body parts is clearly shown. This data can be
used to simply analyze vulnerabilities. The goal is, however,
to use complete vehicle models and to carry out realistic
investigations.
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Figure 9. Simulated test structure (unarmed SUV) and deformation
process after 3, 5, 10 and 20 ms (images arranged from top to bottom in
order of increasing time).
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VI.

OUTLOOK

There are a variety of approaches in implementing the
coupled FEA/CFD analysis. One is generally called “strong
coupling,” where data have to be transferred between
ANSYS Autodyn and ABAQUS in every single time step.
A “semistrong coupling” can get along with a smaller set of
date, using mathematical interpolation for a sufficient
approximation. The third concept is a “weak coupling”
solution. Here, neural networks and deep learning can be
used to replicate blast effects on different vehicle structures.
These approaches are going to be tested in a next step.
Furthermore, a larger blast loading data set has to be
created in ANSYS. This will allow a more accurate
illustration of blast effects on vehicle structures. Smaller
time steps will enable a linear interpolation with a higher
accuracy. Different explosives are going to be tested to
expand the data base. The next step will be a model for the
reflection of blast waves and dynamic changes of pressure
values. Using a full vehicle model will provide important
information about the behavior of armored structures under
blast effects. But to validate the results of the simulation,
more ballistic trials are needed. Based on the difficulties of
full vehicle model simulations, the implementation of an
automatic surface detection has to be taken into
consideration. This could be helpful if a large number of
different vehicles are investigated. In order to create a userfriendly interface, it is possible to generate the script as a
plug-in which can be started from the Abaqus user surface
directly.
By using pre-defined blast data to create forces as
vectors on our vehicle structures, the proposal can be
generalized. Then, FEA analysis can be done with other
software suites as well. Right now, the concept is not
applicable to other systems. This is a major disadvantage
and part of our future work. Furthermore, a parallelization
of the problem should be considered.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A technique for efficiently coupling FEA/CFD for the
simulation of blast effects is described. An interface
between ANSYS and Abaqus was created to provide blast
data sets. The data sets from ANSYS include snapshots
from the blast simulation saved at different points in time.
The interface is coded in Python and also contains the
possibility to use linear interpolation on the data sets.
A good agreement of blast load test data and simulation
results was observed. Furthermore, it is shown that the
coupled solutions can be obtained in sufficiently short turnaround times for use in design. These solutions can be used
as the basis of an iterative optimization process. They are a
valuable adjunct to the study of the behavior of vehicle
structures subjected to high-velocity impact or intense
impulsive loading. The combined use of computations,
experiments and high-strain-rate material characterization
has, in many cases, supplemented the data achievable by
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experiments alone at considerable savings in both cost and
engineering man-hours.
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Abstract—The calculation of geodetic lines plays an important
role in many applications, such as the minimisation of material
in manufacturing processes. Many manufacturing steps, such
as cutting or attaching layers on curved surfaces, suffer from
loss of material. In order to minimise wastage of material,
geodetic lines can be employed to find a cutting pattern for the
given material with minimal distortion. This paper presents an
automatable algorithm that numerically calculates geodetic
lines on any given surface. The result is evaluated with a
practical example by comparing the numerical result and the
analytical solution.
Keywords-Geodetic
Technology.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper is based on the assumptions that the material
of the given surface is of finite thickness and of low
elasticity which leads to the necessity of minimising loss of
material. Furthermore, the starting point of the presented
research is the approach given in [1] for finding geodetic l
ines between two points. The main idea is to successively
calculate distances from the starting point which is
improved by the fast marching method. In the following, an
algorithm for extracting the geodetic line as well as for
further improving it is derived.
For cutting a curved surface either sectional planes or
geodetic lines can be used. The graphical approximation of
flattened material stripes of an originally curved surface
having been cut by the procedures of applying sectional
planes and calculating geodetic lines clearly show that the
cutting with the geodetic lines provides straight edges when
flattened whereas the sectional planes result in curved edges
which leads to a higher amount of material loss. However,
sectional planes are much easier to apply and less time
consuming than the analytical calculation of geodetic lines
which is not even possible in many cases. Thus, this paper
aims to provide an algorithm which approximates analytical
geodetic lines on any given surface.
The paper is divided in five sections. After the
Introduction, the calculation of the shortest distance on a
triangulated mesh is shown in Section II followed by
Section III about the extraction of the geodetic line. In
Section IV a straightening algorithm for improvement of the
geodetic line is presented. The paper ends with a concluding
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paragraph in Section V and an outlook to future work on
this project.
II.

CALCULATION OF SHORTEST DISTANCES ON A
TRIANGULATED MESH

In this paper, the procedure of the Fast Marching
Method (FMM) is used [3] for calculating the shortest
distances on a triangulated mesh. Basically, this method
approximates the distances of all points surrounding the
starting point successively by a wave front until it reaches
the given ending point. For the following procedure it is
assumed that starting and ending point of the geodetic line
which is to be approximated are given.
A. Procedure
In the FMM, the vertices of all triangles in the mesh are
divided into several groups which are sets of vertices.
1) Fixed vertex set (FVS): contains initially only the
starting points; vertices which are points of the shortest
distance are added in the procedure.
2) Close vertex set (CVS): contains initially no vertices;
vertices which are close to the point that is investigated in
the current iteration of the loop are added.
3) Fixed vertex set (FVS): contains all vertices of the
mesh that are not contained in FVS.
Two situations can be distinguished: Only one starting
point is given and more than one starting point is given. If
there is only one starting point, the distances 𝑇𝑖 of its direct
neighbours have to be calculated and the neighbours are
added to the CVS. If there is more than one starting point,
the points 𝑎0 , 𝑎1 , and 𝑎2 which are part of a triangle of the
mesh containing exactly two points in FVS have to be
determined. After computing their distances 𝑇0 , 𝑇1 , and 𝑇2
to the starting value, the points 𝑎0 , 𝑎1 , and 𝑎2 are added to
CVS. After these initial steps, the following loop starts:
• The point 𝑎𝑖 , i = 0, 1, 2 with the shortest distance 𝑇𝑖
to the starting value is moved to FVS and is now the
point of origin for further investigations. This point
is called trial.
• The distances 𝑇𝑖 of all points in UVS∪CVS which
are adjacent to triangles containing trial and a point
in FVS are computed and moved to CVS.
In each iteration, one point is added to FVS and its
neighbours are added to CVS. The algorithm terminates
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when FVS contains every vertex which is part of a line
resulting in the shortest distance from starting to ending
point.
B. Calculation of Distance T
For calculating the distance 𝑇 the method presented in
[3] is used. It requires that one point, 𝑃1 , of known distance
𝑇1 is the origin and that another point, 𝑃2 , of known
distance 𝑇2 is on the x-axis.
1) Procedure: The distance 𝑇3 of the third point 𝑃3 is
calculated in terms of 𝑇1 , 𝑇2 and the connecting vectors 𝜈𝑖
with 𝜈𝑖 = 𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃1 , in particular ( 𝜈 3 )x and ( 𝜈 3 )y, i.e., the
projections of 𝜈 3 onto the new basis vectors, which are
calculated as follows: To change the default, adjust the
template as follows:
a) One point is set as the origin (𝑃1 ):
𝜈𝑖 = 𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃1
b) The coordinate system is transformed where:
(𝑝2 − 𝑝1 ) (𝜈2 )
𝑒𝑥 =
=
|𝑝2 − 𝑝1 |
|𝜈2 |
𝑒𝑦 =

(𝜈3 − 𝑒𝑥 ⋅ (𝑒𝑥 ⋅ 𝜈3 ))
|(𝜈3 − 𝑒𝑥 ⋅ (𝑒𝑥 ⋅ 𝜈3) |

=

(𝜈3 ⋅ |𝜈2 |2 − 𝜈2 ⋅ (𝜈2 ⋅ 𝜈3 ))
|(𝜈3 ⋅ |𝜈2 |2 − 𝜈2 ⋅ (𝜈2 ⋅ 𝜈3 )|

c) The distance of 𝜈 3 to the new coordinate system is
computed where 𝑂𝑥 is the x-coordinate at which the origin
of the new coordinate is located and 𝑂𝑦 is the relative ycoordinate:
𝑂𝑥 =

𝑇21

𝑂𝑦 = ±√

−

1 (𝜈2 )2𝑥 + 𝑇12 − 𝑇22
(𝜈2 )𝑥
2

((𝜈2 )2𝑥 + 𝑇21 − 𝑇22 )²
4(𝜈2 )2
𝑥

= ±√𝑇21 − 𝑂2𝑥

𝑇3 = 𝑂𝑥 ⋅ 𝑒𝑥 + 𝑂𝑦 ⋅ 𝑒𝑦 − 𝜈3
A challenge with this method is that there are always
two possible virtual origins due to ±𝑂𝑦 . In [3] it is stated
that this is solved by calculating both distances and taking
the larger value. However, there are situations where the
smaller value is the correct one. This happens, presumably,
mostly or only when P3 is not in front of the wavefront but
beside. Such a situation occurs when the distance of a point
in the CVS is recalculated. To mitigate this issue in a simple
way, the recalculated value for the distance 𝑇 is only stored
if it is smaller than the existing one.
2) Accuracy: The algorithm was tested on a sphere with
equally spaced points as shown in Figure 1. The starting
point, i.e., the point with distance 𝑇 = 0 is chosen to be the
north pole. The points are numerated such that one whole
circle at constant 𝜃 is taken. Thus, plotting the distance over
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the index results in plateaus of constant distance (see Figure
1 b and c).
III.

EXTRACTING THE GEODETIC LINE

In the second section, the shortest distance from starting
to ending point on the triangulated mesh is determined. In
order to approximate the geodetic line, a line of shortest
distance can be backtracked along the points in FVS. The
real geodetic line, however, does not necessarily consist only
of vertices but of points on edges of the triangles as well. In
the following the first approximation of the geodetic line is
denoted by Γ0 .
A. Method of Minimum Distance
The Method of Minimum Distance approximates Γ0 with
regard to the calculated distances T. It iterates the following
procedure and can be modified through two different
options:
1. The neighbor N of the previous point is determined
which fulfills one of the following requirements:
a) Option 1: N has the lowest distance TN of all
provided neighbours.
b) Option 2: N is the point of neighbours for which the
value of the distance TN added to the distance from the
previous point p is minimal
2. The resulting neighbor N is appended to Γ0 .
This method extracts the geodetic line very quickly but does
not provide a good approximation, neither with Option 1 nor
Option 2, especially when the grid is very uniform. Also,
the points of the geodetic line are still only located on
vertices. Therefore, the gradient method was implemented.
B. The Gradient Method
The gradient method provides an approach to extract the
geodetic line dissociated from the vertices. To determine the
direction in which the geodetic line propagates the gradient
of the distance T, approximated with the three distances for
each point in each triangle, is used.
1) Approximation of the gradient in a triangle:
The gradient in a triangle with vertices i, j and k is given by
⃗ 𝑇)(𝑖,𝑗,𝑘) = − 𝑛⃗ × (𝑇𝑖 𝑒𝑗𝑘 + 𝑇𝑗 𝑒𝑘𝑖 + 𝑇𝑘 𝑒𝑖𝑗 ),
(∇
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ 2
|𝑛|

where
𝑒𝑎,𝑏 = 𝑥𝑏 − 𝑥𝑎
are the vectors connecting the vertices a and b and 𝑛⃗ is the
surface normal of the triangle:
𝑛⃗ = 𝑒𝑘𝑖 × 𝑒𝑗𝑘
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Note that the connecting vectors 𝑒𝑖𝑗 , 𝑒𝑗𝑘 and 𝑒𝑘𝑖 are
circular, i.e., that
𝑒𝑖𝑗 + 𝑒𝑗𝑘 + 𝑒𝑘𝑖 = 0
In Figure 2, a sketch of a triangle with its gradient is
shown for an example set of distance values Ti, Tj, Tk.

3.
4.

The line g is intersected with the edge of that
triangle on the opposite side.
The point of intersection is added to Γ0 .

If no triangle is found whose negative gradient points
into the triangle itself, the neighbour N with the smallest
distance T to the previous point p is added to Γ0 .
If p lies on an edge, a different procedure is used:
1.
2.

2) Extracting the Geodetic Line with the Gradient
Method:
The basic concept of the gradient method is to generate a
line g for each triangle from the previous point p of the
geodetic line and the gradient of T
⃗ 𝑇(𝑖𝑗𝑘)
𝑔 ∶ 𝑥 (𝜆) = 𝑝 + 𝜆∇
and to find its point of intersection with the edges of adjacent
triangles. For the choice of edges to intersect g with, one has
to consider whether the previous point p is on a vertex or an
edge. If p is on a vertex, the following procedure is applied:
1.
2.

The negative gradients of the adjacent triangles are
computed.
A triangle determined whose negative gradient
points into the triangle itself.
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The triangle which is adjacent to p and was not used
for the prior calculation of p itself has to be
identified.
The line g is intersected with the two remaining
edges, if the negative gradient points into the
triangle.

If the negative gradient does not point into the triangle,
the previous p is moved to the vertex of the same edge that
has the smaller distance T.
Special case: It might happen that p lies on a boundary
edge. This case can be resolved by moving p to the vertex of
the same triangle with a smaller distance T. If p lies on a
boundary vertex, the above-mentioned procedure can be
applied without further arrangements. As already mentioned,
this is a special case. Therefore, this will not be considered in
the further course.
3) Performance of the Gradient Method
The algorithm approximates the real geodetic line in many
test cases very precisely in accurate time. In case that real
geodetic line runs near or along a line of edges without
passing through several triangles or without changing the
lane over the course of many points, the calculated geodetic
line tends to stick to one lane and very late moves over to the
other. This cannot be taken care of by the improvement
algorithm which is described in the next section unless it is
run for a lot more iterations than usual which is expensive.
However, this special case is not problematic unless one
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wants to find the real geodetic line with even higher accuracy
than already provided. For this, one could calculate the
geodetic line and refine the triangulation around it to redo the
whole calculation with the new triangulation until it
converges.
IV.

IMPROVING THE APPROXIMATION OF THE GEODETIC
LINE

1) Pi,,j lies on an edge:
If Pi,,j lies on an edge, the two triangles adjacent to Pi,,j are
unfolded. The point of intersection of the connecting line
between Pi,,j +1 and Pi,,j -1 and the edge that Pi,,j lies on are
calculated. If the point of intersection does not lie between
the two vertices of the edge, the closer vertex is chosen to be
the
corrected
point
instead
in
this
case.

In the previous section we have generated an initial
approximation Γ0 for the geodetic line between two points
on a triangulated mesh in three-dimensional space. As this is
just a first approximation, an algorithm for improving Γ0 is
required. The improvement can be achieved by moving the
points on vertices of the geodetic line along the edges of the
mesh to shorten the length of Γ0 .
A. Criterion for Improvement of the Geodetic Line
According to [2] the shortest path is given by the
straightest path for triangulated surfaces. ‘Straight’ is
defined as follows: After taking all triangles that the
approximation Γ𝑖−1 passes through and unfolding them into
a plane, the path Γ𝑖 is the shortest when it is a straight line in
the planar view. Therefore, the algorithm for improvement
aims at straightening the path in the unfolded planar view.
B. The straightening algorithm
For this section the i-th version of the path is denoted as
Γ𝑖 and Pi,,j the j-th point of the i-th path. For the following
let Pi,,j be the point to be corrected using the information
about Pi,,j+1 and Pi,,j -1. The idea is to locally straighten the
path by moving the central point of the three, i.e., Pi,,j . To
ensure that the geodetic line converges and actually
becomes shorter with each iteration, the updated Pi,+1,,j for
the updated path Γ𝑖+1 is calculated using the points which
have already been updated during this iteration, i.e., Pi,+1,j-1
instead of Pi,,j-1. For readability, we omit the “+1” in Pi,+1,j-1,
but take care of it by only keeping one Г stored and
updating it with each step during each iteration.
There are always two cases to be considered: Pi,,j lies on
an edge or on a vertex as can be seen in Figure 3.
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2) Pi,,j lies on a vertex
If the point that is to be corrected coincides with a vertex,
the procedure becomes more complicated. Let Sk be the set
of triangles that have Pi,,j as the central vertex, then several
cases can be distinguished. Firstly, there are two simple
cases which can be easily taken care of numerically:
a) If all three points (Pi,-1,j, Pi,,j and Pi,+1,j) are part of
the same triangle, Pi,,j is removed from Г.
b) If Pi, j+1 or Pi,,j-1 lies on an edge that is not part of
the boundary of Sk, it is removed from Г.
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For all other cases (Pi, j+1 and Pi,,j-1 belong to two
different triangles) the vertices around Pi,,j are sorted and the
left and right hand angles, θl and θr, are calculated in order
to characterize the vertex as can be seen in Figure 4. These
angles are given by the sum of the central angles of the
triangles which are obtained by splitting the star-like
structure of Sk along the path Pi,-1,j → Pi,,j → Pi,+1,j.
Three main cases can be distinguished:
a) θ = 2π : euclidean
b) θ = θl + θr > 2π : hyperbolic
c) θ < 2π : spherical
These three cases are taken care of differently where θ is
defined as left or right hand angle.
a) Euclidean: Sk can be unfolded isometrically. After
unfolding, Pi, j+1 or Pi,,j-1 are joined in the unfolded
Sk and the intersections with the edges added to Г.
b) Hyperbolic:
a. If θl and θr are greater than π: no
correction is needed.
b. If θl and θr are smaller than π, that side of
Sk is unfolded and Pi, j+1 as well as Pi,,j-1
are joined in the same manner as in the
Euclidean case.
c) Spherical: The part of Sk with smaller θl/r is
unfolded and Pi, j+1 or Pi,,j-1 are joined as in the
Euclidean case.
In all three cases the part of Sk with smaller θl/r has to be
unfolded and the points of intersection have to be
calculated.
In test runs, it was observed that points which are very
close to vertices keep approaching the vertex which they are
close to without coinciding and adopting its value.
Therefore, every 10 iterations the path is scanned for points
on Г for which this might be the case. These points are
moved to the vertex instead. All following points that
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approach the same vertex are deleted from the path. This is
necessary because otherwise curves in the path will never
pass over a vertex. The effect of the scanning of the path
and the movement of points to vertices is shown in Figure 5.
V.

EXEMPLARY RESULTS

To test the capability of the gradient method and the
straightening algorithm a geometry was chosen for which
exact geodetic lines can be analytically computed for
reference.
A plane with a half cylinder barrier is generated and the
geodetic line between two points on either side of the half
cylinder is calculated, first analytically, then using the
presented algorithm as shown in Figure 6.
In Figure 6, several aspects can be seen: Beginning at
the ending point (on the right-hand side of the half cylinder)
the distances of the other points are calculated by the FMM.
These increase up to the starting point (on the left-hand side
of the half cylinder). For clarity, the colour palette was
chosen such that it is repeated five times. The black line
shows the analytically calculated geodetic line. The red
crosses show the points of the geodetic line which was
calculated with the above-described algorithm.
In the left image the calculation is stopped after the
extraction using the gradient method. For the right image
the extracted geodetic line was improved by using the
technique described in Subsection IV-B.
As can be seen, the straightening algorithm removed a
few deviations visible close to the upper right end of the
geodetic line. The straightening algorithm ran 50 times but
most of the improvement was already achieved after 5
iterations.
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VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

An algorithm for calculating a geodetic line on a given
surface and a technique for its further improvement are
described. The goal was to derive an accurate numerically
determined geodetic line. Further steps could feature an
extension of the algorithm, such that several geodetic lines
on one surface can be found by iterating over the algorithm.
To further improve, analyse and straighten the geodetic line,
the unfolding of surfaces with the least distortion could be
investigated and automatised. Moreover, the change in
accuracy dependent of the number of elements in the
triangulated mesh could be investigated in order to define
and optimize the relation between these two quantities.
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